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Abstract

How can society safeguard energy supply if most of it has to come from intermittent sources such as

wind and solar energy? How large are the social cost of integrating a much higher share of intermittent

renewable energy in the system likely to be? In this thesis we take a first step at increasing the

knowledge base for answering these questions. We model the electricity and district heating sector,

using plant-level information from detailed bottom-up models of the energy system. The model

framework is developed to allow for a direct integration into a large-scale CGE model in order to

asses economy-wide policy implications of a green transition in a general equilibrium framework. We

show that our modelling approach, in the limit, nests the traditional linear programming approach

conventionally applied in bottom-up models. To realistically capture trade flows for electricity, we

develop a new trade mechanism, emulating trade on the day-ahead power market by using plant

data on neighbouring countries and information on transmission lines’ capacities. The formulation

endogenously determines prices, production, and consumption for both domestic and neighbouring

partners in trade. Further, by modelling energy production at the hourly basis the bottom-up model

is able to account for intermittency in a general equilibrium framework.

The bottom-up model is calibrated to Danish data for 2017. We carry out four simulation exper-

iments of policies that are expected to be key elements in a green transition to a fossil-free society.

We show that increasing the share of renewable, intermittent energy production in Denmark from

50% to 75% lowers domestic GHG emissions from the electricity and district heating sector by more

than 20%. Moreover, while the price on electricity decreases by 22.5%, the producer price for the

technologies based on intermittent energy drops by 34%, thereby lowering the economic value of these

technologies significantly compared to other technologies. It is also shown that both increased flexi-

bility of short run demand for energy services, energy storage, and trade with electricity all mitigate

the effects of intermittency. Although the results are preliminary and should be interpreted with

caution, we generally find that trade is the primary instrument for mitigating intermittency in the

short run.
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Part I

Introduction

1 Introduction

Throughout recent years the scientific community has gradually increased its warnings concerning emis-

sions of anthropogenic greenhouse gasses (GHG). In its latest assessment report IPCC (2014) concludes

with a 95% probability that humans are the main cause of current global warming and according to the

prominent professor of economics Nicolas Stern (2008) emissions of GHGs constitute the largest market

failure the world has ever experienced. Faced with the threat of global warming and driven by the desire

to lead the international community by example, the Nordic countries have set ambitious goals for their

climate policies aimed at phasing out the use of fossil fuels over the coming decades (Calmfors et al.,

2019). As a milestone towards this goal, the Danish government recently announced a target of reducing

Danish GHG emissions with 70% in 2030 compared to the 1990-level.

Compared to the pace of reductions undertaken so far, the new ambitious target for reductions requires

a massive expansion of renewable energy supply from intermittent sources such as wind and solar energy.

In its yearly status report, Klimarådet (2018b) estimates that reductions are anticipated to reach only

42-43% in 2030, when including the effects of the recent Energy Agreement (Energiaftalen). There are

currently no agreements on which specific policies to enact in order to achieve the 70% reduction and

considering the expansion of intermittent energy, several fundamental concerns are raised: How can

society safeguard energy supply if most of it has to come from intermittent sources? Given our current

state of knowledge, what technologies can provide the necessary back-up capacity for energy production,

when the wind is not blowing and the sun not shining? How large are the social costs of integrating a

much higher share of intermittent renewable energy in the energy system likely to be?

The purpose of the present thesis is to start the development of an evaluation tool for environmental

policies and provide answers to the above mentioned concerns. As part of a larger research project

aimed at modelling the transition of the Danish economy to a fossil-free energy system and a carbon-

neutral society (SUSY Project, 2019), the thesis focuses on modelling the production of electricity and

district heating (the transformation sector) and the associated emissions. In 2017 these forms of energy

accounted for roughly one third of total energy consumption in Denmark, and are expected to account

for a significantly larger share in a fossil-free economy, where renewable-based electricity is a main carrier

of energy (Klimarådet, 2017; Energinet, 2019). Although primarily clean electricity is expected to be a

main carrier of energy due to the expected electrification of other sectors, the inclusion of district heat

in the analysis is necessary due the tight coupling between the markets through the widespread use of

combined heat and power (CHP) plants in Denmark.

The thesis presents a framework for a detailed modelling of production of electricity and district

heating services, relying on plant level data embodied in large-scale partial equilibrium models of the
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energy system. In this context, the model relates to the general class of models termed bottom-up (BU)

models. Given that the ultimate goal of the larger research project is to evaluate the social costs of

transitioning to a fossil-free economy, it is necessary to combine a realistic model of the energy system

with a detailed Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) model of the rest of the economy. The framework

presented in this thesis therefore emphasises the BU model’s compatibility with a general equilibrium

framework.

Unfortunately, conventional BU energy system models are traditionally specified as so-called linear

programming problems that are hard to combine with standard large-scale CGE models, which are

usually cast as non-linear, differentiable systems of equations. Integrating BU models with CGE models

(or top-down (TD) models) has been a long-standing methodological issue in energy economics. This

thesis contributes to this literature by developing a non-linear BU framework for the energy system

that allows for the simultaneous computation of the general equilibrium of a standard economic CGE

model. Our approach has two important technical features: First, the BU framework includes a set

of smoothing parameters. These parameters essentially smooth out potential discontinuities occurring

in the BU model. When the smoothing parameters approach zero, the non-linear framework nests the

conventional linear programming problem. Second, by increasing the smoothing parameters the BU model

essentially becomes linear; this ensures that the developed approach has global numerical convergence

properties under very mild conditions.1

To illustrate the usefulness of the non-linear BU framework, a number of exogenous policy-induced

shocks, are simulated in a model of the transformation sector; all policy shocks that are expected to be

instrumental in the transition to a carbon-neutral society. The four policy shocks are: (1) A significant

increase in the supply of energy from intermittent renewable sources, (2) an increase in the flexibility

of energy demand, (3) an increase in the capacity for energy storage, and (4) an increase in (network)

capacity for international trade in electricity. For each of the four experiments, the thesis provides contri-

butions to the way production of and trade with energy goods can be modelled in a general equilibrium

framework. First, to account for intermittency of energy supply the model solves for equilibria in the

electricity and district heating markets on an hourly basis. To increase tractability and reduce the dimen-

sionality of the model, the 8760 hours are aggregated into 40 representative, short run states. Second,

we propose an analytically convenient way of modelling an increase in the flexibility of energy demand.

Third, we propose a tractable new method for modelling energy storage that facilitates the integration of

energy storage technologies in large-scale CGE models. Fourth and finally, to realistically capture trade

patterns in the electricity sector in a general equilibrium framework, we offer a number of new solution

algorithms that allow the identification of an equilibrium when electricity is a homogeneous good and

international trade is subject to constraints on transmission lines’ capacity.

The framework developed in the thesis is applicable to any country but for the purposes of model

validation and simulation of policy shocks, the model is calibrated to a data set for Denmark and neigh-

1Global numerical convergence refers to the property that the algorithm, solving for equilibria in electricity and heat
markets, will reach a solution, even with a poor initial guess of the solution.
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bouring partners of trade in electricity.2 The scope of the thesis is limited to simulating the short run

equilibria in the energy markets , treating production capacities as given. The policy experiments should

therefore be seen as exercises in comparative statics, illustrating the effects of different initial condi-

tions. However, given the importance of time dynamics in a green transition, a theoretical foundation

for investment decisions in a dynamic version of the BU model is presented.

The thesis is organized as follows: Part I proceeds to review the related literature on the cost of

intermittency and the coupling of energy system and CGE models. It then provides an overview of the

Danish energy sector and the relevant data used in this thesis. Part II outlines the supply of electricity and

heating services in our technical BU model. In the most disaggregated version this covers individual firms’

supply decisions in various electricity areas and heating districts on an hourly basis. Part III deals with

what, in the literature of computational economics, is generally referred to as the curse of dimensionality.

This is done by aggregating the hourly decisions into a number of aggregated representative states.

Furthermore, the model is calibrated to fit a number of facts for the Danish energy sector in 2017.

Finally, III carries out four simulation experiments in the calibrated model. Part IV deals with avenues

for future work. Given that our agenda for future research is to incorporate endogenous investment in

new capacity and embed the BU module in a dynamic CGE model of the Danish economy, a framework

for endogenizing investments in the BU module is presented, along with a clear set of guidelines for how

to calibrate the investment behavior in a CGE model. Finally, part V concludes.

2 Literature Review

The thesis builds on a large body of existing literature in energy economics. Below we outline the

two main areas of research that our thesis relates to: 1) intermittency in energy production and the

instruments that mitigate the related problem, and 2) integration of BU models of the energy system

and CGE models.

2.1 Intermittency in electricity production and mitigating instruments

The research on intermittency in electricity generation has increased significantly, as the associated cost

of intermittency rise with higher market penetration rates of technologies using intermittent renewable

energy (such as wind and solar power). The costs and complications of electricity generation being

intermittent can be described in both technical and economic terms. Delarue and Morris (2015) outline

the primary technical complications: Firstly, increasing the share of intermittent electricity generation

makes it difficult to safeguard electricity supply. Power transmission grids operate at a certain frequency

(typically 50 Hertz) and for the grid to stable, supply and demand has to balanced. With an increasing

2A standard criticism against national efforts by individual EU member states to expand the use of renewable energy
within the sector covered by the European Emissions Trading System (ETS) has been that such efforts do not reduce total
European emissions, due to the cap on total emissions within the ETS. Some readers might therefore argue that it is not
very interesting to analyze national climate policy measures targeted at the electricity and district heating sectors, which
are typically covered by the ETS. However, because of the huge surplus of emission allowances and the recent ETS reform,
which effectively endogenizes the supply of allowances, national policies to promote renewable energy in the ETS sector can
in fact secFure a permanent reduction in global emissions, as shown by Silbye and Sørensen (2019).
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share of fluctuating supply, however, it is more difficult to balance load and supply at all times. Secondly,

the authors stress that intermittency lowers the average load factor, creating a need for costly back-up

dispatchable capacity. The load factor is defined as the ratio of production to generation capacity and

therefore measures the degree of utilization of the existing capital. Even with a large capacity installment

of intermittent technologies there is a need for back-up capacity when the wind is not blowing sufficiently.

Without an adequate mitigation of intermittency this necessary back-up capacity requires quite large

investments. For our purposes the relevance of the technical complications is essentially how it translates

into economic considerations. The economic implication is the need for a sufficient back-up generation

from conventional dispatchable technologies. Investment in these are based on the profits covered in peak

hours of demand or when the productivity of intermittent technologies is low. The value of intermittent

technologies in turn depends not only on the cost of producing electricity but also largely on which hours

the productivity is large (Joskow, 2011). Thirdly, intermittent technologies such as wind and solar power

have the general feature that marginal costs of production are near zero. This creates a downlift in the

producer price that intermittent technologies’ receive compared to the average producer price.3 Thus, in

the absence of subsidies or mandated feed-in tariffs there is less incentive to undertake further investments

in intermittent renewable-based technologies. Interestingly, Hirth et al. (2015) argues that the cost of

intermittency can be summed up by the size of the downlift. Even though we generally agree that the

downlift is a key aspect of intermittency, the social cost of intermittency will in a future CGE model be

measured in utility terms. In the BU framework presented in this thesis, however, the focus is primarily

on the size of the downlift for assessing intermittency cost similar to Hirth et al. (2015). Fourth and

finally, Delarue and Morris (2015) argue that there are network costs associated with the installation of

new intermittent capacity. These occur in the form of e.g. connecting off-shore wind turbines to the

electricity grid and developing the grid to absorb a larger intermittent electricity production. We take

all of these considerations into account in the BU module.

In assessing the costs related to intermittency, the existing economic literature has focused primarily

on key instruments for mitigating the costs: Feed-in tariffs, renewable portfolio standards, energy storage

technologies, increased demand flexibility, and increased capacity for trade in electricity. The importance

of the various instruments as well as the overall assessment of the costs of intermittency varies significantly

across studies. Here, we focus on the literature concerning energy storage, demand flexibility, and trade

because considerable effort in the thesis is spent on modelling and including these three avenues for

mitigating the costs of intermittency.

Energy storage has been examined in a large body of economic literature. Sinn (2017) argues that it is

prohibitively costly to sustain large penetration rates of intermittent technologies in Germany due to the

required investments in storage capacity. His analysis is based on a BU simulation model of the energy

system. Zerrahn et al. (2018), however, shows that by relaxing some of the assumptions in Sinn (2017),

e.g. allowing for demand curtailment, required investments in storage capacity is unlikely to be a barrier

for a transition to intermittent renewable-based energy. In an dynamic extension of the theoretical model
3The downlift cost of intermittent energy production is defined as the difference in yearly average prices and average

price intermittent technologies receive.
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in Ambec and Crampes (2012), Ambec and Crampes (2017) model intermittency in a two-state structure

where one is characterised by high intermittent production and the other low intermittent production.

In this analytically tractable framework, the authors find that the value of energy storage is the ability

to move supply from low-value (low price) to high-value (high price) states. Thus, the value can be

measured by differences in prices on the wholesale market. We follow this insight in the interpretation of

the counterfactual scenarios in section 11.

Ambec and Crampes (2017) also examine the effects of increased demand responsiveness. They assume

that consumers are equipped with smart-meters and load-switching devices when wholesale electricity

prices are passed down to consumers.4 They find that such instruments are substitutes to energy stor-

age technologies, given their implementation has similar effects. We come to an equivalent empirical

conclusion in our thesis. Similar to Ambec and Crampes (2017) this thesis also captures intermittency

by including states with high and low intermittent productivity. However, the focus here is aimed more

directly at applying it to real data. In this respect, the BU module in the thesis shares more with applied

energy system models.

With regard to trade in electricity with neighbouring areas, there are in general two different modelling

approaches in the literature. The first is to assume that domestic and foreign electricity are heterogeneous.

An example hereof is Gowrisankaran et al. (2016), who estimate the costs of intermittency for Southeast-

ern Arizona. They conclude that at current market shares the costs of intermittency in solar generation

accounts for roughly one-third of total social costs of providing solar power. The authors account for trade

in electricity with neighbouring areas by modelling net-imports as a linear iso-elastic demand specifica-

tion. Their method is the standard approach (in the general trade literature) for modelling international

trade and is based on the Armington specification (Armington, 1969). The Armington approach assumes

that domestic and foreign goods are heterogeneous and consequently imperfect substitutes. Trade flows

can then be determined by means of a trade elasticity below infinity. While Gowrisankaran et al. (2016)

find that trade have small impacts in terms of changing the social costs of large-scale solar implementa-

tion, we come to an opposite conclusion in this thesis and find that in the short run (one-year horizon)

- where other elements are fixed - trade is the primary valuable instrument for mitigating the cost of

intermittency. One explanation for the differences in results is that we assume electricity is homogeneous,

implying domestically and foreignly produced electricity are perfect substitutes.

The framework based on the assumption of homogeneity is the standard approach applied in large-

scale BU models of the electricity sector (Balyk et al., 2019; EA, 2018; Danish Energy Agency, 2018a).

Using data on transmissions lines’ capacity, BU models of the energy system are able to simulate trade

in electricity.5 This approach is also applied here. In general, we rely heavily on existing large-scale

BU models of the transformation sector for describing the technical workings of the currently available

technologies and energy system. In particular, we draw on the three BU models for the Danish energy

4Smart-meters measure real-time consumption of energy and load switching-devices are intelligent technologies that use
electricity when prices are low. An example could for instance be setting a dryer to run on a certain time of day where
prices are low.

5Under the assumption of a homogeneous good, one is left with explaining why the law of one price does not hold
in electricity markets and why a single electricity area does not capture the entire market. The key constraint here is
transmission capacities. We comment on this in section 3.2.1.
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system: TIMES-DK (Balyk et al., 2019), Balmorel (EA, 2018), and Ramses (Danish Energy Agency,

2018a). Compared to these conventional BU models, the approach applied in this thesis is in some ways

not as detailed. Given the purpose of this thesis is to develop a model that can be integrated with a

large-scale CGE model of the Danish economy, simplification is necessary. For example the BU model

presented here does not include any explicit formulation on how the electricity grid is managed. In other

contexts, however, the thesis provides innovations on how to model the transformation sector. This is

the case for the supply of a number of technologies such as CHP plants and storage technologies and

the way trade in electricity is modelled. Specifically, foreign electricity prices are assumed exogenous in

TIMES-DK and Ramses. The approach developed in this thesis is more general, as it in handles foreign

countries’ electricity markets equivalently to the domestic ones. While the application of interest is the

Danish energy sector, the framework is sufficiently general to be applied to electricity regions including

several countries (e.g. the European market). In this thesis, trade in electricity is modelled by a novel

trade mechanism that emulates the trade algorithm on the day-ahead market on the nordic electricity

exchange, Nord Pool spot market.

2.2 Energy system modelling and coupling of Bottom-Up and Top-Down

CGE models

Because the simulation model presented here is a BU model for the transformation sector that is meant

to be compatible with a CGE model, our thesis also relates to the growing literature on the integration of

BU and Top-Down (TD) models. Below we review the BU/TD nexus and the integration methodology

applied in this thesis compared to previous studies.

Integrating BU energy models with TD models has been a longstanding issue in energy economics.

BU models are typically engineering models, describing physical flows and stocks in the energy system.

Their main advantage consists of being highly disaggregated and rich on technological detail. The main

disadvantage is that they are typically partial equilibrium models that lack feedback effects between the

energy system and the macro economy. TD models on the other hand are general equilibrium models,

describing monetary flows and stocks and are therefore rich on economic dynamics. They are appropriate

for capturing economy wide effects but often oversimplify physical and technological constraints on the

economy.

The distinction between TD and BU models is not only in application but also in technical terms.

TD models typically represent economic sectors by smooth, differentiable production functions, where

transformation possibilities are captured by means of elasticities of substitution (Böhringer and Ruther-

ford, 2009).6 The substitution elasticities are structural parameters that amongst other things attempt to

capture, if the sector includes more than one available production technology. The model is then solved

by using non-linear optimization algorithms, typically based on (some variant of) Newton’s method.7

Consequently, TD models are not suitable for analyzing discrete choices such as the choice of a discrete
6The most prominent production function used in the CGE literature is the constant elasticity of substitution (CES)

function.
7In this thesis we use GAMS’ Newton-based solver, CONOPT4, which is documented in Drud (2019). This is also the

solver used in the Danish models REFORM (Stephensen et al., 2019) and MAKRO (The MAKRO modelling Group, 2018).
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set of production technologies that produces an identical good. In contrast to TD models, BU models

are usually formulated as linear programming problems to analyze energy production, using precisely a

set of discrete energy technologies (Böhringer and Rutherford, 2009).

The literature has generally distinguished between different degrees of integration of BU and TD

models. Wene (1996) and subsequently Helgesen et al. (2018) categorise the degree of integration into

soft-linking, hard-linking and full integration.8 The distinction is illustrated in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Integration methodologies

Separate 
models

Soft linked 
models

Hard linked 
models

Integrated 
model

TD BU

TD BU

TD BU

Note: TD is top-down model and BU i bottom-up
model. Size of circles does not represent
dimensionality of models.
Source: Helgesen et al. (2018, p. 197).

Soft-linked models are the interaction between two separate models. Here, the information flow

(e.g. demand and supply) between the BU and TD model is manually controlled by the user and there

are rarely consistent feed-back effects between the models. This generally challenges the consistency

of the interaction (Helgesen et al., 2018). Hard-linked models are still considered as separate models

but the information flow is more formally stated and automated without the interference of the user.

Most often, hard linked models are solved by means of an iterating convergence algorithm. Roughly

speaking the algorithm alternates between solving each of the two models, until the information flow

between the models has converged. Finally, fully integrated models are modelled in one unified framework.

Consequently, there is no exchange of information or separate model runs (Helgesen et al., 2018). The

methodology applied in this thesis belongs to the category of fully integrated models.

8Böhringer and Rutherford (2009) group the different methods into (i) coupling of existing large-scale models, (ii) having
one main model completed with a reduced form representation of the other, and (iii) directly combining models as mixed
complementarity models. Although these different categories should be viewed as overlapping and complementary we adopt
the terminology of Helgesen et al. (2018) because we view the authors’ distinction as more general.
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Böhringer (1998) and Böhringer and Rutherford (2008) have been the main advocates for and pioneers

of fully integrated models. Böhringer (1998) was the first to recast TD models as mixed complementary

problems (MCP). Here ḿixed’ refers to the property that the model is comprised of both equalities

and weak inequalities. ’Complementarity’ reflects that each equation with equality or weak inequality is

associated with an endogenous variable, such that the system of equations is square and can be solved

(Andersen et al., 2019). For instance, each weak inequality is associated with a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

(KKT) slackness variable (or shadow variable in economic terms).

The primary motivation for the MCP formulation is to capture both discrete energy producing tech-

nologies and economic richness in a single mathematical format (Böhringer and Rutherford, 2009). Solving

an integrated model as a MCP, however, suffers in particular from the curse of dimensionality. As the

MCP approach adds weak inequalities to the model, it often doubles the number of equations (dimensions)

of the model, slowing down computational speed and in some instances making the model intractable

(Böhringer and Rutherford, 2009; Andersen et al., 2019). If the BU model is very disaggregated (in terms

of both technologies and time steps) or the integrated model consists of multiple sectors, the number of

weak inequalities explodes, making the MCP format an impracticable approach to apply. Given the BU

model in this thesis is meant to be integrated with a dynamic multi-sector CGE model, we do not view

the MCP framework as an appropriate approach to develop the BU module in.9

An alternative to the MCP framework is to ’go back’ to iterating between hard linked models, which

is the approach taken in the newly developed IntERACT model of the Danish economy. IntERACT

hard links TIMES-DK (see Balyk et al. (2019)) together with a CGE model. Andersen et al. (2019)

outline the linking methodology using a highly stylised example of the production of heat. They show

that all information (demand, supply, and prices) are fully consistent across the BU and TD model,

similar to the MCP framework. However, when the dimensionality of linked models increases, such

hard links face substantial problems in achieving convergence of the iterative solution algorithm, because

the models are run and solved separately (Böhringer and Rutherford, 2008) - a point also raised by

Andersen et al. (2019). To mitigate this issue, Andersen et al. (2019) resort to hard linking only a subset

of information between the two models when running the large-scale IntERACT model. In particular,

they assume energy prices are determined by average cost pricing instead of marginal cost pricing. The

authors argue that equalising CGE prices with the average cost of producing energy services in the BU

model, provides a reasonable approximation. They present a stylized example of heat production, where

the approximation is reasonable. In the electricity sector, however, we view the average cost pricing

assumption as inappropriate. Furthermore the approach does not allow a clear link between capital

investments in the BU and the TD model in IntERACT; that is, capital investments in the BU model

are completely separate from the capital market in the CGE model.

Instead, the approach applied in this thesis is to approximate the use of discrete power and heat

producing technologies. We show that our formulation nests the solution to the traditional linear pro-

gramming problems used in BU models in the limit. Furthermore, the BU module can be fully integrated

9Another perspective to consider is that applied CGE models (in Denmark at least) are not developed in the MCP
framework.
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with a standard CGE model in the typical non-linear programming format. In section 12, we also present

formulations on how endogenous capital investment in capacity can be integrated in a dynamic CGE

model.

3 Institutional framework and data

3.1 The Danish transformation sector and the scope of our model

The BU module in this thesis is a model of the Danish transformation sector, which is a subset of the entire

energy sector. The transformation sector includes only the production and distribution of electricity and

district heating, which are separate from e.g. the extraction and refinement of primary energy. While

GHG emissions from the Danish transformation sector have decreased by 45% since 1990, it remains an

essential sector both in terms of its emissions today (19% of all emissions from the public and private

sector), but also due to its expected role in the electrification of other key sectors (Klimarådet, 2017;

Energinet, 2019). Moreover, electricity and heating services are key energy goods in Danish consumption.

The Danish Energy Agency (2017a) provides an overview of the final consumption of all energy goods

categorised into eight groups. The development in final energy consumption from 1990-2017 is plotted

in figure 3.1. Part (b) of figure 3.1 shows that oil products are by far the most consumed energy good,

but electricity and district heat are second and third, respectively. Out of all final energy consumption,

they made up more than one third in 2017. Part (a) of figure 3.1 illustrates the development in the

Figure 3.1: The transformation sector and the total energy sector

(a) Consumption of renewable energy (b) Consumption of energy

Source: Danish Energy Agency (2017a)

consumption of renewable energy for the electricity and district heating sector. The electricity sector

has been the main driver of an increasing consumption of renewable energy (using mainly wind power,

PV, and biomass). In short, the transformation sector supplies around one-third of the final energy

consumption, but it uses more than two-thirds of all the renewable energy in Denmark (Danish Energy

Agency, 2017a). This emphasizes that in a green transition of the energy sector the transformation sector

is instrumental.
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A general overview of the scope of the BU module can be illustrated from the supply chain for electricity

production (see figure 3.2). In the first step of the supply chain, primary energy such as oil and natural

gas are extracted. These are used as fuel inputs in the second step where power and heat are produced.

The BU model developed in this thesis will focus heavily on this section, exploiting data supplied by

the Danish Energy Agency. In the third step electricity is sold on the wholesale market (Nord Pool spot

market) and distributed to electricity areas via transmission lines. This step will similarly be modeled

quite detailed, using information on neighboring countries’ electricity markets as well as ENTSO-E data

on trade capacities. In the fourth step electricity reaches the distribution network within a given electricity

area, which is then supplied to the end-consumer in the final step. In the BU module developed here

the distribution part will be latent, and only included as a wedge between production and consumption,

reflecting an exogenous grid-loss rate.

Figure 3.2: The supply chain of electricity

Extraction of 

primary energy 

inputs
(oil, gas, coal etc.)

Production of 

power and heat

Wholsesale 

market + 

transmission

(Nord Pool, EEX)

Distribution Consumption/

demand

Individual plant model 

(Energiproducenttællingen)

Standard CGE model 

approach

Trade module 

(ENTSO-E 

capacity data)

Outside model 

(TSO firm balancing 

demand and supply)

Linked to top-

down CGE model

Note: The supply chain for district heat is similar but given that heat is not traded, there
is no wholesale market for district heating services.

We take the production and trade of primary energy inputs as given in the BU module. Consequently,

prices on primary fuel inputs are exogenously given. Once the model is coupled to a CGE model,

this sector will work similarly to other sectors using a standard nested CES production technology

methodology. The primary reason for not including this part of the energy sector in the detailed bottom

up module, is that these sectors are not influenced by the same short run characteristics of the electricity

and heat market. In other words, while the modelling of extraction of primary inputs is important in a

final CGE model of the Danish economy, the most important features can - in our view - be captured by

the standard nested CES approach.10

The supply of electricity and heating services can, however, not be modelled using the standard

approach in CGE models. The electricity market is a complex market where demand and supply has

to be continuously balanced for the electricity grid to be stable; a challenging task when facing more

intermittent energy production within a year. Thus, we need to account for dynamics within a given

year. Furthermore, electricity is a homogeneous good and the only market imperfections preventing

prices from equalizing across countries, are the capacity constraints from transmission lines. Modelling

electricity trade using the Armington approach (Armington, 1969) is therefore not appropriate. We

return to this issue and provide suitable alternatives in section 6. Further, to accurately capture marginal
10One difference is in the case of PtX technologies, where electricity is used in the production of a range of fuels. See

e.g. Energinet (2019). These technologies do not play an important role today but can be invested in and thus penetrate
the market at a later time. However, the framework presented in this paper does allow for interactions between production
of electricity and bio fuels.
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changes in emissions, we need a realistic modelling of the discrete set of competing technologies producing

power and heat. These features make the CES structure unsuitable to describe the production from the

transformation sector.

Besides detailed information on production plants in the transformation sector, we include a rich

description of trade of electricity in our model. In particular we model neighbouring countries in a similar

way as the Danish supply of electricity and connect the areas with transmission lines that facilitate trade.

Section 6 outlines the trade module in detail. Since heating services are not traded across districts, there

is no trade module for the district heating sector. Furthermore, this version of the BU module only

covers a detailed description of the district heating part of the sector and does not include a description

of individual heating, due to the coverage of the applied data. As the framework developed in this thesis is

inspired by the technology data published by Danish Energy Agency (2016), it makes the introduction of

new technologies straightforward in future work.11 Section 4 and appendix B describe the transformation

sector in more detail.

Finally, the model does not explicitly include an agent that handles the distribution from plants to end-

consumers. It is implicitly accounted for by including a wedge between supply and demand, representing

an exogenous loss-rate in distribution; this is similar to the Balmorel model (EA, 2018). Furthermore,

the cost of connecting a plant to the grid is included in the investment cost of constructing a new plant.

To the best of our knowledge this is not a critical simplification of the model. The demand for both

electricity and heating services are modelled in two steps. First, the yearly level of demand is determined

from a standard price-sensitive function. Second, this level is mapped onto hourly components. This

novel modelling strategy contains structural parameters that represent both habits in demand as well as

short run price responsiveness. The approach allows us to simulate the effects of varying the flexibility

of short run demand and evaluate the effects of e.g. the introduction of smart meters in households.12

Furthermore, the approach provides a straightforward link when integrating it in a CGE model. As the

BU module is solved given the yearly demand, it leaves room for a different module or CGE model to

specify how yearly demand depends on equilibrium prices. An equivalent linking approach is found in

the Danish IntERACT model (Andersen et al., 2019). Section 5 outlines the demand for final energy

consumption in more detail.

3.2 The Danish transformation sector: An overview

Below we describe in more detail the structure of the electricity market and the district heating sector.

We give an introduction to the current market structure and supply composition. The sections outline

the challenges facing the sectors in a future transition to a fossil-free society and motivates important

features of the markets that we aim at capturing in the BU module.

11The framework presented in this thesis needs information on the following to include it in the model: (1) Short run
marginal costs, (2) investment costs, and to realistically model future penetration of the technology (3) expert information
on economy-wide potential.

12This is seen as part of the essential solutions in a Danish context (Danish Energy Agency, 2013).
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3.2.1 The electricity market

The market structure:

The Danish electricity system is comprised of two interconnected areas, Western Denmark (DK-West)

and Eastern Denmark (DK-East). The two areas are separated by the Great Belt. DK-West is inter-

connected with Germany and DK-East is connected with Sweden and Norway via direct current (DC)

connections. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Thus, Denmark currently only trades electricity with Ger-

many, Sweden and Norway. Before 2010 DK-West and DK-East were completely separated and operated

as two independent markets. There was no need for a pairing of the two electricity markets since the cost

structure of the two areas were very similar. However, with the expansion of wind energy and decen-

tralized joint production of heat and electricity (decentralised CPH plants) during the 1990s a need for

a connected transmission grid emerged. Consequently, the Danish transmissions system operator (TSO)

established a (DC) connection across the Great Belt in 2010 to facilitate trade between the two domestic

areas (Energinet.dk, 2016). This highlights the need for better integrated electricity networks when a

larger share of electricity is based on intermittent energy sources and motivates an explicit modelling of

trade in electricity.

Figure 3.3: Development of the Danish electricity production and transmission grid
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Source: Danish Energy Agency (2017b)

It is important to note that while the electricity distribution network is a natural monopoly, production

of electricity as well as trade with electricity in the wholesale and retail market is subject to competition.

Initially, electricity is traded in the wholesale market consisting of several markets. The primary wholesale

market in Denmark is the Nordic electricity exchange Nord Pool for trading with Norway and Sweden. As

of 2016 more than 90% of the Danish electricity consumption is traded on Nord Pool (Energy Commission,

2016). However, it also possible to trade on the European Electricity eXchange EEX for trading with

Germany, as well as trading within a single geographical area via bilateral contracts between sellers
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and buyers. Furthermore, in the wholesale markets electricity can be traded both one day ahead of

consumption (also known as the day-ahead market) and on the day of planned consumption (the intraday

market). In our model the equilibrium on the electricity market resembles that of the day-ahead market.13

In the last steps of the value chain domestic, imported, and exported electricity is directed to the retail

market for final consumption via the transmissions grid and local distribution networks. The only way

this last step appears in our model is via an exogenous distribution loss rate.

The current state of supply: Production

The supply of electricity in the wholesale market comes from a range of technologies using different fuels.

In figure 3.4 we plot the gross supply of Danish electricity split onto production types and fuel shares.

A number of trends are evident from the data: Firstly, the production of electricity comes either from

CHP plants, intermittent technologies as wind turbines, or from imports. Dispatchable plants that only

produce electricity (and not heat) only provide around 2% of the domestic supply.14 Secondly, with the

increased use of wind turbines in domestic production, import becomes more important. Net imports

have in recent years covered around 15% of Danish supply with imports providing 45% of Danish supply.

Thirdly, the increased use of wind turbines and import has primarily led to less use of coal, oil and natural

gas. The only fuel type that is used in dispatchable domestic plants, which has had an increasing share

of supply, is biomass. In section 3.4 we outline how the tax scheme in recent years has favoured the use

of biomass in production, which is directly modelled in the BU module.

Figure 3.4: The Danish supply of electricity

(a) (b)

Source: Danish Energy Agency (2017a).

We observe another interesting trend when we compare the supply from domestic dispatchable plants

to their capacity. From 1994-2017 the domestic production of electricity excluding intermittent sources
13While we have variation in productivity and demand in our model, we do not have uncertainty. This means that we

cannot model e.g. the importance of being able to ramp up production fast to ensure the balancing of supply and demand.
We believe it is a natural next step to model an intraday market, where only peak power plants and reserve technologies
can operate. This is, however, well beyond the scope of this thesis.

14The term autoproducers refers to firms that to some degree produce themselves the electricity and/or heat used in
their production of some other good. Autoproducers can further be split into CHP units and electricity producing units:
Within this category around 25% is electricity producing units.
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(wind, solar, hydro) has decreased by around 60%. At the same time the capacity has "only" decreased by

around 22%.15 The much smaller adjustments in capacity than production is expected with the increase

of intermittent technologies. In part, back-up capacity is still needed for the hours of the year, where

wind power is not sufficient to cover demand. The implication is that for a lot of plants the short run

profits of operating in peak demand hours still exceeds the value of the outside option of re-purposing

the capital tied to the plants.

The current state of supply: Trade

As already noted, the importance of trade has been growing in recent years. At the moment Denmark can

trade with Norway, Sweden and Germany. As a part of the plans to increase the share of renewable energy

in the EU, significant investments have already been undertaken to integrate the electricity market. From

a Danish perspective this means that new transmission lines are already being build to the Netherlands

and The United Kingdom (ENTSO-E, 2018).16 A model for the Danish electricity sector therefore needs

to incorporate the trend that European electricity markets become more integrated over time.

To illustrate the current state of trade, we have collected data on hourly electricity prices, consump-

tion, production, and transmission capacities for Denmark and its neighbouring countries (Energy Data

Service, 2018b,a). As electricity is a homogeneous good, prices should be largely equalized across ge-

ographical areas unless there are capacity restrictions in trade preventing this. Figure 3.5 tests this

assertion by plotting how often prices are equalized across the relevant geographical areas. The data

covers the entire period from 1st of January 2011 to 30th of August 2018 on an hourly basis, providing

67.912 hours in total. The trade data indicates that most of the time the electricity price in Denmark

is equalized with at least one of our trade partners (mostly Sweden or Norway), cf. part (b) of figure

3.5. But almost 100% of the time prices will not be equalized in all neighbouring countries, cf. part (a)

of figure 3.5.17 The trade algorithm implemented on Nord Pool’s trade platform is based on the fun-

damental assumption that electricity is a homogeneous good such that electricity flows from high-price

areas to low-price areas until prices are equalised. The only constraint preventing prices from equalising

is the binding of transmission capacities. Note that within a single hour, electricity only moves in one

direction but when we examine yearly data, there are both positive import and export flows due to the

hourly variation.

The key take away from the descriptive evidence is that trade of electricity is not suitable to model

with a standard CGE approach based on the Armington assumption (Armington, 1969). Within capacity

constraints, foreign and domestic electricity are perfect substitutes, which means that around certain

thresholds the model needs to switch from an open to a closed economy methodology. In the model
15See Danish Energy Agency (2017a) pages 11 and 14.
16See here for information on the Viking DKW-GB cable and here for the COBRA cable.
17Trade with Sweden and Norway occurs almost absent frictions within the available capacity of the existing transmission

cables. Historically, however, the trade patterns we observe with Germany does not indicate a frictionless line. In fact, the
Danish TSO filed a complaint against the largest German TSO (TenneT) for systematically limiting the southward capacity
on the interconnector between DK-West and Germany. In December 2018, the European Commission imposed a binding
obligation on the German TSO to increase transmission capacity between Denmark and Germany data from European
Commission (2018). In the BU module, we only deal with this issue by adjusting the transmission capacity to the average
available capacity in 2017 using (Energy Data Service, 2018a).
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Figure 3.5: Market allocations in the day-ahead market
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Note: The figure illustrates the frequency of unique
prices observed in DK and all its trading partners (DE,
NO2, SE3, and SE4). Rarely, prices are the same in all
electricity areas due to binding transmission capacities.
Note that maximum number of electricity areas is six.

(b) Most frequent market couplings
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Note: The figure illustrates electricity areas where
prices are equalised. For instance, the most often
allocation (34.5%) is when DK prices are equalised
with all Nordic trading partners (areas NO2, SE3,
and SE4) with the German price being different.
Note that DK1=DK-West and DK2=DK-East.

Source: Own calculations based on Energy Data Service (2018a,b).

for the Danish transformation sector presented here, the supply from neighboring countries’ plants are

modelled similarly to Danish plants. Furthermore, we use data on existing transmission line capacity as

well as planned connections, to account for how future integration of European electricity markets will

affect the Danish economy. The model approach for trade is outlined in more detail in section 6.

3.2.2 The provision of heating services

The market structure:

The Danish heat supply sector is comprised of two supply systems: district heat and individual heat

supply. Individual heat supply is typically produced using oil or natural gas boilers but also include

technologies based on renewable energy such as individual heat pumps and biomass boilers. Currently,

there is a Danish ambition to phase out the use of oil and natural gas boilers in the individual heat supply

(Energy Commission, 2016). Furthermore, due to expansion of the district heating system, especially in

the 1980s, individual heat supply is now mainly dominant in rural areas and small towns and account for

37% of Danish households’ consumption of heating services (Energy Commission, 2016).18 These 37%

are not accounted for in the BU module. Figure 3.6 illustrates the Danish supply of heating services.

As this illustrates the individual heat supply is a significant component of the total supply of heating

services in Denmark. In the current version of the model the individual heat supply is not included. The

reason for this is purely due to the data set applied at this moment. The proposed methods for modeling

competition between heat technologies and investments therein, can be applied to both individual and

18This figure varies somewhat across sources. In Danish Energy Agency (2014b) the share of district heating coverage is
50% for 2014, but with the estimated coverage of 69% for 2020. When it comes to the heating of houses (boliger) the figure
for district heating coverage is even higher at 80%, see https://ens.dk/ansvarsomraader/varme/information-om-varme.
Other sources cite a 50% share of district heating (Dansk Energi, 2018) as of 2016.
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district heating technologies.

Figure 3.6: Denmark’s heat supply in 2014
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Compared to the electricity market (where Denmark consists of two zones), heating services are

not traded across geographical areas and the geographical areas are far smaller (34 zones in Denmark).

The heating supply is highly regulated in Denmark, to the point where some geographical areas have

tilslutningspligt to the district heating system. This entails that households in some areas have to use

the local district heat supply. Furthermore, given there is no spot market for heating services, district

heating prices are fixed according to a hvile-i-sig-selv principle (cost-plus pricing), i.e. where prices are

determined on the basis of the costs of the plant.19

The current state of supply:

Figure 3.7 illustrates how the composition of district heat supply has evolved since 1994. First, in contrast

to the electricity sector, the share of heating coming from CHP plants has slightly decreased, cf. part

(a) of figure 3.7.20 But more importantly, part (b) of figure 3.7 indicates that the district heat supply

has been less affected by the ongoing green transition compared to the electricity supply. Whereas wind

turbines and import of cheap clean energy (hydro) play a larger role in the supply of electricity today,
19For an overview of the regulation (in Danish) see Danish Energy Agency (2018b).
20We note that the level of heat production from CHP plants has increased slightly though. The decreasing share is due

to the an increased production from plants producing only heat.
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renewable-based heat production (excluding biomass, i.e. solar heating and heat pumps) accounts for a

much smaller share of the district heat supply. Biomass is by far the most important fuel today. While

renewable energy including biomass makes up almost 50% of total supply, the renewable production

without biomass is only slightly below 4%. The increasing use of biomass has primarily displaced the use

of oil and coal, which has decreased significantly, similar to the electricity sector. We also note that the

use of natural gas has decreased slightly.

Heat pumps are also used in district heating supply, which partly falls under the renewable energy

category in part (b) of figure 3.7. Although investments to increase the capacity of more (and more

efficient) heat pumps have already been undertaken, the current penetration of renewable energy provided

by heat pumps is only at 1 per-mille (1.4% for all electrical heaters including heat pumps). In this context,

the district heating sector faces many of the same obstacles as other sectors such as transportation in

further reducing GHG emissions: The road to GHG reductions primarily relies on a combination of using

renewable electricity and bio fuels.

Figure 3.7: The Danish supply of district heating

(a) (b)

Source: Danish Energy Agency (2017a).
Note: Fuel type categories are aggregated. Compared to the convention used in Danish Energy Agency (2017a), the
category RE (excl. biomass) includes solar heating, geothermal heating and the share of production from heat pumps
included under renewable energy. The category electricity is defined as non-renewable heating produced using electricity,
(see Danish Energy Agency (2017a) page 17).

3.3 Data

Below we describe the data used in this thesis for developing the BU module of the energy system

described in the previous sections. The most import data sources are:

i. The Danish Energy Agency’s yearly energy statistics (Danish Energy Agency, 2017a) for calibrating

fuel- and production type composition of Danish electricity and heat production as well as net-

exports and consumption.

ii. The Danish Energy Agency’s technology catalogue for information on investment costs and pro-

duction potential of various technologies.
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iii. Information on the hourly transmission line capacity and hourly spot prices are collected from

(Energy Data Service, 2018a,b).

iv. For technical information on individual plants in the transformation sector we use a national in-

ventory of domestic plants (Energiprocenttællingen).

Finally information on fuel prices, taxes, subsidies, and hourly variation in productivity and demand

have been collected by the Danish Energy Agency for the energy system model Ramses (Danish Energy

Agency, 2018a). We use this data as exogenous parameters in the BU module. Most of the data is open-

source and readily available with the exception of individual plant data from Energiproducenttællingen.

Due to its central role in the coming sections, we give a brief overview of the plant data collected and

organized by the Danish Energy Agency for Ramses.

The Ramses data covers information on all electricity and district heating producing plants coupled

to the public grid in Denmark. For heating services this covers around 63% of the total heat supply

as noted in section 3.2.2. The data furthermore includes data on a number of foreign aggregate plants,

representing a specific plant type for the relevant geographical area. The data used in modelling the

supply from plants can be split into categorical and numerical data. The categorical data is defined as

integer/categorical sets (or indices), for which all plants can be placed in a given subset of a set. A list of

the relevant sets in the bottom-up information is provided in table 1. Every plant is characterized by all

of the sets, each one informing how to calculate the supply and costs of the given plant. As an example,

consider a plant that can only use one fuel mix (M). This fuel mix can consist of 90% coal and 10% fuel

oil (FF ). Thus the marginal costs of the plant depends largely on emission taxes and the fuel price of

coal. Both fuel prices, taxes, and the plants’ capacity varies with the relevant year (t). Which emission

taxes the plant is subject to and what output prices it receives, depends on which electricity and heating

area the plant is located in (GE ,GH). The way marginal costs are computed and the ultimate dispatch

decision of a plant further depends on the plant type (T ). For instance, a condensation plant only

produces electricity, whereas an extraction plant type also produces heat: The optimal dispatch decision

for an extraction plant involves not only the equilibrium price on electricity but also the price on heating

services in the given region. The capacity of the plant not only depends on the relevant year but may also

depend on the relevant hour (h). For dispatchable plants, such as the condensation and extraction plants

mentioned above, the hourly capacity is constant across the year; however, for intermittent plants as

wind turbines the capacity fluctuates throughout the year. This yearly variation pattern (V) can be more

geographically detailed than the relevant electricity and district heating area. For instance, off-shore wind

farms in West Denmark have disaggregated locations within West Denmark (e.g. Hornsrev). Finally,

some plants, such as the Hornsrev wind farms, receives feed-in tariffs (subsidy type, S) that ensures a

constant price, essentially decoupling the plant’s dispatch decision from the electricity price. The plant

supplies electricity in a prioritized way (B) and not according to its marginal costs.

A comprehensive list of the different set values is left for appendix A. Part II and appendix B details

how the bottom up module uses the information listed here, e.g. in the form of computation of marginal

costs and deriving equilibrium prices on electricity and heating services.
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Table 1: Sets defined by bottom up information

Sets: Notation Example of set values
Basic fuel type FB { Coal, fueloil, natural gas, straw, ... }
Full fuel type FF { Coal, Avedøreværket, NoFuel, ... }
Number of available fuel mixes M { 1, 2 }

Time (year) t { 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, ... }
Hour of the year h { 1, 2, ..., 8760 }

Electricity area GE { DK-West, DK-East, Norway , ... }
Heating area GH { Copenhagen, Aarhus, NatGas DK-west, ... }
Plant type T { Condensation plant, Electrical Heater, ... }
Hourly variation V { Hornsrev2, Demand-DK1-2014, ... }
Bid type B { Marginal, prioritized }

Subsidy type S { Elpatron, Hornsrev2, BiogasD, ... }

Note: Most of these sets characterise individual plants. A plant is characterised by a full fuel type (97 types). Each full
fuel type is a linear combination of the basic fuel types (13 types). A plant is characterised by the year variable, by being
either active or not active. The bid type indicates whether or not the plant supplies electricity at its marginal costs or if it
is prioritised electricity (produces no matter the equilibrium price).

Table 2 lists some of the relevant bottom-up variables that are coupled to individual plants. Most

of these variables are only used in intermediate computations, e.g. in a plant’s marginal costs, yearly

profits, or a corrected capacity. Section 4 and appendix B deals with this in more detail.

Table 2: Plant specific variables from data

Variable: Notation
Year of commission Comm

Year of decommision DeComm

Capacity, electricity production qE

Capacity, heating production qH

Inflow, q̃ (used if yearly production is known)
Storage capacity S
Fuel efficiency Eff

Electricity-to heat ratio Cb (the exact use depends on plant type)
Transformation rate (E to H) Cv (used for CHP plants)
Probability of outage POutage

Tax efficiency TaxEff (used in taxation scheme)
Yearly maintenance costs FOM

Variable maintenance costs V OM

Included in CO2 quota sector CO2Cap (value between 0 and 1)
Desulphurization Desulp

NO2 emission per GJ input NO2

CH4 emission per GJ input CH4

N2O emission per GJ input N2O

Note: The inflow variable is used typically for plants of an intermittent nature, where the total production over a year is
more or less certain. However, it is also used for hydro power plants that have an inflow of water from adjacent rivers. The
variable CO2Cap can in principle be strictly between 0 and 1, indicating that a plant is only partly included in the quota
sector.

Table 1-2 illustrates the level of detail used in the BU model in computing equilibrium prices and
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production. In particular, the various sets illustrate that it is possible to run the model with a quite

granular spatial resolution with e.g. up to 34 heating areas. Furthermore, it is possible to assess the

impact of very specific regulation of the sector. For instance, it is possible to include regulation/taxation

across technology and fuel mix types. This aspect brings us to the next part, which describes the current

tax scheme in the transformation sector.

3.4 Taxation of production of electricity and heating services in Denmark

Both the consumption and production of electricity and heating services are subject to taxation. Given,

however, that this thesis focus on modelling the production of power and heat, we only describe taxation

of production.21

The taxation of the production of electricity and heating services is quite detailed. It includes emission

taxes, various subsidy schemes (feed in tariffs, premiums, fixed price), transmission and distribution tariffs

(user fees), the PSO tariff (Public Service Obligation), taxation of electricity used in the production of

heating services as well as fuel taxes levied only on fuels in production of district heating. The tax

function therefore includes plant-specific characteristics, among others the specific fuel mix used, plant

type, subsidy type etc.. Appendix B outlines in more detail how taxes affect the different types of plants.

Here we give a brief introduction along with a few examples of how we deal with the tax schemes in the

BU model. It builds entirely on the taxation scheme implemented in Ramses (Danish Energy Agency,

2018a).

Taxation of fuels and emissions:

This section deals with the relevant taxes facing electricity and heat producing plants. The current tax

system can be divided into taxes on emissions and energy taxes on fuel consumption. Furthermore,

the tax scheme is differentiated for the production of electricity and the production of district heating

services.

GHG emissions are taxed either through the EU ETS system or the national CO2 tax (CO2-afgiften).

In the production of electricity GHG emissions are covered by the ETS system. In the current version

of the BU module the price for a CO2 quota is exogenously given by 44.1 DKK/ton CO2-equivalents

in 2017.22 The district heating sector is generally subject to the national CO2 tax. For CHP plants

the GHG emissions from fuels used in production of heating services are also subject to the CO2 quota

price in the EU ETS in addition to the national CO2 tax. Furthermore, all plants that produce either

electricity or heat are subject to national taxes on NOx and SO2 emissions (i.e. polluting emissions). For

2017 the tax rates are set at 5.5 DKK per kilo NOx and 24 DKK per kilo SO2 emitted.

For the plants producing electricity taxation is almost entirely limited to emission taxes. In order to

keep competition more fair in markets where foreign plants operate as well, some taxes as the national

energy tax (energiafgiften) are not placed on the producers, but rather on end-consumers of electricity,

21The taxation of consumption is left for future work in developing the CGE model where yearly energy demand is
determined.

22As the model computes the total demand for CO2 quotas given the price level, there is nothing that prohibits the
implementation of an endogenous CO2 tax reflecting the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS).
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Table 3: A non-exhaustive list of tax rates applied in the BU model, 2017

Tax
Electricity-to-heat 392.5 (DKK/MWh)
National energy tax 199.8 (DKK/MWh)
Transmission, electricity (tariff) 82.9 (DKK/MWh)
Distribution, electricity (tariff) 111.6 (DKK/MWh)
Distribution (heat pumps, tariff) 21.1 (DKK/MWh)
PSO (tariff) 155.0 (DKK/MWh)
CO2 (ETS) 44.1 (DKK/ton)
Danish national CO2 tax 170 (DKK/ton)
Danish national NOx tax 5.5 (DKK/kg)
Danish national SO2 tax 23.7 (DKK/kg)

Note: The table here lists the tax rates applied in the model. It does not cover all regulations included in the model, e.g.
a number of subsidy schemes. The list covers the most important energy taxes faced by electricity and/or heat producing
plants. Transmission, distribution, and PSO tariffs are paid per MWh of electricity.

so as to not favor foreignly produced electricity. For the heat producing plants there are not the same

concerns over international competition; thus the energy tax is levied on a number of fuels as coal, oil

products and natural gas. In 2017 this energy tax is by far the most prominent one in the computation

of marginal costs, at a value of roughly 200 DKK per MWh of fuel input (55.5 DKK/GJ), (Klimarådet,

2018a). Figure 3.8 illustrates the importance of these taxes in the production of heat. Here the fuel-tax

category illustrates the sum of the energy tax and the CO2 tax.23 Similar to emission taxes biomass is

generally exempt from energy taxes. This is an essential explanation for the observed transition in part

(b) of figure 3.7, where fossil fuels are gradually replaced by biomass.

The difference in taxation between electricity and heat producing plants warrants a further explanation

of the taxation of CHP plants. As the use of fuels are only taxed in the production of heat, the taxation

of CHP plants’ depends on how large a fraction of fuel-inputs goes to the production heat, and how

much goes into the production of electricity. In practice the split can be done in one of two ways: The

V-formula or the E-formula.24 For simplicity, we assume that plants use the V-formula. The V-formula

states that the fuel used in production of heating services is given by the production of heat divided

by 1.2. As will be demonstrated further in our calibrated BU module (section 10), the difference in fuel

taxation on electricity and heat production leads to interesting incentives for a certain type of CHP plant.

Specifically, CHP plants, that can (i) adjust its relative production of electricity and heating and (ii) use

more than one type of fuel mix, have incentives to use biomass when electricity prices are low to medium

but switch to coal or natural gas when electricity prices are high. This has the implication that the

demand for biomass fuels after a certain threshold, is decreasing in the equilibrium price on electricity

output.

23Taxes on emissions of NOx and SO2 are not included in this category, as it depends on plant specific characteristics
as well as the fuel input type in our model.

24For more (in Danish only, unfortunately) see here: https://tax.dk/jv/ea/E_A_4_4_10_2.htm.
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Figure 3.8: Fuel price and taxes in heat production, 2017

Note: The ’fuel tax’ is defined as the sum of the energy tax (around 200 DKK/MWh) and
the national CO2 tax. Heat producing plants are furthermore subject to SO2 and NOx
taxes. Compared to particularly the energy tax, the effect of the emission taxes are only
secondary.

Taxation of electricity to heat and heat pumps:

In section 3.2 we briefly highlighted the low penetration rate of electrical heaters and heat pumps in the

district heating system (1.4% in 2017). One of the main reasons for this is that electrical heaters in 2017

paid around 750 DKK per MWh of electricity they used in production of district heat. This fee is the

sum of a number of tariffs/taxes including (i) electricity-to-heat tax (elvarmeafgiften), (ii) transmission,

(iii) distribution, and (iv) the PSO tariff. Of these taxes the electricity-to-heat tax accounts for over

half of this at roughly 400 DKK/MWh in 2017. It should be noted that significant reforms of these

policies have already been planned. Firstly the PSO tariff is out-phased gradually towards 2022 from

the level of 155 DKK/MWh in 2017. Secondly the electricity-to-heat tax was temporarily lowered by

150 DKK/MWh in May 2018. In 2020 the reduction is increased to 200 DKK/MWh. From 2021 the

reduction is permanently set at 100 DKK/MWh (Klimarådet, 2018a).

Heat pumps are regulated separately from other plants using electricity to produce heat under Elpa-

tronordningen. Under this regulation they are exempt from the electricity-to-heat tax. Furthermore, heat

pumps are only subject to transmission and distribution tariffs. Moreover, the distribution tariff paid by

heat pumps is significantly lower for heat pumps than other electrical heaters. As such the effective tax

included in our model is at 104.6 DKK/MWh in 2017 for heat pumps. While the penetration of heat

pumps in the district heating system is currently limited, the installed capacity is already quite significant

(and increasing in recent years). The idea of the lower taxation of heat pumps is that cheap electricity

e.g. from wind power in peak production hours, can be used to produce renewable heat.
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Different types of subsidy schemes:

We generally distinguish between two types of subsidy schemes: Constant feed-in premiums and a variable

feed-in premium that ensures a fixed marginal revenue. While the constant feed-in premiums are offered

to e.g. plants using biomass, offshore wind is generally eligible for the variable feed-in premium.25 The

simple constant feed-in premium is illustrated in part (a) of figure 3.9. The variable feed-in premium

is illustrated in part (b) of figure 3.9. For subsidies of this type the plant sells electricity to a constant

agreed upon price. In figure 3.9 this is denoted the subsidy price. The variable feed-in premium is given

by the difference between the subsidy price and the spot price. As part (c) of figure 3.9 illustrates, this

completely decouples the production decision of the plant from the equilibrium spot price on electricity:

As long as the subsidy price is larger than its marginal costs, it is optimal to dispatch electricity for

the plant. There is one exception to this decoupling of spot market equilibrium price and the plants

dispatch decision: When equilibrium prices approach a minimum price. In these cases the supply from

plants that receive the variable feed-in premium gradually decreases around this threshold as illustrated

in part (d) of figure 3.9. Technically this approach ensures that an equilibrium is always feasible in the

bottom up module, as supply decreases to around zero around this price level. Besides being technically

advantageous this assumption is still grounded in reality. The Nord Pool spot market operates with a

minimum price on electricity. In scenarios where this minimum price is reached, a part of the supply is

cut off, to ensure the balancing of demand and supply.

25See IEA’s data sheet for feed in tariffs in Denmark here: https://www.iea.org/policiesandmeasures/pams/denmark/
name-24650-en.php.
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Figure 3.9: Feed-in premium types
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Note: Part (d) in the figure represents how the model deals with spot prices approaching the minimum price; thus the
jump in supply around the price floor has been smoothed out.
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Part II

The Bottom-Up Module for the

Transformation Sector
We generally distinguish between two time horizons in the model: The long run and the short run. When

discussing long run perspectives of the model, we think of decisions that change over a number of years.

For a power and/or heat producing firm this is the relevant time horizon, when choosing investment in

new capacity and whether to keep or scrap existing plants. When discussing the short run, investment

decisions are taken as given. Thus the short run is concerned with intra-year decisions, such as optimally

utilizing the existing capacity. The short run time-increments are loosely referred to as hours, as this is

the most detailed level the BU model can describe. The BU module developed here concerns itself with

this time horizon.

In the following, we proceed to describe the modelling of the bottom-up derived supply function for

electricity and heating services in section 4. This includes our approach for approximating the standard

linear programming problem in conventional BU models as a typical non-linear programming problem,

as well as an approximate but computationally efficient formulation of energy storage technologies’ lin-

ear dynamic programming problem. We also describe the modeling of intermittent versus dispatchable

technologies. In section 5 we describe the specification of demand on the hourly basis and how we model

increased demand flexibility. This section also includes an empirical part, which determines the structural

parameters of the short run demand function. In section 6 we outline how trade in the electricity market

is defined on the hourly basis. In section 7 we present a small-scale toy model that is used in section 8,

where the solution method applied to compute an equilibrium in the energy market is described. The

toy model builds intuition for how our trade algorithm emulates the trade algorithm on Nord Pool spot

market.

4 Short run bottom-up supply

In this section we focus on establishing how individual plants supply electricity and heating services in the

short run. From the Ramses data presented in section 3 we can distinguish plants in a number of different

ways. The information that is available on plants matters for the way marginal costs are computed. This

includes technical parameters determining the dispatching of one additional unit of MWh electricity

(E) or heat (H). The computation of marginal costs is of course essential for the workings of the model,

however, as we do not offer any innovations in this area, the technical section outlining these computations

is left for appendix B. In the following sections we therefore take the computation of a marginal cost

component (c) as given and instead focus on, how to map this into a choice of supply for an individual

plant i.

As briefly mentioned earlier in section 3, the plants are characterized by a number of sets and pa-
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rameters. For notational convenience we will not refer to each plant using all ten subscripts, but rather

include the few that are essential to the relevant section. Most notably this notation includes:

• Each individual plant uses a particular technology type (τ) belonging to the set of technologies T .

The full set is listed in table 4.

• Each individual plant is characterized by a geographical electricity area (gE) belonging to the set

of areas GE .

• A plant is further characterized by being located in a heating area (gH), belonging to the set of

areas GH . Area sets are defined such that each electricity area is partitioned into subsets of heating

areas.26 This implies that all plants that supply both heating services and power in one heating

area gH , also faces the same price of electricity.

• When relevant, we will use (t) for yearly index and (h) for hourly index (variation within a given

year).

Table 4: Technology Sets in bottom up module:

Technology set T :
Condensation plant (standard)
Extraction plant (CHP)
Backpressure plant with bypass (CHP)
Backpressure plant (CHP)
Electric heater (standard)
Wind (intermittent)
Photo Voltaics (PV) (intermittent)
Hydro (Run-off-river) (intermittent)
Boiler heating plant (standard)
Solar heating plant (intermittent)
Heat storage (storage)
Industry surplus (intermittent)
Electricity storage (storage)
Hydro with storage (storage)
Electricity deficit plant (EDF)
Heating deficit plant (EDF)

’Standard’ technology types are modeled using the same supply function approach, but differ in the way marginal costs of
production are calculated. The hydro plant that is categorized as ’intermittent’ only includes Run-Off-River plants (ROR).

Given the computed level of marginal costs for plant i (ci), we distinguish between five different

type of plants: (1) Standard plants, (2) combined heat and power plants (CHP), (3) plants with storage

capacity, (4) plants with intermittent production, and (5) energy deficit plants (EDF). We deal with each

of these in the following sections. Note that hydro plants with storage capacity are also affected by hourly

variation in water inflow. When referring to intermittent technologies, we do not include hydro plants

with storage capacity in this category. Only Run-off-River (ROR) hydro power plants are characterized

as an intermittent technology.

26The geographical sets are defined in appendix A.
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4.1 Standard technology types

In the current version of the model there are three standard technologies: Condensation plants (CD),

boiler heaters (BH) and electrical heaters (EH). The condensing plant produces electricity (E) using

various fuel-mixes; in Denmark these are primarily fossil fuels such as coal or oil. A condensing plant

can use a range technologies for example steam or gas turbines, to produce electricity. There is no co-

production of heating services in this process. For both the CD and the BH plants, a standard bottom-up

model approach is to assume a roughly constant fuel efficiency (Danish Energy Agency, 2018a). Thus,

the ratio of fuel input to output measured in GJ or MWh is constant for a given plant. This implies

a constant unit cost of production. The electrical heater transforms electricity into heating services.

The assumption is similar to the other two standard plants that the efficiency of electricity-to-heat is

roughly constant. The individual EH plant takes the electricity price as given. For a given price on

electricity, the unit cost of the EH plant is constant as well. In deriving the short run equilibrium, this

is however obviously not the case: The unit cost ci of the EH plant depends largely on the short run

price on electricity. However, for the presentation of the EH plant’s optimal dispatch decision, the model

approach is standard.

Consider a standard power plant i that only produces electricity (E). From bottom-up data on the

plant we can identify: (1) The marginal cost of production without taxation (ci), (2) the capacity at any

point in time (qi), (3) taxes, subsidies, and other regulation, affecting the profitability of the plant, and

(4) its emissions.27 Formally, the relevant information on plant i can be summed up in the triplet

{
ci, qi,F i(t)

}
,

where F i(t) is a tax function. The superscript i is included to indicate that this function depends on

plant-specific characteristics such as the fuel efficiency of the plant. The notation t is used as a short-hand

for all the relevant tax rates. For the decision of optimal supply from plant i the relevant metric is the

after-tax unit costs defined simply as

ci ≡ ci + F i(t).

The computation of the cost and tax terms differs across technology and fuel types. To compute these

terms, we rely on data from Energiproducenttællingen as outlined in section 3. We leave the technical

details of this for appendix B. With a constant marginal cost function and no storage capacity, the short

run profit maximizing behavior is straightforward to characterize: If the equilibrium price pE exceeds the

unit cost of production (ci), the plant produce at capacity (qi) and otherwise produce nothing:

Ei


= qi, if pE > ci
∈ [0, qi], if pE = ci
= 0, if pE < ci

(1)

27The assumption of constant marginal costs of production is relatively standard in bottom-up literature. It should,
however, only be seen as an approximation.
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In the short run, the individual plant takes installed capacity qi as given and can, in general, not substitute

between inputs to alter the unit cost measure ci. This is in part due to the short time horizon and partly

due to the level of granularity.28 There are a few exceptions to this rule. Firstly, there are certain plants

that can substitute between fuel inputs in production. Secondly, the technology catalogue published by

the Danish Energy Agency includes estimates for the investment costs of rebuilding a plant that uses

coal to a biomass-fired plant. In section 12 we outline, how this information can be applied to endogenize

investment decisions for existing plants. The implication of modelling a plant’s supply this way is a

step-wise supply function as demonstrated in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The bottom-up step-wise supply function

The step-wise supply function is not differentiable in the kinks. In technical energy system models

this is not an issue because the conventional approach in the traditional approach is to write the model as

a linear programming problem.29 Given that the long run goal of the BU model, we develop in this thesis,

is a direct integration in a standard CGE model, we modify this setup in order to obtain a differentiable

supply function. To this end, the constant unit costs (ci) are replaced with the assumption that costs

are distributed according to some function f(·). In doing so, equation (1) is replaced with

E = q

∫pE
f(cj)dj,

28In the macroeconomic literature the idea of having perfect complementarity between capital and energy inputs is
well-known. See for instance the putty-putty/Pindyck-Rotemberg model in Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983).

29Andreas Bloess and Zerrahn (2018) provide and overview of the different solution methods used in research and
technical models used for examining the potential for flexibility technologies. Of the approximate 45 models they research,
29 of these used either a linear program or a mixed-integer linear program and 14 was not stated/not applicable.
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and a total cost function of the form

C = q

∫pE
cjf(cj)dj.

To choose the functional form of f(·), we want a specification that allows us to flexibly weigh the need

for computational speed, against obtaining a model close to the traditional bottom-up solution. Using

the normal- or log-normal distribution allows us to do just that, with the only difference that the first

allows for negative prices and the latter does not. The two smoothed supply functions are given by

EN = qΦ

(
pE − c

σ

)
, (2)

ELN = qΦ

(
log(pE) − log(c) + σ2/2

σ

)
, (3)

and corresponding cost functions

CN = EN

c− φ
(
pE−c
σ

)
Φ
(
pE−c
σ

)
 .

CLN = ELN c
Φ
(
log(pE)−log(c)−σ2/2

σ

)
Φ
(
log(pE)−log(c)+σ2/2

σ

) .
Here Φ(·) is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution, φ(·) is the corresponding

probability density function, and σ governs the degree of smoothing. One interpretation of Φ(·) ∈ [0, 1]

is that it measures the utilisation of the existing capital. Note that both assumptions nest the step-

wise bottom-up supply function by letting σ approach zero. The importance of the normal smoothing

parameter (σ) (along with several other parameters that will be defined throughout the following sections)

for solving the model will be further explained in section 10.1.

4.2 Combined Heat and Power production

The model includes three different types of CHP plants: Extraction, back-pressure and back-pressure

with bypass. The simplest CHP plants is the back-pressure type. A back-pressure plant, using a steam

turbine in its production, operates as a condensation plant only at a higher pressure/temperature. At

these high temperatures the back-pressure plant produces electricity and heat at a roughly constant ratio.

Compared to the back-pressure plant, an extraction plant can flexibly adjust its relative production of

electricity-to-heat ratio between a pure condensation plant (only E) to a back-pressure plant. Finally,

the back-pressure plant with bypass essentially works as a back-pressure plant with an attached electrical

boiler: If it is profitable, the plant can use the electricity produced in back-pressure mode to produce

heat.

Here we deal briefly with the extraction plant type as it involves the endogenous choice of the

electricity-to-heat ratio in production. The other two CHP types are dealt with in appendix B. For

a characterization of a more general joint production framework, we refer to appendix C.
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Recall from section 3.4 that taxation of a CHP plant is different, depending on how much electricity

and heat it produces. Compared to the standard case discussed above, this implies that the unit costs

have to be split into more components. Let F i(t) denote the tax function on plant i that does not depend

on whether the plant produces electricity or heat, F iE(t) is the additional marginal tax from production

of electricity, and F iH(t) is the additional marginal tax from production of heat. Furthermore, as the

output from CHP plants can be both electricity (E) and heat (H), let total output be a measure of MWh

produced by the plant, being purposed either as E or H.30 Let diE be the marginal change in E when

total output is increased and diH the analogue term for heat production. We then define the unit cost of

production as

ci = ci + F i(t) + diEF
i
E(t) + diHF

i
H(t).

Furthermore, define the tax-corrected output prices

p̃E ≡ pE − diEF
i
E(t), p̃H ≡ pH − diHF

i
H(t).

To model the optimal joint production of a CHP plant a standard approach is to split the problem into two

steps. This is done by assuming that the plant produces an aggregate good (EH, read: total output),

which can then be split into electricity and heat, following some transformation function. Following

the description in the technology catalog (Danish Energy Agency, 2016), we assume that the plant has

approximate constant unit costs (ci) in production of EH.31 The plant produces electricity and heat

following a linear transformation function of this aggregate output good. For the extraction plant there is

an additional minimum co-production constraint on electricity. This minimum co-production constraint

comes from the fact that when it maximizes its heat production, it operates as a back-pressure plant, in

which case the electricity production is not zero.

In the case of the extraction plant, the Ramses data offers us information on the unit cost of a

plant operating as a condensation plant (thus no co-production of heat), a linear transformation rate

of electricity-to-heat denoted Cv, a minimum co-production constraint Cb, and a capacity constraint on

electricity q in condensation mode. With the linear transformation rate and constant unit costs, we

can maximize the extraction plants’ profits in two steps: (1) Given the scale of production, what is the

optimal production split diE , diH between electricity and heating? And (2) given the optimal split of

production, what is the optimal scale (Q)? Figure 4.2 illustrates the production possibility set where we

have expressed the scale variable Q ∈ [0, 1] as proportional to the capacity q.

Similar to standard plant types (see section 4.1), the conventional approach implies a corner solution;

in this case two types, even. Similar to the standard plant types, the extraction plant should either
30The phrasing purposed is important here: The total output is a measure of total energy produced, but not necessarily

the sum of E and H. The reason is - as is explained in the following - that one can assume different technology functions
splitting this total output onto E and H. Total output only equals the sum of E and H if the technology function features
constant returns to scale. This is, however, always the case in out setting but does not need to be.

31In the general case the unit cost of production may not be constant, either due to share functions dE , dH that may
vary when the production of EH is adjusted, or due to non-linear tax functions FE(t),FH (t). As will be verified in the
following, the assumptions made here ensure that dE , dH are indeed constant given the relative prices of p̃E/p̃H .
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Figure 4.2: A sketch of the production possibility set of an extraction plant
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produce at capacity (Q = 1) or not at all (Q = 0). In this case it depends on the threshold:

Q∗ =

 1, if pEH ≥ ci
0, if pEH < ci

, pEH ≡ pEdiE + pHdiH .

This states that when producing an additional unit of the aggregate good (EH), a profit maximising

firm chooses to split this into dE units of electricity and dH units of heating services. Given that the unit

costs of producing (EH) are constant across scale, the plant should simply choose Q = 1 if the revenue

from selling dE units of electricity and dH units of heating exceeds the unit cost ci. Secondly, with a

linear transformation rate the optimal shares (dE and dH) similarly follow corner solutions:

(diE)
∗ =


1, if p̃ECv > p̃H

Cb
Cb +Cv

, else

(diH)∗ =

 0, if p̃ECv > p̃H

1

Cb +Cv
, else

With a constant transformation rate the plant has the choice of producing one unit of heating to obtain

the revenue p̃H or Cv units of electricity, thereby receiving the revenue p̃ECv. In other words, the plant

should either work in full condensation or full back-pressure mode. Combining the constant unit costs

with a linear transformation rate, therefore implies that a profit maximising plant chooses one of the

three corners of the production possibility set in figure 4.2.

To smooth out the discontinuities of this supply function, we start by replacing the assumptions of

a linear transformation and minimum co-production constraint with a normalized constant elasticity of
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transformation (NCET) assumption. The plant now solves

max
E,H

p̃EE + p̃HH − qi
(
ci + F i(t)

)
,

s.t. qi =
Cv +Cb
Cv

(E −
qiCb

Cv +Cb

)σchp−1

σchp
+C

σchp−1

σchp
v H

σchp−1

σchp


σchp
σchp−1

, σchp < 0,

where the constraint represents the NCET assumption. figure 4.3 illustrates how the NCET adds curva-

ture to the production possibility frontier, in a way that respects the minimum co-production constraint.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the NCET smoothing of the production possibility frontier
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In this case the resulting optimal behavior is determined by optimal production split functions diE , diH :

Ei
Hi

 = Q∗qi

dE
(
p̃E

p̃H

)
dH

(
p̃E

p̃H

)
 , (4)

dE

(
p̃E
p̃H

)
=

1

Cv +Cb

Cv +Cb

[
1+C

σchp−1
v

(
p̃E

p̃H

)σchp−1] σchp
σchp−1

[
1+C

σchp−1
v

(
p̃E

p̃H

)σchp−1] σchp
σchp−1

dH

(
p̃E

p̃H

)
=

1

Cv +Cb

C
σchp
v

(
p̃E

p̃H

)σchp
[
1+C

σchp−1
v

(
p̃E

p̃H

)σchp−1] σchp
σchp−1

The share functions dE and dH are now continuously differentiable and nest the solution to the con-

ventional bottom-up solution, by adjusting the smoothing parameter σchp appropriately.32 The profit

function is still, however, linear in scale (Q) with the NCET assumption. We smooth this discontinuity

32In the limiting case where σchp → −∞ we are back in the corner solution of the bottom-up approach.
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exactly as with the standard plant types by assuming that unit costs ci are not constant, but rather

distributed according to a standard normal distribution:

Q∗ ≈ Φ
(
pEH − ci

σ

)
,

where Φ(·) denotes the standard normal distribution and σ our normal smoothing parameter.

4.3 Plants with storage capacity

The BU model also includes various types of plants with storage capabilities. At the moment these

consist of heat storage (HS) technologies, electricity storage (ES) technologies, and hydro-electric plants

with reservoirs and water inflow (HY). Currently, ES only covers pure-pumped hydro-electric plants with

reservoirs, but our modelling framework allows for other potential storage technologies for electricity such

as batteries. HS technologies include both technologies that can store energy on a long-term basis (such

as storing heat in the underground and in rocks), as well as technologies that store heat on a short-term

basis (such as hot water tanks). Currently, the Ramses data does not distinguish between the different

HS technologies.

As opposed to the other technology types presented above, the profit maximization problem of these

plants is inherently dynamic; if prices build up gradually, stored energy should be dispatched when the

stored energy is most profitable - at peak prices. The objective of these plants is to maximize the net

present value of profits subject to a law of motion for the storage level and technological constraints. In

the conventional bottom-up literature the store/dispatch decision is usually modeled with two control

variables: One for storage and one for dispatch.33 We deviate from this by only including one control

variable and let it be either positive (dispatch) or negative (store). As noted in Zerrahn et al. (2018), it is

commonly assumed that the efficiency of storing energy is around 81%, while the efficiency of dispatching

is around 92%. Initially, this is dealt with by including an explicit kink in the law of motion for the

level of stored energy. This represents that by both storing and dispatching energy, there is an energy

loss. The different types of storage plants face slightly different setups. For instance, ES plants have

reservoirs but no water inflow. When prices are low they pump water into upper reservoirs and release

water, when prices are high. This is contrary to HY plants with both reservoirs and water inflow coming

from adjacent rivers. These plants do not pump water back into upper reservoirs, but simply store water

by not releasing the water inflow coming into the upper reservoirs (Førsund, 2005). In the following,

we formulate a setup that is general enough to include the different storage technologies as special cases

in our model. Subsequently, we evaluate the performance of the modelling approach for the case of HY

plants.34

In the general case we define the linear dynamic programming problem facing plants with storage

33See for instance Zerrahn et al. (2018) for an example with two different control variables.
34HY plants are chosen due to data availability.
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capacity as

max
{Eh}

H
h=1

W0 =

H∑
h=1

βh [(ph − c)Eh] , (5a)

s.t. Sh = Sh−1 + (1− bIs) (Yh −Eh) , Is =

 0, if Eh ≥ 0

1, if Eh < 0
(5b)

Eh ∈ [E, Ē] (5c)

Sh ∈ [0, S̄], (5d)

S0 = SH ≥ 0, given. (5e)

Equation (5a) is the discounted net profits with discount factor β, prices ph in hour h, unit costs c,

and the dispatch/store decision Eh. Note that within a year, unit costs are assumed fixed. Furthermore,

they are assumed the same for both storing (Eh < 0) and dispatching (Eh > 0). To motivate this

assumption take for instance pure-pumped hydro plants: When these plants are storing energy (Eh < 0)

their turbines are running backwards and when they are dispatching energy (Eh > 0) their turbines are

running forwards. The marginal cost of using the turbines, however, is the same regardless of which

way they are running. The main difference, however, comes down to whether they are buying additional

electricity to run the turbines backwards (Ehph<0) or letting the water flow down through the turbines

and selling it (Ehph>0).

Equation (5c) is the inequality path constraints on the control variable (Eh), which is determined by

the power generation capacity of the plant. For HS and ES technologies, we can think of the lower bound

E ≤ 0 as the maximum amount a battery can store/turbine can pump in a given hour, whereas E ≥

0 for HY may represent a minimum base-load. Equation (5b) is the law of motion with Sh being the

stock of stored energy and Yh an exogenous inflow of energy. Both Sh and Yh are measured in the same

energy units as Eh (e.g MWh).35 Is is a dummy variable, indicating that when a plant stores energy

there is a loss of b% of the energy. Equation (5d) is the inequality path constraints on the state variable

Sh given by the storage capacity of the plant S̄. Finally, (5e) provides a simple terminal condition on

the state variable Sh.36 Note that storage technologies of types ES and HS have no exogenous inflow

of water (Yh = 0), but a percentage loss of storing energy of b%. This implies that they are in fact net

consumers of energy: As these storage plants lose b% of all energy they purchase on the market and put

into storage, we have that∑
hEh∑

hEh{Eh<0}
− 1 = b,

∑
h

Eh < 0,
∑
h

Eh{Eh<0} < 0. (6)

Consequently, b fully determines how much energy ES and HS technologies take of out the system. Given

that these plants bring down the total yearly supply of energy, the value they bring to the energy system,

is the ability, to move production from hours with low prices to hours with high prices, thus mitigating

35For HY and pure-pumped hydro (ES) this is possible, when there is no spillage in reservoirs (Førsund, 2005).
36This is a relatively standard assumption in the literature, see for example Danish Energy Agency (2018a) and Zerrahn

et al. (2018).
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the effects of intermittency.

The general problem in (5) is linear in the control variable (Eh) with multiple occasionally binding

constraints. In the dynamic programming literature, a number of suitable solution methods have been

developed for that particular class of problems. To the best of our knowledge, however, they all involve

some sort of backwards recursion or iteration scheme, which greatly increases the computational burden of

solving for an equilibrium.37 The standard way of tackling these problems is to iterate until convergence

between (1) solving the dynamic programming problem, taking equilibrium prices on E and H as given

and (2) solving for equilibrium prices, taking the solution from the dynamic programming problem as

given (Berkovec, 1985). Although this approach tackles the problem head on, it performs poorly in

large-scale CGE models.

The problem of storage technologies is in Ramses simplified to obtain a static representation (Danish

Energy Agency, 2018a). The essence of their approach is to capture as much of the optimal solution as

possible by coupling the supply to relevant contemporaneous variables (e.g. level of demand and price

today) or constraints (e.g. size of storage reservoir). In this way hydro plants dispatch electricity when

prices are high and store when prices are low.

Below we present a less drastic simplification that still leaves the solution dynamic and ensures that we

respect the occasionally binding constraints in (5c)-(5d). Finally, we illustrate the performance of our

dynamic model for storage technologies in section 4.3.2 for HY plants in Sweden.

4.3.1 A smooth simplification of the storage problem

In this section we present a smooth approximation of the general case presented in (5) that can readily be

solved by a Newton-based optimizer in a general equilibrium setting. In general, we see three obstacles

to achieve this goal: First, the law of motion involves a kink (non-differentiability). Second, there are

occasionally binding constraints in both our control and state variable. Third, the objective function is

linear in the control variable (Eh), which typically implies kinks in the optimal supply function. Here we

offer three approximations that aim at solving each of these issues in turn. In some regards the approach

outlined here is novel and non-standard - albeit fairly intuitive. For the interested reader we refer to

appendix D for a presentation of alternative methods, we ultimately found inferior to this application.

We start by replacing the kink in the law of motion with a continuously differentiable function,

replacing (5b) with

Sh = Sh−1 + f(Yh −Eh), (7)

where f(·) is a function that smoothly switches from 1 to 1− b around Yh −Eh = 0.38 From this we
37Essentially, the problem can be set up as a discrete-choice problem. By using the terminal state condition of the a

predetermined reservoir level, the model for storage technologies could be solved by means of backwards induction. That
is, given a terminal value tomorrow, the optimal discrete choice today can be solved for using a numerical optimisation
algorithm on an exogenous grid of the state variable. Here the terminal value of tomorrow can be determined by standard
interpolation techniques. This process continuous by iterating backwards and solving for the entire optimal supply path.

38A simple solution is a normal smoothing device, which we have applied to smooth out jumps in the solution in section
4.1. Alternatively, appendix J outlines a method for smoothing out general piece-wise linear functions.
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define the Lagrangian function for the problem as:

L =

H−1∑
i=1

βi
[
Eh(ph − c) + θh [Sh−1 − Sh + f(Yh −Eh)] + µ̄h

(
S̄ − Sh

)
+ µ

h
Sh + λ̄h

(
Ē −Eh

)
+ λh (Eh −E)

]
+βH

[
EH(pH − c) + θH [SH−1 − S0 + f(YH −EH)] + λ̄H

(
Ē −EH

)
+ λH (EH −E)

]
, (8)

where we have explicitly applied SH = S0 in the terminal period H. We add the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

(KKT) complementary slackness conditions for all inequality constraints and for all h:

µ̄h
(
S̄ − Sh

)
= µ

h
Sh = 0, λ̄h

(
Ē −Eh

)
= λh (Eh −E) = 0, µ̄h,µh, λ̄h,λh ≥ 0. (9)

The first order conditions for the problem are now given by (9), the law of motion for the state variable,

and the following system of equations:

ph − c = λ̄h − λh + θh
[
f ′ (Yh −Eh) − 1

]
+ θh ∀h (10a)

θh ≡ µh − µ̄h + βθh+1, for h < H (10b)

The interpretation of the solution characterized by (10) is straightforward: If ph − c is large relative

to the continuation value of the storage problem, θh, the firm should produce as much as possible,

implying λ̄h > 0. If ph − c is small compared to the continuation value, the storage firm decreases

production towards E. Finally, there might be intermediate price cases, where it is optimal to produce

approximately Eh ≈ Yh in order to avoid the storage loss. Instead of solving this discrete choice problem

explicitly, we formulate a production function that inherits these features directly:

E∗h = E + (Yh −E)Φ

(
ph − c− aθh

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yh

)
Φ

(
ph − c− θh

σ

)
, (11)

where Φ(·) is the standard normal CDF, σ is a smoothing parameter and a is the efficiency of storage

(1− b).39 One way to interpret the function in (11) is as follows: Start by ignoring the kink in the law of

motion, implying that f ′(Yh−Eh) = 1. In this case the optimal dispatch function in (11) follows directly

from the first order conditions in (10), by assuming:

λ̄h − λh ≈ Φ−1

(
E∗h −E

Ē −E

)
σ. (12)

The approximation thus corresponds to forcing the shadow cost of the capacity constraints (E, Ē), to

follow a specific functional form. The specific functional form is, however, quite intuitive. If the approx-

imate solution (E∗h) approaches the lower bound E, the shadow cost of the capacity constraints tends

to negative infinity, implying that it is worthless to lower E further. Conversely, when production ap-

proaches the upper bound Ē the shadow cost of the constraints tends to infinity making it optimal to

keep E∗h < Ē. Finally, note that lowering the smoothing parameter (σ) appropriately, our shadow-cost

function is only significantly different from zero when E approaches the bounds E, Ē. In this way, the
39For HS this is near 100%, whereas ES is usually around 90%.
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our approach once again nests the discrete choice solution represented by the first order conditions in

(10), given that the function in (5a) can come arbitrarily close to the discrete choice case by lowering σ.

With equation (11) in place we still have kinks in our solution from the state constraints in (9), which

feed into our solution through the continuation value in (10b). To solve this issue, we start by recognizing

that the inequality constraints can be rewritten into equality constraints, using max or min functions.

Thus (5c) can be represented as:

max
{
Sh, S̄

}
=S̄

min
{
Sh, 0

}
=0.

The max/min functions are non-differentiable around S̄ or 0. Here we follow the approach that comes

recommended with the software we use to solve our model, CONOPT4 in GAMS. Drud (2019) offers a

way to smooth this out by adding an approximation error δ/2 such that:40

max
{
Sh, S̄

}
≈
Sh + S̄ +

[(
Sh − S̄

)2
+ δ2

]1/2
− δ

2
≡ Smaxh (13)

min
{
Sh, 0

}
≈
Sh −

[
S2h + δ2

]1/2
+ δ

2
≡ Sminh . (14)

This approximation is differentiable with analytical derivatives that are straightforward to compute.

Letting ∇Smaxh ,∇Sminh denote these derivatives, the KKT conditions can be dropped. The final system

of equations characterising the optimal storage and dispatch path for storage technologies are then given

by:
E∗h = E + (Yh −E)Φ

(
ph − c− aθh

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yh

)
Φ

(
ph − c− θh

σ

)
,

θh = βθh+1 + η
h
− η̄h

Sh = Sh−1 + f(Yh −Eh),

η̄h ≡
(
Smaxh − S̄

)
∇Smaxh

η
h
≡ −Sminh ∇Sminh

SH = S0, S0 > 0 given.

(15)

Compared to the original first order conditions, the optimal supply decision (E∗h) is now represented by

a continuously differentiable and closed-form function of exogenous terms, the contemporaneous price

(ph) and the continuation value θh. Note in particular, that given prices (ph) and an initial level of

the continuation value θ1, the system of equations in (15) is straightforward to solve, as the system is

no longer simultaneous.41 Thus, the numerical problem boils down to finding a value of θ1, such that

recursively solving for the system yields a SH that obeys the terminal condition SH = S0.

40In the documentation it is stated that with a properly scaled state variable (a level of around 1), a δ value of around
[0.001; 0.0001] is suitable.

41Technically, the model presented here can be ordered topologically, such that given θ1 (and ignoring the SH = S0
constraint), the dependency graph associated with the model is a Directed Acyclic Graph. In particular, the topological
order is respectively E1,S1, η1, η̄1, θ2,E2, ... and so on for all h.
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4.3.2 Evaluation of the storage model using Swedish hydro power plants

To evaluate our approach to model storage technologies, we consider the case of Swedish hydro power

plants. We choose Swedish hydro power plants in part because they are essential for the electricity

equilibrium in Denmark and partly due to the data availability.42 We collect hourly hydro-electric

production from the national TSO (Svenska Kraftnät, 2019) and elspot prices from Nord Pool (2018).

Water inflow and storage level are only available at the weekly frequency. To get the hourly frequency we

allocate the weekly water inflow equally into every hour within the week and calculate the hourly reservoir

level using the law of motion Sh = Sh−1 + Yh −Eh where Yh is the allocated hourly water inflow. This

method implies a small deviation, when comparing the weekly reservoir level with the imputed hourly

reservoir level (see figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Calculated hourly reservoir level and water inflow for Sweden, 2017

Source: Own calculations based on Nord Pool (2018) and Svenska Kraftnät (2019).

To structurally estimate the model we assume that observed electricity production (Eh) is contaminated

with mean-zero i.i.d. normal measurement error

xh(ξ) ≡ Eh −E∗h(Sh−1, ph; ξ) ∼ N (0,σ2η), (16)

where E∗h(Sh−1, ph; ξ) is the policy function given by the system of equations in (15) and the estimation

parameters are ξ = (σ,β, c,E, Ē) ′. Assumption (16) implies that the likelihood of observing the data is

L() =
H∏
h=1

φ(xh(ξ)), φ(xh(ξ)) =
1√
2πσ2η

exp
(
−
xh(ξ)

2

2σ2η

)
(17)

42To the best of our knowledge, hourly frequency data is only available for Swedish hydro plants and not any other
storage plants; at least not any that are included in our model.
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The estimation is implemented in GAMS, formulated as a maximization problem, which is similar to the

mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) method proposed by Su and Judd (2012).

Formally the problem is set up as follows:

max
ξ∈Ξ

log (L(ξ)) = 1

H

H∑
h=1

log(φ(xh(ξ)))

subject to system (15)

(18)

The parameter space (Ξ) is restricted to:

Ξ =

{
ξ ∈ R

5
+

∣∣∣ σ > 0 ∧ c ≥ 0 ∧E ∈
[
0, min {Eh}

]
∧ Ē ∈

[
max {Eh} ,∞[

}
.

To compute standard errors from this estimation, the model would have to be resolved for each estimate

ξ̂. As the exercise performed here is meant to illustrate the model formulation’s fit compared to observed

data, we do not include standard errors in the following. The estimated parameters are presented in

table 5 along with the technical information in Ramses for Sweden in 2017 for comparison. The optimal

discount factor is set to 1 cf. table 5. Recall that the frequency of data is hourly, thus a discount factor

of β̂ = 1 seems somewhat reasonable. Furthermore, the estimate of the marginal cost (c) is almost

identical to the cost estimate in Ramses. For the current framework to replicate the observed patterns,

the capacity data has to be scaled down by around 22% though.

Table 5: Comparison of estimated parameters and Ramses technical information.

Parameter Description Estimate Ramses
σ Smoothing parameter 81.56 NA
β Discount factor 1.00 NA
c Marginal cost (DKK) 7.54 5.85
Ē Maximum generation capacity (GWh) 12.77 16.27
E Minimum base-load (GWh) 2.01 0.00

The model fit is presented in figure 4.5. Figure 4.5a plots power generation for given prices. The model

replicates the general upward sloping supply curve, indicating that hydro plants ramp up production when

prices increase. The model does not sufficiently capture the variance in observed electricity production.

The immediate explanation for this is that the current version of the model, does not include uncertainty.

Both future prices as well as the exact inflow of water is to some degree uncertain. Including stochasticity

in the model would, however, require a major update. While it might be feasible to include in the BU

module, it is not clear whether this could work when coupled to a CGE model.43. Another possible

explanation is that hydro plants do not plan production according to prices but according to demand;

such an assumption is the basis for hydro-electric production in Ramses (Danish Energy Agency, 2018a,

p. 33-37). We view this as unlikely, given hydro power managers have access to both projected demand

43It is a somewhat straightforward exercise to include expectations on how prices and inflow in the decision rules of
the hydro plants. Including the simulation of stochastic processes for each hourly state would, however, increase the
dimensionality of the model significantly.
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and supply on Nord Pool, enabling them to calculate the expected system spot price.44

Figure 4.5: Model fit of hydro power in Sweden, 2017

(a) Power generation for given electricity prices. (b) Reservoir level.

Figure 4.5b plots the reservoir level. The model replicates the general shape and level of the hourly

reservoir level. The level difference towards the terminal period is due to the terminal condition in (5e).

To fit the reservoir level more accurately an infinite horizon framework could be invoked. This would

however make the calibration of our bottom up module far more complicated, as it would have to run

simultaneously with the entire CGE model. The reason for this is that managers of storage technologies

now take into account the entire price path, even prices in the very long-run, when planning production

in the very short-run. Solving the BU-model for one year, thus depends on solution of the BU-model

in other years. In the current model version presented in the following sections, the simple terminal

conditions is applied.

4.4 Intermittent versus dispatchable technologies

A subset of technologies are characterized as intermittent. This means that the productivity of a plant

varies deterministically and in part stochastically over the course of a year. In the framework presented

here this corresponds to the plant capacity qi varying across the h hourly states. A second characteristic

(albeit not a defining one) of intermittent technologies is that the marginal cost of production is close to

zero compared to both investment costs and other technologies’ marginal costs. These characteristics of

intermittent plants lead to a short run supply that is ultimately controlled by fluctuation in wind speed,

cloud cover etc. rather than economic decisions.

In contrast to intermittent plants, dispatchable ones generally have an (approximately) constant capac-

ity (qi) over the year. With (typically) significantly higher marginal costs than intermittent technologies,

the short run equilibrium is found by balancing the residual demand after supply from intermittent plants

with supply from dispatchable plants. Figure 4.6 illustrates the variation in wind power compared to
44See https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/Market-data1/Power-system-data/Production1/Procuction-Prognosis/

ALL1/Hourly/?view=table and https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/Market-data1/Power-system-data/Consumption1/
Consumption-prognosis/.
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demand in Denmark. Figure 4.7 illustrates the corresponding residual load curve that dispatchable plants

face.

Figure 4.6: Demand and intermittent supply variation

As discussed in section 2, these features of intermittent/dispatchable technologies are essential to the

economic value of different types of plants. Ignoring trade and subsidies, the residual load curve for

Denmark in figure 4.7 shows that when production is peaking for wind power, prices are driven to almost

zero (around 8.5% of the year). Dispatchable plants that work as back-up capacity for intermittent

technologies can, on the other hand, charge a considerable higher price in peak load hours, where the

residual load is as high as 5500 MWh. These dynamics are essential for the economic value of different

technologies and thus for the investment decision (Joskow, 2011).

Figure 4.7: The residual load curve for Denmark, 2017
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4.5 Energy deficit plants

The final type of plant included in the model is the so-called energy deficit plants. We include one of

these plants in each heating and electricity area of the model. Technically, these plants are characterized

by having a huge electricity or heat production capacity (q̄E , q̄H), but also by having by far the highest

marginal cost of production (c̄). The plants are included in our model only for computational purposes

to ensure that there always exists a short run equilibrium. At any given hourly state (h) the model has a

maximum supply of electricity and heating services available. Furthermore, as we elaborate on in section

5, the hourly demand for energy services are partly exogenous. This means that we can potentially have

states, where demand cannot be satisfied by supply in the very short run. In these states our model

activates the EDF plants ensuring that our equilibrium constraints are obeyed.

In Denmark such states are handled by the national transmission system operator (TSO) as so-called

brown-outs. If the price ceiling on Nord Pool is reached, the TSO will disconnect a share of consumers to

ensure that an equilibrium can be reached (Energinet, 2018).45 The supply from EDF plants is modelled

exactly as standard plant types with a smoothed normal function:

Ē = q̄EΦ

(
pE − c̄

σ

)
.

The production of heating by EDF plants (H̄) is modelled similarly. Besides the computational impor-

tance of these plants, we can use the amount of production from the EDF plants as a measure for how

stable supply is. That is, we can use the production from EDF plants as a measure for the amount of

demand that has to be curtailed in order to ensure equilibrium.46

4.6 The Danish bottom-up derived supply function

The result of our bottom-up approach is a short run supply curve that depends on a number of consider-

ations. The productivity of intermittent plants depends on exogenous variation. The supply from CHP

plants depend on both the price on electricity and the price on heating services. The supply from storage

firms depends on the entire path of electricity/heating prices in that given year. Finally, the marginal

cost of each plant is tied to fuel-prices, taxes etc.. In this way, we can compute the supply at any given

time (h) as the sum of supply from all plants in the respective area.

Before we proceed to the demand and short-run equilibrium, we briefly showcase some of the charac-

teristics of the bottom-up supply function for the Danish plants. Recall that electricity is supplied from

simple standard plants, CHP plants that plan production, taking heat prices into account and storage

plants that consider the entire path of electricity prices throughout the year. Finally intermittent plants’

capacity varies exogenously over the hours of the year. To illustrate the supply as simple function of

contemporaneous electricity prices, we thus need to impose some assumptions. In the scenario depicted

in figure 4.8, heat prices are fixed at 200 DKK/MWh. Electricity prices are then varied exogenously from
45This is done to avoid the far more critical scenario of black-outs. See Energinet (2017).
46For this measure to work, we need the costs c̄ to be significantly above all other plants’ marginal costs.
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Figure 4.8: Average hourly Danish supply curve.

Intermittent + electrical heater

CHP-plants, scale effect

CHP-plants, share 𝒅𝑬(𝒑𝑬/𝒑𝑯)+

condensation plants

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level
from 0-1500 DKK. We use yearly average productivity levels for intermittent technologies
and a price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. We use a value of the smoothing parameter
described in section 4.1 σ = 50.

0-1500 DKK/MWh. To keep things simple, we assume that electricity prices are constant throughout

the year; thus storage plants are not activated here. Finally to illustrate an average supply function, the

capacity of intermittent technologies is given by the hourly average for 2017. In appendix E the supply

function is further illustrated for different plant and fuel types.

With fixed heat prices the supply function in figure 4.8 largely consists of three parts: First, when

prices are very low, the supply comes primarily from intermittent sources. Given that the price on heat

is fixed at around 200 DKK/MWh in this example, electrical heaters supply a significant negative part,

when prices are near zero; that is, they are consuming large amounts of cheap electricity and using it

to generate heat. Second, when prices are intermediate (250-300 DKK/MWh), the large CHP plants

become profitable. Note that the supply curve becomes muc more price elastic around the threshold,

where CHP plants become active. Third and final, when prices are high supply adjusts through primarily

two channels: The CHP plants endogenously adjust their output split towards more electricity rather

than heat output, and the condensation plants become profitable.47

Figure 4.9 illustrates the share of Danish supply when split into different fuel types. The figure il-

lustrates that when prices are very low and the hourly capacity is at the yearly average, intermittent

technologies produces roughly 85% of the domestic supply. In our model, only biomass and waste pro-

duction also produce at electricity prices around 0 DKK/MWh. When the large CHP plants become

profitable around 250-300 DKK/MWh, the production share of natural gas an oil/coal sharply increases.

Not surprisingly, we see that the higher the electricity prices are, the larger is the share of supply coming

47Recall that we assume the prices on electricity are constant across hours, i.e. storage firms are not considered here.
Furthermore, we only focus on domestic supply and thus ignore trade.
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Figure 4.9: Average hourly Danish share of supply on fuel types.

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity producing plants when varying
the price from 0-1500 DKK/MWh. The figure illustrates how large a share of electricity
output, is provided by different fuel-types. We use yearly average productivity levels for
intermittent technologies and a price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. We use a value of the
smoothing parameter described in section 4.1 σ = 50.

from fossil fuels.

5 Short run demand for electricity and heating services

In the previous section we defined the modelling of the bottom-up derived supply function. In the

following, we proceed to describe the specification of demand for electricity and heating services within

a year. In the long-run we assume that both firms and households demand energy services rationally,

e.g. by some maximization principle. The yearly demand functions are thus price-sensitive functions,

representing firms and households updating respectively their production processes and consumption

patterns in response to relative prices. Importantly, this part can be modelled in a different module or

a CGE model that the BU model can be linked to.48. We choose to include a rigidity in demand when

considering shorter time horizons. This rigidity can reflect imperfect information on hourly electricity and

heat prices, behavioral inattention or simply habits in the demand for energy services. Another reason

for including demand rigidity in the short run, is that wholesale prices are currently not passed on to

end-consumers in the electricity market.49 With smart meters however this is expected to change. In the

following we thus develop and estimate a demand specification that can capture the expected structural

changes in the short run demand for energy services.

48In section 11.1 we provide a simple specification of demand in a CGE model that is used in the counterfactual
simulations.

49This also applies to market for heating services, where prices for end-consumers are usually fixed by long-term agree-
ments.
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5.1 A demand specification with habits and partial flexibility

In energy system models the tradition is that short run demand is completely inelastic. While this may

be a somewhat reasonable approximation today, this leaves no scope for introducing more flexible demand

in the future.50 On this basis we model short-run demand on the form:

eh (ph, p) = φēh + (1− φ)ēhf(ph, p), f ′ph < 0, f ′p > 0,

where h indicates the hour within a given year. Time subscript for years is omitted for simplicity, such

that ph is the hourly price and p is the weighted average yearly consumer price. While the parameter

φ expresses the share of demand that is inelastic, ēh captures exogenous preferences for how consumers

prefer to allocate consumption on an hourly basis.51 The share parameter φ is a deep parameter that

can be altered in policy experiments of demand flexibility, but is otherwise considered constant.52 The

share (1− φ) of the yearly demand represents price-sensitive demand. Thus, f(ph, p) represents how the

price elastic part of demand depends on hourly and yearly average prices. We assume that if prices were

constant throughout the year, the price-sensitive part coincides with the inelastic part. Secondly, we

assume that the preferences over hourly variation is defined as constant shares of total yearly demand.

Thus, we split the exogenous part into ēh = ghD, where D is a level component. Defining the total yearly

demand (E) as the sum of the short-run components we then have:

eh(ph, p) = φghD+ (1− φ)ghDf(ph, p),
∑
h

gh = 1

E = D
∑

gh [φ+ (1− φ)f(ph, p)] , f(p, p) = 1,

E =
∑
h

eh(ph, p).

(19)

If prices were constant across a year, consumers would plan their consumption according to the exogenous

weights gh and consume ghD in hour h. When prices fluctuate, only a share (1−φ) of consumers readjust

their consumption pattern by reallocating consumption to relatively cheap hours. This may also have

a level effect on total consumption.53 Thus, D here represents the hypothetical level of demand absent

price fluctuations, while E is the realised yearly demand level. To motivate the specification of exogenous

consumption weights (gh), the average electricity consumption cycle over a day is plotted in figure 5.1

for 2011-2017. The average daily cycle is almost identical across years, and the 95% highest density

interval suggests that the daily cycle is also persistent. The pattern is very much in line with expectation

that consumers demand electricity in conjunction with their daily task, which is captured by gh in our

framework.

50It is expected that making demand more flexible will mitigate the cost of intermittent energy production (Ambec and
Crampes, 2017).

51For instance, the demand for electricity spikes in the morning when people wake up.
52This specification leaves us open to the well known critique of Calvo versus state-dependent price models in the rigid

price-setting literature. One may argue that φ indeed should be a function of the volatility in prices. We could quite easily
include this in the general equilibrium setting, however, this leaves us with the challenge of identifying parameter values in
this relationship. We leave this challenge for future work.

53It essentially depends on the way prices fluctuate, as well as the specific functional form of f(ph, p). More specifically
on whether or not the demand is convex or concave.
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Figure 5.1: Average daily electricity consumption cycle for Denmark
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By rewriting (19) we have a demand specification of the form

eh(ph, p) = E ∗ zh (ph, p) , zh ≡
gh
[
φ+ (1− φ)f(ph, p)

]∑
h gh

[
φ+ (1− φ)f(ph, p)

] . (20)

Demand in the short run can then be thought of as an allocation problem of yearly demand (E) with

solution shares zh for each hour h. This function guarantees consistency with the top-down model, as

zh ∈ (0, 1) and
∑
h zh = 1 by construction. We say that (20) is an integration link between the top-down

and bottom-up model. In section 11.1 we provide a simple specification of yearly demand (E), which

is used in the counterfactual simulations to illustrate how the integration link works. Note that this

framework allows for a wide class of demand specifications. We work with a couple of parametrized

versions for the price elastic part, in particular:

f1(ph, p) =
(
ph
p

)−σ

, σ > 0, (21)

f2(ph, p) = D+
(1−D)

D̄−D

D̄−1
1−D

D̄−1
+ exp(σ(ph − p))

, σ > 0, D̄ > 1 ≥ D (22)

Version (21) is the traditional iso-elastic function, frequently applied in economics. We offer an alternative

to this function for two reasons: Firstly, this function does not allow for having negative prices, which

occurs in the electricity market in the short run. Secondly, this specification allows for very large re-

allocations of energy demand when prices drop. While an appropriately low value of σ may remedy this,

we offer a bounded demand function in version (22) as an alternative.54 The bounded demand version

is inspired by a simple logit demand, where D and D̄ are lower and upper bound, respectively, on the

demand function.55 It has some intuitive features when modelling energy demand, which is illustrated in
54We found that because the iso-elastic function is not defined for negative prices, the numerical stability was greater

when using the bounded version.
55Appendix G elaborates on the specific functional form of (22). The appendix furthermore includes some alternatives

to the logit-like demand function.
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5.2. First, D̄ controls the upper bound on the demand of energy and D the minimum demand level. We

can think of D as controlling the subsistence energy consumption. Finally, σ controls the overall price

sensitivity around the equilibrium price (for consumers already reacting to the price).

Figure 5.2: Modelling of energy demand in the very short-run.

Note: The yearly equilibrium is set at (E, p) = (40, 250).

5.2 Determining the parameters of very short run energy demand

The parameters D and D̄ are considered deep parameters in the sense that they are policy invariant.

The share of yearly inelastic demand (φ) and the smoothing parameter (σ), however, are not invariant

to policy. In some instances they may even be considered policy variables. For instance, equipping

consumers with smart meters will enable them to react to the hourly price, making a larger share of

demand elastic (φ decreases). Consequently, a lower value of φ can be interpreted as making a larger

share of demand more price responsive. In other words, φ is a policy variable for increasing demand

flexibility. Similarly, equipping consumers with ’smart technologies’ such as load switching technologies

increases the overall price responsiveness of the price-elastic part. While we could, in principle, determine

all the parameters of the demand function (at least for electricity demand), using the publicly available

data in Nord Pool (2018), we focus below on the determination of φ, because this is the key parameter

that separates the demand modelling approach in this thesis from the standard approach in BU models.

The tradition in energy system models is to assume that energy demand in the very short-run is

completely inelastic (φ = 1). Under this assumption, the weights gh can simply be fixed at the observed

levels. For a relatively large share of consumers of electricity this seems like an appropriate assumption,

given that end-consumers often face contract prices specified for a longer period of time. Even for the

power sector, hourly wholesale prices are not passed through to the majority of end-consumers in the

retail market (Zerrahn et al., 2018). For heating services the assumption of φ = 1 seems reasonable. For

electricity demand, however, there is available data allowing us to pin down the level of φ.

Using hourly load data, we show in appendix G.2 that by assuming φ = 1 and estimating (20), we are

able to explain a little over 92% of hourly electricity demand variation in Denmark. This supports the
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conventional assumption that demand is (nearly) perfectly inelastic in the very short-run. However, it

should also be recognized that examining the load curves corresponds to examining an equilibrium out-

come. An obvious choice is therefore to examine the price sensitivity of demand on the wholesale market

using bid-curves from Nord Pool spot market (Nord Pool, 2018). These bid-curves are price-quantity

bid combinations, showing the total aggregate demand curve on the day-ahead market (aggregated over

all countries). In this way we target the demand side more directly. There are, however, two important

caveats of using this data: First, market members on Nord Pool do not necessarily reflect an average

consumer. They are predominately system operators, public and private energy producers, distributors,

traders, brokers, financial institutions, and energy intensive companies (i.e. large consumers). Second,

the market only encompasses the day-ahead market and hence does not capture total electricity demand

(although most electricity is traded on NordPool). Households that are normally considered price inelas-

tic do not operate on the wholesale market. These two caveats both suggest that estimating φ on the

data from Nord Pool provides a lower bound of the true φ.

To calculate φ we have to make an assumption. On the day-ahead market on Nord Pool there is a

price ceiling of €3.000/MWh56. We assume that agents bidding at the maximum price are effectively

price independent. We believe this to be a reasonable assumption given the scale of the price ceiling. The

average hourly electricity price between 2010-2017 was merely €34.5/MWh and the price-ceiling is more

than 86 times that, indicating that these clients are buying electricity no matter the cost. The estimate

of φ is only based on agents bidding the maximum price and is a very simple exercise; we simply calculate

the share of demand over the course of the year that is demanded at the price-ceiling.

The estimate of φ is presented in table 6. The share of inelastic demand has been somewhat constant

around 86%. Our estimation suggests that while demand for electricity is still largely inelastic, we miss out

on some dynamics by setting φ = 1. In particular, we might overestimate the costs of having intermittent

supply (with φ =1). For now, we stick to the assumption of φ = 1 for the simple reason that this is the

convention in energy system models. In section 11.4 we do, however, perform a counterfactual scenario

by setting φ = 0.9.

6 Trade in the short run

As discussed in section 2, trade is one potential instrument that can be applied in mitigating the costs

of fluctuating supply. With higher penetration rates of wind power in Denmark, we have come to rely to

a larger extent on supply from stored hydro power from Norway and Sweden. The competition between

domestic and foreign plants depends largely on what type of technology is applied, and furthermore on

the composition of future foreign plants. This further affects investment decisions and the economic value

of intermittent technologies. As an example instance, consider a scenario where neighboring countries all

invested heavily in wind power. As intermittent plants usually provide electricity at very low marginal

costs, this would drive down equilibrium prices. As the productivity from intermittent plants in neigh-

boring countries is typically positively correlated with domestic intermittent plants’ productivity, prices
56Until 28. November 2013 the price ceiling was €2.000/MWh.
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Table 6: Estimation of inelastic electricity demand

Year (t) Share of yearly inelastic electricity demand (φt)
2010 0,83
2011 0,82
2012 0,88
2013 ..
2014 ..
2015 0,89
2016 0,89
2017 0,88
2018 0,86

Average 0,86
Note: The data for 2013 and 2014 currently contain unidentified

errors. For this reason the results are left out.
Source: Own calculations based on Nord Pool (2018).

would be driven down in hours, where domestic intermittent wind farms dispatch electricity. Furthermore

with more foreign investments in intermittent technologies relative to dispatchable, the back-up capacity

from trade would be lowered, thus increasing the costs of intermittency in Denmark.

To accurately describe how firms compete across technology types, and how this may evolve in the

future, we have to abandon the traditional view of the homogeneous and infinitely large foreign economy.

In the following we present a framework that allows for a great level of detail on neighboring countries’

electricity supply. For computational purposes we will later simplify some of these aspects, to focus on

the application in GREEN REFORM with focus on the Danish economy.

As mentioned previously, we define the set of geographical electricity areas as GE , with n denoting the

number of areas. Table 7 shows the most detailed version available in the Ramses data. For each pair of

areas (gi, gj), export and import trade capacities are defined by (T ci,j and T cj,i). We further define indicator

variables for whether the capacities are zero or not as (Ti,j ,Tj,i).57 Denote the corresponding matrices

containing all capacities Tc and T. In the short run capacities may vary. The state of transmission

capacities at any time (h) is thus given byTch = τhTc, where τh is a (n×n)matrix containing transmission

line shocks. In our framework the shocks, τ ih, are simply independent (0/1) variables indicating a constant

probability of line i failing. However, there is nothing that prohibits including other types of transmission

line shocks in the framework.

As will become more clear in the following section 8, the trade capacities are essential for how equilib-

rium prices differ between geographical areas. The main idea is that if plants in one area gi have access

to a foreign market gj , the equilibrium prices in the two areas can only differ up to the marginal cost of

transmission between the two areas. If the transmission line between gi and gj is fully utilized, plants in

gi no longer have access on the margin. Whether or not plants in gi have access to gj however, depends

on more than just the transmission cables (Ti,j ,Tj,i): If a third area gk has free trade capacity between

both gi and gj , then plants in gi, gj can effectively trade with each other.58 Abstracting from trade costs
57Appendix A shows the matrix of all capacities Tc in 2018.
58Rather than thinking of one plant in gi sending electricity through gk and into gj , we think of plants in area gi

exporting to areas in gk, and plants in gk in turn exporting to gj .
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Table 7: Set of geographical electricity areas, GE

Electricity area set GE :
Denmark, West
Denmark, East
Norway
Sweden
Finland
Germany, Austria, Luxembourg
Holland
Great Britain, Norther Ireland, Ireland
France, Belgium
Spain, Portugal
Schweiz
Italy
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia
Hungary
Russia (exogenous trade)
Greece (exogenous trade)
Slovenia (exogenous trade)
Macedonia (exogenous trade)

The choice of geographic splits follow the convention in the RAMSES data set described in section 3. For the last seven
areas noted ’exogenous trade’ we do not have information on plants, but only on yearly import/export flows.

this implies a trade function on the form:

NXi,j


= Ti,j , pE,i < pE,j

∈ [−Tj,i,Ti,j ], pE,i = pE,j ,

= −Tj,i, pE,i > pE,j

, ∀(gi, gj) ∈ (GE ×GE) (23)

where NXi,j is the net export between areas gi, gj . Trade with third countries are thus taken into

account, as the function in (23) is defined for all combinations of gi, gj . With this in mind we define trade

partitions that capture this idea of having access to neighbouring markets:

Definition 1. A simple trade partition is a partition of GE into subsets (G1, ...,Gng ) such that:

i. For all Gi ∈ GE : All g ∈ Gi can adjust trade marginally up and down with any other g ∈ Gi. Either

directly or through other trade partners.

ii. For all Gi ∈ GE : No g ∈ Gi can adjust its trade with any g /∈ Gi neither upwards and downwards.

Either due to zero capacities or trade frictions binding.

Furthermore, we add that a stable trade partition is a simple trade partition where:

iii. For all pairs (Gi,Gj) ∈ GE : If any g ∈ Gi is exporting at capacity to a g ∈ Gj , then regional prices

must be lower for exporting areas: pE,i < pE,j .

Appendix H outlines an algorithm that defines trade partitions using the indicator matrix T. A trade

partition is thus a collection of electricity areas, where trade capacities are sufficiently large, to allow for

prices to be equalized across all of them.
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7 A small scale simulation model

Before we proceed to presenting solution concepts in the short run, we briefly outline the structure of a

small-scale toy model. The model is used in section 8 to illustrate how different solution methods perform

under different circumstances. In the simplest version of this model - the baseline - we have just three

electricity areas and ignore the market for heating services altogether.59 The three areas are described

by artificial data, but in some ways (trade capacities, demand variation and level) resemble respectively

Western Denmark, Eastern Denmark and Norway. We furthermore ignore plants that have access to

storage for now. For each country the supply side consists of one intermittent and three dispatchable

plants. We refer to the three types of dispatchables as:

i. Base load plants: Relatively cheap plants that cover the residual load after intermittent supply in

most states.

ii. Peak load plants: Relatively expensive back up plants that only cover hours of peak residual load.

iii. Energy deficit plants: Very expensive and very large plants, included only for computational reasons.

As explained in section 4.5 these plants are included to ensure that an ’equilibrium’ always exists.

The exact data applied in the toy model presented here is outlined in appendix F. Here we present the

general features of the model. In the baseline version we assume that the plants in the three electricity

areas are roughly similar, both in terms of marginal costs and the capacity relative to the level of demand

in the respective country. Figure 7.1 illustrates the supply functions relative to the demand levels for the

three areas. As figure 7.1 shows, intermittent plants are assumed to operate at marginal costs around

25-30 DKK/MWh, with yearly average capacities ranging from around 45-60% of the respective country’s

level of demand.60 The baseload plants operate with marginal costs of around 250-275 DKK/MWh. As

figure 7.1 illustrates, they are able to cover around 60-80% of the average hourly demand. Thus in average

states of supply, electricity is supplied entirely by intermittent and base load technologies. Peak load

technologies operate at around 500-600 DKK/MWh and are able to cover around 19-23% of demand in

an average hour.

Demand follows the specification in (20) with φ =0.9 and σ=1.5 for all areas. To keep things simple

and easy to illustrate we work with 4 hourly states instead of the full 8760. The four states are constructed

to represent respectively January-March, April-June, July-September and October-December. Figure 7.2

illustrates the variation in demand (eh) and supply (Eh) functions in the four h states for country 1. The

intermittent plants’ productivity (qi) as well as the demand components expressing hourly variation (gh)

vary throughout these four states. The variation in the three countries are similarly based roughly on

actual data on Western Denmark, Eastern Denmark and Norway. The general pattern is the same across

all three countries: In states h = {1, 4} the capacity of intermittent plants is above average and vice versa

59While the interaction with the market for heating services is interesting, the challenge of finding short run equilibria
is primarily posed by the interaction of trade with electricity and the non-linear supply and demand components. To keep
things as simple as possible here, we thus disregard heat altogether.

60As these plants are intermittent, these figures may of course vary over the year.
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Figure 7.1: Yearly supply functions relative to demand levels

in states h = {2, 3}. Demand for electricity follows this same pattern albeit with smaller fluctuations in

general.61

Finally transmission capacities between the three areas are given by

Tc =


· 1.3 3.1

1.3 · 2.4

3.2 2.5 ·

 , (24)

with entry (i, j) denoting the export capacity from country i to j.

In the baseline scenario discussed here, the variations in productivity of intermittent plants and

demand over the year are so small that the law of one price holds for all h = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Figure 7.3

illustrates the equilibrium in the baseline scenario. Part (a) shows that the sum of supply from all three

areas equals the sum of demand at prices around 290 DKK/MWh for all states of the year. Part (b)

illustrates the domestic surplus production, defined as the difference between domestic production and

demand for electricity: Eh − eh. The figure illustrates that to implement the equilibria, where prices are

equalized across all areas in all four h states, country 1 exports between 0.2-1.4 TWh, country 2 exports

between 0.1-0.7 TWh and country 3 imports between 0.5-2 TWh. This is well within the trade capacities

in (24), where e.g. country 1 can export 3.1 TWh of electricity at any h to country 3. Thus the law of

one price holds in the baseline.

61As appendix G.2 shows, the electricity demand is highly cyclical but with variation covered by e.g. daily frequencies
and not as much seasonal.
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Figure 7.2: Demand and supply in different h states (country 1)

Figure 7.3: Baseline FLE scenario

(a) Equilibrium price (b) Domestic Surplus function

Note: The frictions-less equilibrium (FLE) is defined formally later in section 8. The equilibrium is solved for using the
complex bottom up algorithm outlined in section 8.1.2. The domestic surplus function is defined as the difference between
domestic production and demand: Eh − eh. In other words; it defines the sum of net exports needed, for the FLE to be
implemented.
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8 The short run equilibrium

With the building blocks of demand, supply and trade in the very short run in place, we proceed to the

short run equilibrium. Our fundamental understanding of the short run equilibrium is the very standard

one: There is a market clearing price in each pair of electricity and heating areas (gEi , gHj ), for each

state h, such that demand, supply and trade clears in all states and areas. Each area’s supply function

is the sum of individual plants’ supply. Recall that this supply consists of storage plants that optimize

intertemporally, thus taking all future equilibria prices into consideration, and CHP plants that reacts to

both electricity and heating prices.62 Furthermore, demand for electricity and heating services are partly

inelastic and partly price-responsive, as discussed in section 5. Electricity is exported to neighbouring

countries, until prices on electricity are equalized, or the capacity constraint on trade is reached.

We face a challenge when it comes to numerically solving for such an equilibrium. On one hand, our

model contains bottom-up model features, such as discontinuous step-wise supply functions and trade

capacities giving rise to jumps in the trade function. If short run demand was constant and the supply from

intertemporal optimizing firms linear in prices, this setup could be formulated as a linear programming

problem.63 On the other hand, our model also includes smooth demand and supply components that are

best suited to solve with a gradient-based solver. In the following we propose two different solutions: One

that is suitable in a partial equilibrium model and a second that can be integrated directly into a larger

CGE. Along the way we use the small scale ’toy model’, to illustrate both how the solution methods work,

and how the solutions are different. To simplify notation slightly, we present the equilibrium concepts and

solutions for a single state h. As noted in sections 4 and 5, demand and supply in one state (h) depends

on the entire path of equilibrium prices throughout a year; thus a full characterization of equilibrium

contains clearing of markets in all h states.

8.1 An Equilibrium Concept of Trade Partitions

The first solution method we present here builds an iterative procedure of searching over possible trade

partitions as defined in definition 1, for an allocation that is feasible and minimizes system costs. Before

we present the algorithm, we define a couple of useful concepts.

8.1.1 Equilibrium concepts in the very short run

Definition 2. The friction-less equilibrium consists of an equilibrium price on electricity denoted p∗E , a set

of regional equilibrium heating prices
{
p∗gH
}
gH∈GH

and a feasible set of net export flows
{
NXgi,gj

}
(gi,gj)∈G2E

such that:

62This is furthermore the case for electrical heaters and heat pumps that produce heat using electricity, when the relative
price on heating services compared to electricity are sufficiently large.

63This is essentially how (at least some of the) energy system models solve for an equilibrium, e.g. Ramses and Balmorel
(Danish Energy Agency (2018a), EA (2018))
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i. Total demand and supply for electricity across all countries gE ∈ GE are equalized:

∑
gE∈GE

e(t,h,gE)

(
p∗E , pgE ,t

)
=
∑

gE∈GE

∑
i∈IgE

Ei(p
∗
E , p∗gH ) (25)

ii. Regional heat demand and supply are equalized. For all gH ∈ GH :

h(t,h,gH)

(
p∗gH , pgH ,t

)
=
∑
i∈IgH

Hi

(
p∗E , p∗gH

)
. (26)

iii. The set of net exports is defined by the identity for each gi ∈ GE :

e(t,h,gE)

(
p∗E , pEgE ,t

)
+

∑
gj∈(GE\gi)

NXgi,gj =
∑
i∈Igi

Ei
(
p∗E , p∗gH

)
, (27)

such that trade capacities are satisfied:

NXgi,gj ≤ Tgi,gj , ∀(gi, gj) ∈ (GE ×GE). (28)

iv. The equilibrium prices are lower than the unit costs of the energy deficit plants (EDF) c̄:

max
(
p∗E ,

{
p∗gH
}
gH∈GH

)
< c̄. (29)

Without any trade costs or transmission capacity constraints for electricity, the resulting equilibrium

price p∗E along with the regional heat prices p∗gH balances total demand and supply. In our setup there

are two reasons why this might not be the equilibrium outcome. Firstly, trade capacities can prohibit the

implementation, if there is no set of net export flows that ensures this allocation, such that (28) holds.

Secondly, if (29) does not hold, inelastic short run demand cannot be met by supply and we are in fact

in a disequilibrium.

If we cannot implement the friction-less equilibrium, there must be areas with different equilibrium

prices. If prices are higher in one area gj , plants in gi have an incentive to export to gj instead of selling

domestically. This scenario can only be an equilibrium outcome, if exports are already at full capacity,

i.e. if NXgi,gj = Tgi,gj . Note furthermore that this has to hold for all trading partners: If there is a third

geographic area gk that can import from area gi and then export to gj , there is no argument for gj and gi
having different prices. Thus solving for the outcome in the general case entails forming a trade partition

of GE , where the outcome within subsets is the friction-less equilibrium, but trade between subsets are at

full capacities.

Next, we consider what happens in cases where demand cannot be satisfied by supply (29 is violated).

The characterization of what happens in this case is not straightforward. In a Danish context these

scenarios are handled as so-called brown-outs by the relevant Transmission System Operator (TSO). In
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anticipation of a power shortage the TSO decouples a share of the demand to ensure that an equilibrium

is always satisfied. Without explicitly modelling a TSO firm, we attempt to capture such a scenario in

the brown-out equilibrium (BOE):

Definition 3. A brown-out (dis)equilibrium is defined for a subset of countries Gi as an electricity price,

a set of regional heating prices, a subset of countries in equilibrium GEqui and a brown-out percentage

{OgE }gE /∈GEqui where:

i. Inelastic demand cannot be satisfied by supply in the trade area Gi implying that (29) is violated.

ii. The electricity price is fixed at most costly technology in the trade area:

pAHE = max
ci∈Ig

(ci) . (30)

iii. Regional heating prices are defined as equilibrium prices:64

h(t,h,gH)

(
pAHgH , pgH ,t

)
=
∑
i∈IgH

Hi

(
pAHE , pAHgH

)
. (31)

iv. The subset of countries in equilibrium GEqui is defined by subsets where domestic production covers

domestic demand:

GEqui =

gE ∈ Gi : ∑
i∈IgE

Ei

(
pAHE , pAHgH

)
− e(t,h,gE)

(
pAHE pEgE ,t

)
≥ 0

 (32)

v. Trade is allocated in a way that reduces the percentage of power shortage in all countries equally.

Thus for all countries not in GEqui the power shortage is given by

OgE =

e(t,h,gE)

(
pAHE , pEg,t

)
−
∑
i∈IgE

Ei

(
pAHE , pAHgH

) (1− trreduc) (33)

where trreduc is the share of the shortage covered by trade, thus given by

trreduc ≡ −

∑
gE∈GEqui

(
e(t,h,gE)

(
pAHE , pgE ,t

)
−
∑
i∈IgE

Ei
(
pAHE , pAHgH

))
∑
gE /∈GEqui

(
e(t,h,gE)

(
pAHE , pEgE ,t

)
−
∑
i∈IgE

Ei
(
pAHE , pAHgH

)) . (34)

In the brown-out equilibrium countries where domestic supply and trade cannot cover demand, expe-

rience a percentage shortage (requirement i.). By fixing prices at the most costly technology operating

in the market (requirement ii.), we mimic the scenario, where the last share of demand is decoupled

from the market. As demand cannot be satisfied in this case, it is not straight forward to conclude

which country should suffer the larger brown-out. Here we simply establish two principles: (1) Domestic
64If regional heating is not in equilibrium, prices are fixed at highest unit-cost as with electricity, and a share of demand

for heating services is simply not satisfied. The shortage of heating services is straightforwardly calculated, as there is no
trade.
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demand is favored by the TSOs in an attempt to avoid a brown-out altogether and (2) countries that

suffer larger brown outs, buy up more of surrounding countries’ surplus production. The first principle

is represented in requirement iv., which states that if gE ∈ GEqui, i.e. if domestic production at the price

pAHE covers domestic demand, the area gE does not experience a brown-out at all. The second principle

is represented by requirement v.. If there is no trade with electricity, the power shortage corresponds

to OgE with trreduc = 0. If there are countries with excess electricity, i.e. if GEqui 6= ∅, this excess

electricity (numerator of (34)) is distributed amongst the countries that suffer a brown-out, in a way that

is proportional to the magnitude of the respective country’s power shortage.65

8.1.2 Solving for the short run equilibrium

In the terminology established here, we can think of an equilibrium in the very short run as the cost-

minimizing and stable trade partition, where each subset of the partition constitutes either a friction-less

or a brown-out equilibrium. Solving for a short run equilibrium then boils down to searching efficiently

over feasible trade partitions for the cost-minimizing one.

Definition 4. The equilibrium in the short run (SRE) is defined as electricity and heating prices, con-

sumption, production, net export, shortage percentages and a trade partition GE =
(
G1, ...,Gng

)
where:66

i. Each subset Gi is either in a friction-less or brown-out equilibrium, as defined in definition 2 and

3. Prices, consumption, production, net export and shortage percentages are defined accordingly.

ii. The trade partition is stable, as defined in definition 1.

The naive or ’simple’ approach here is to check all feasible candidates of trade partitions. This becomes

infeasible very fast though: With n countries there are 2k =2
∑n
i=1 i potential trade capacity constraints

that can bind. With h denoting the number of short run states, this essentially implies (3k ∗h!) potential

equilibria. Even in the toy model described in section 7 with n=3 and h=4 this corresponds to 648

potential equilibria.67 While this might be feasible to search over in the toy model, it is not so in models

of larger scale. As an alternative to this search, we suggest a (in contrast to the ’simple’ one) complex

solution algorithm for finding the SRE. The main innovation in this algorithm is that we set up an

unconstrained shadow problem, to determine which trade capacities are likely to bind. The unconstrained

shadow problem is formally defined in appendix H in problem 2. The most important features of the

problem (also shown formally in appendix H) is that (1) a unique solution always exists and (2) this

solution both orders which trade capacities are more likely to bind, but also determine whether or not a

constraint is likely to bind at all. As we explain further in the example below, this allows us to efficiently

65The numerator in (34) (including the −) sums over excess electricity from areas, where demand is covered by domestic
production. The denominator sums the power shortages for all countries affected by the brown-out. Thus if the model is
in a brown-out equilibrium and requirement i. holds, the reduction percentage trreduc is in [0, 1) per construction.

66Albeit the formalization is slightly different, this is essentially, how energy system models as Balmorel and RAMSES
search for equilibria. With constant unit costs, perfectly inelastic demand and capacity constraints this can be achieved
simply by solving a linear programming problem. The linear programming problems are outlined in the user guide for
Balmorel: http://ea-energianalyse.dk/papers/Balmorel_UserGuide.pdf and the documentation for RAMSES: https:
//ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Analyser/ramsesr.pdf.

67At n =5 this becomes 1,417,176 potential equilibria. At n=5 and h=20 this is 1.4*1023.
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bind a lot of trade capacities simultaneously, thus significantly lowering the number of potential trade

partitions/equilibria to search over. A rough outline of the complex algorithm is given in the following:68

i. Solve for friction-less or brown-out equilibrium, as defined in definition 2 and 3 for all subsets of

the trade partition GiE , disregarding trade capacity restrictions. Verify that the partition is stable

according to definition 1.

ii. Check if the allocation is feasible by minimizing trade flows (linear programming problem). Exit if

feasible.

iii. If the trade partition is not a feasible equilibrium, solve the unconstrained shadow-problem that

indicates which capacity constraints are most likely to bind.

iv. Fix net exports at capacity in the order indicated by the shadow-problem, until it results in a new

trade partition. Repeat i.-iv. until exit.

Compared to the simple solution algorithm, this approach searches over feasible trade partitions for

the equilibrium outcome, by using a shadow problem that essentially penalizes trade, when it approaches

capacity constraints. To illustrate how the complex algorithm works, we consider a simple simulation

experiment in the toy model outlined in section 7. As the baseline scenario of the toy model involved no

binding trade capacities, we add large positive and negative supply shocks to country 1 and 4 respectively

in both period 1 and 4. The specific scenario is described in detail in appendix F.2.

Step i.: Compute the friction-less equilibrium prices using the initial trade partition:

(G0E)h=1 = ... = (G0E)h=4 = {1, 2, 3}.

Ignoring trade initially and simply summing electricity demand and supply in each area, we solve for one

electricity price for all areas, for each h. Denote this price vector from the initial round (pE)
0 . The

scenario is illustrated in figure 8.1. Part (a) illustrates that without any capacity restrictions on trade,

prices are equalized across countries with slightly higher prices in h = {1, 4} than in h = {2, 3}. Part (b)

indicates that in order to implement this allocation, net export flows are particularly large from country

1 to 3 for h = {1, 4}.

Step ii.: We check whether the trade flows in part (b) of figure 8.1 can be implemented by solving a

simple linear programming problem.69 For h = {2, 3} the allocation is feasible, but not for h = {1, 4}.

Step iii.: To identify which trade capacities are binding (for h = {1, 4}), we set up an unconstrained

shadow problem that minimizes trade costs of achieving the net export flows necessary to implement

the FLE allocation from step i. We essentially approximate the inequality constraints NX ≤ T with

68Appendix H provides more detail on each step of this approach.
69The linear programming problem is formally defined as problem 1 in appendix H.
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Figure 8.1: A non-feasible friction-less equilibrium (FLE) scenario

(a) FLE prices, G0
E = {1, 2, 3} (b) Domestic surplus function

a continuously differentiable trade cost function (C(·)) that increases significantly around the capacity

constraint T . The problem is formally defined in problem 2 in appendix H. The result is a marginal trade

cost variable (µi,j) for each trade capacity constraint. For h = 1 and h = 4 the ranking of these costs are

the same:

|µ1,3| > |µ1,2| > |µ2,3|.

Step iv.: We use the marginal trade cost solution to guide which constraints are more likely to bind.

We use the information in two steps here: Firstly, we bind all net export flows for which the marginal

trade cost (µi,j) exceeds a threshold c̄. In the scenario carried out here we bind 3 constraints in this one

step, namely:

(NX1,2)
h=1 = T1,2, (NX1,3)

h=1 = T1,3, (NX1,3)
h=4 = T1,3.

Secondly, we use that for step i. to yield a different result in the second round of the algorithms four

steps, the imposed constraints must imply a new trade partition. For h = 1 the two binding capacities

imply a new trade partition; country 1 now exports at full capacity to both country 2 and 3. Thus even if

prices are higher in country 2 or 3, there would be no way for plants in country 1 to export anymore and

equalize prices. For h = 4 the one binding constraint on NX1,3 = T1,3 does not, however, imply a new

trade partition. Before proceeding, we thus fix the net export terms with highest marginal trade costs,

(|µi,j |) aside from |µ1,3|. From the first round of the algorithms four steps we conclude by suggesting the

new candidates:

(G1E)h=1,4 =
{
{1} , {2, 3}

}
, (G1E)h=2,3 = {1, 2, 3}.

We then repeat step i. computing the FLE for country 1, and another for countries {2, 3}. The suggested

solution is now both feasible and we can confirm that the trade partition is stable (for both h = 1, 4) as
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defined in definition 1. The solution is illustrated in figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Solution after first round of the complex algorithm

(a) Equilibrium prices (b) Domestic surplus function

Albeit the explanation of the four steps involved in solving the model using the complex algorithm

seems cumbersome, the computational costs of carrying these operations out are next to nothing: It only

involves a handful of simple if -statements and a single (low dimensional) system of equations to be solved

numerically. In a partial equilibrium model where the objective is to develop a bottom up module of the

sector, this is our preferred solution method. It allows us to solve models that share the technical features

of energy system models (non-differentiable supply, capacity constraints), but can also include features

such as price-responsive demand and storage plants that maximize profits intertemporally. Furthermore,

for all the simulation experiments we ran in the toy model, our algorithm found the solution after just

one iteration. The partial equilibrium model here can further be linked to a computable general model.

However, it cannot be integrated directly as a system of equations that can be solved simultaneously with

a CGE model. For this purpose we develop an approximate equilibrium concept that can.

8.2 An Approximate Equilibrium Concept

The main computational issue of the short run equilibrium is the capacity constraints on trade. To

circumvent the iterative procedure outlined above, where we search over feasible trade partitions (i.e.

which constraints are binding), we propose two alternatives in this section that always ensure an interior

solution in one shot: One approach that builds on including a marginal cost of trading, and a second

more direct approximation approach. In doing so we drop the notion of trade partitions; instead we

introduce individual country prices on electricity.

8.2.1 A marginal trade-cost function

The main idea of the trade-cost function is to approximate the capacity constraints on trade flows. In

the short run equilibrium defined in definition 4 our solution corresponds to minimizing the trade costs,
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given prices, where the cost of net exports between country i and j are given by

C̃i,j(NXi,j) =

 ∞, if NXi,j > Ti,j or NXi,j < −Tj,i

0, else

To approximate this function we choose a function Ci,j , such that the marginal cost function is given by

∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

=



[
1+

(
θ(Tk,j)

NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

]1/(1−σ)

− 1, for NXk,j > 0

−

[
1+

(
θ(Tj,k)

−NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

]1/(1−σ)

+ 1, for NXk,j ≤ 0

, σ ∈ (0, 1/2) (35)

Appendix H shows that this function is continuously differentiable and overall invertible except at NX =

0. Here we calibrate the functions

θ(Tk,j) = Tk,j
(
c̄1−σ − 1

) σ
σ−1 ,

such that the marginal cost of trading reaches c̄ exactly at the trade capacities Tk,j . Recall that each

country’s supply curve includes an energy deficit plant that automatically kicks in around c̄. This ensures

that the equilibrium outcome will never feature trading patterns that violate the capacity constraints.

Moreover, we can adjust the degree of smoothness by appropriately changing σ: When σ approaches zero

Ci,j approaches the bottom up version C̃i,j . Figure 8.3 illustrates how a change in σ alters the shape of

the marginal trade cost function.

Figure 8.3: The marginal trade-cost function ∂C/∂NX

Definition 5. The approximate equilibrium is defined for a subset GE of n countries partitioned into GH
regional heating areas as: A set of electricity prices, regional heating prices, net export flows and shortage
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percentages OgE such that:

i. Total demand and supply for electricity across all countries gE ∈ GE are equalized:

∑
gE∈GE

e(t,h,gE)

(
pgE , pgE ,t

)
=
∑

gE∈GE

∑
i∈IgE

Ei (pgE , pgH ) . (36)

ii. Regional heat demand and supply are equalized. For all gH ∈ GH :

h(t,h,gH)

(
pgH , pgH ,t

)
=
∑
i∈IgH

Hi (pgE , pgH ) . (37)

iii. Net export flows are determined by minimizing trade costs

NX∗ ≡


NX1,2

...

NXn−1,n

 = argmin
n−1∑
k=1

n∑
j=k+1

Ck,j
(
NXk,j

)
, (38)

subject to country-specific equilibrium constraints

e(t,h,gj)
(
pgj , pgj ,t

)
+

∑
gk∈(GE\gj)

NXgj ,gk =
∑
i∈Igj

Ej
(
pgj , pgH

)
, ∀gj ∈ GE . (39)

iv. Electricity prices differ by exactly the marginal trade costs, for each gi ∈ GE :

pgi = pgj −
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

. (40)

v. All supply coming from the energy deficit plant (Ē) represents power shortage, such that shortage

percentages OgE are defined for each gE ∈ GE by

OgE =
ĒgE (pgE )

e(t,h,gE)

(
pgE , pgE ,t

) . (41)

Appendix H shows that given prices, the problem of minimizing trade costs is well-defined, such that

first order conditions are necessary and sufficient. Thus we can present net exports by a simple block

of equations that can be immediately included in a larger system of equations (CGE model). Secondly,

we show that the pricing rule in (40) is unique, in the respect that comparing gi with any other area gj ,

yields the same price level pi, when net exports are chosen according to (38). Furthermore, we show that

there exists a unique injective mapping fp : Rn 7→ Rk from the vector of prices p̄E to the vector of net

export terms NX, such that trade costs are minimized. This mapping has a simple analytical form

NX = (∂C)−1 (A× (pn − p̃E)) , p̃E ≡
(
p1 · · · pn−1

) ′
, (42)

where (∂C)−1(·) denotes the inverse marginal trade cost function, defined by inverting (35) applied
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element-wise on its arguments, and A is a coefficient matrix of size (k× (n− 1)).

To illustrate how trading of electricity depends on prices, consider the simple setup of the toy model

from section 7. In this three country setup country 1 can import/export up to around 1.3 TWh with

country 2, and around 3.1 TWh with country 3. Figure 8.4 illustrates how total net exports from country

1 depends on prices. The figure illustrates that around the thresholds p1 = p2 and p1 = p3 there are large

drops in the net export, roughly corresponding to T1,j + Tj,1. These drops mark the thresholds for when

the country goes from exporting to importing from country j.

Figure 8.4: Illustrating the trade function

(a) Trade function with p3 = 300, σ = 0.1.
p1, p2 exogenously varied between [200, 350].

(b) Trade function with p2 = 250 and p3 = 300.
(- -) indicates sum of trade capacities.

One downside to this approach is that the trade function has quite ’heavy tails’. Part (a) of figure

8.4 shows that with a smoothing parameter of around σ = 0.1, the trade function is very close to the

non-differentiable case around the two thresholds; thus the scope of lowering σ further is small. Part (b)

however shows that with price differences of around 50 DKK, trade capacities are still not fully utilized.

Recognizing this issue of heavy tails in our approximation, we propose a second approximation approach.

8.2.2 A direct approximation of net exports

Instead of approximating trade by including a trade-cost component, we can instead turn directly to the

net export functions illustrated in figure 8.4. In the limit when σ → 0 we obtain the bottom up net

export function:

NXi,j =

 Ti,j , pi ≤ pj ,

−Tj,i, pj ≤ pi
(43)

As presented in section 4 on the short run supply, we can approximate this jump function using our

normal smoothing function with a few modifications. As we do not (necessarily) have symmetry in our

trade function, i.e. Ti,j 6= Tj,i, we include a centering term g̃i,j that ensures that net exports are zero
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when pi = pj :

NXi,j ≈ −Tj,i +
(
Ti,j + Tj,i

)
Φ

(
pj − pi + g̃i,j

σ

)
, g̃i,j ≡ Φ−1

(
Tj,i

Ti,j + Tj,i

)
σ. (44)

Φ(·) denotes the standard normal cumulative density. We note that σ → 0 implies the version in (43).

To illustrate the difference when using the normal smoother, figure 8.5 replicates the scenario in figure

8.4 with the centered normal smoother. Compared to the trade cost approach outlined above, countries

can fully utilize the capacities within reasonable price differentials, while keeping the function relatively

smooth around the approximated jumps. The rest of the equilibrium conditions in definition 5 stay the

same.

Figure 8.5: Centered normal smoother of trade function

(a) Trade function with p3 = 300, σ = 10.
p1, p2 exogenously varied between [200, 350].

(b) Trade function with p2 = 250 and p3 = 300.
(- -) indicates sum of trade capacities.

8.2.3 Trade costs or direct approximation?

The figures 8.4-8.5 suggest that the approximation using a centered normal smoother, performs better

when net exports are near capacity constraints. To test this assumption, we run a simple experiment

in the toy model outlined in section 7. All three solutions have been implemented in this small scale

model: (1) The complex bottom up algorithm outlined in section 8.1.2 that can deal with discontinuities

in the trade function, (2) the approximate equilibrium with trade costs as in equation (42), and (3) the

approximate equilibrium with the centered normal smoothing trade function in equation (44). We use

the results from the bottom up algorithm as the true outcome, to which we compare the simulations from

the two versions of the approximate equilibrium.

We initially consider the baseline scenario in the toy model outlined in section 7. We choose smoothing

parameter values in the two versions of the approximate equilibrium, such that the solution time for the

two methods are similar in this baseline. In one of the short run states (h = 1), we simulate the result

of a series of supply shocks of varying magnitudes. Specifically, we let ε be a multiplicative shock to the

capacity of all plants. In order to incentivize trade, we let country 1 be hit by a positive supply shock of
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size ε > 1 and country 3 by a proportionally negative shock (1/ε). Appendix F outlines the exact setup

for the baseline scenario, and how the supply shocks are implemented.

Figure 8.6: Comparing solvers with varying supply shocks

(a) Equilibrium prices in bottom up solution (b) Total net exports in bottom up solution

(c) Equilibrium prices in approximate equilibrium (d) Total net exports in approximate equilibrium

(e) Equilibrium prices in approximate equilibrium
with centered normal smoother

(f) Total net exports in approximate equilibrium
with centered normal smoother

Figure 8.6 illustrates the equilibrium prices and total net exports for the three solvers. The bottom
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up solution using the ’complex’ algorithm shows that as supply shocks increase in magnitude (positive

for country 1, negative for country 3), prices increase slightly for all countries initially. When the trade

capacity is met for country 1 around ε = 1.34, prices fall in country 1, whereas the two other countries

experience large increases in prices, as there is no longer any offsetting effect from the cheaper supply

of country 1. Interestingly, country 2, which is not affected directly by the supply shocks, follow the

price path of country 3 completely. This is due to the relative size of trade capacities between countries

1-2 (which is around only 1.3) and countries 2-3 (which is around 2.5). In particular, this last feature,

the price path of country 2, is far better approximated by the centered normal smoothing trade function

illustrated in part (e)-(f) of figure 8.6. Thus we conclude that - at least in our application - the centered

normal smoothing trade function seems preferable to the trade cost approach.
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Part III

Aggregation, Calibration and Validation of

Bottom Up Module
In the most dis-aggregated version, the BUmodule described above includes 15 countries, 34 heating areas,

8760 hours of the year, and several thousand individual plants.70 When we include the intertemporal

supply decision of storage plants and demand decision of flexible consumers, the highly non-linear trade

functions and the interaction between electricity and heat supply decisions of CHP plants, all of the

(15× 34× 8760) states - in which we need to find an equilibrium - become interdependent. While we

may be able to solve this in a partial equilibrium model, this is far too large a model to work with in a

structural estimation, or as a module in a general equilibrium model. As we aim to do both, we have to

reduce the dimensionality of this model considerably.

To do this we focus mainly on aggregating the 8760 hours of the year into fewer representative states.

This is standard in energy system models; in Ramses neighbouring hours are summed (Danish Energy

Agency, 2018a), while in TIMES-DK the model runs through 32 time slices representing similar hours

within the year (Balyk et al., 2019).71 In the following we present an alternative way of performing this

aggregation of hourly data into k states. The main challenge of choosing the right number of states (k) is

to weigh the need for computational speed (low k) against capturing the most essential hourly variation

in productivity, demand, prices etc. (high k). A first natural step in this direction is to check whether

data on this variation, informs us directly on the appropriate number of states. This is done using the

K-means approach described in section 9.1. We find that 2800 is the maximum number of states need to

describe exogenous hourly variation.

Our further strategy to determine the appropriate number of states (k) in our BU module, is related

to our method of integrating it into a CGE model. For a given number of states (k), we require that

our model can replicate a number of facts. Data from the yearly Energy Statistics published by the

(Danish Energy Agency, 2017a) inform us on a number of statistical targets the BU module has to fit.

This includes the use of various fuel inputs, the yearly level of domestic production and trade, as well as

average prices on electricity and heating services. This is done in section 10.

In a final validation step we investigate, whether we can reduce the dimensionality even further.

The idea of this step is that the K-means approach informs us on which 8760 hours of the year are

similar enough to considered roughly the same. However, this is measured only on the basis of exogenous

variation, whereas the relevant criterium should be equilibrium outcomes of the model. In other words,

the number of states (k) can be reduced as long as the equilibrium outcome of the model, does not change
70Although we have information on 22 countries we do not have detailed technical data on the last 7 of them.
71Our baseline model will furthermore decrease the number of countries to 8 as it seems to capture the dynamics most

relevant for Denmark. Furthermore, we experiment with lowering the number of heating areas to as much as 2, but keep
the possibility of increasing this to the full 34.
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significantly. In section 11 four counterfactual scenarios are run for varying levels of k. The counterfactual

scenarios include policy-induced shocks to intermittency, demand flexibility, energy storage, and trade.

In each of the four scenarios we record and compare a number of marginal effects, e.g. the average

consumer price level, fuel consumption, emissions, average prices received by intermittent technologies

etc.. In essence, we then choose the minimum k, where the marginal effects of the shocks are similar

(at least in qualitative terms) to the most dis-aggregated version. Unfortunately, we are only able to

calibrate models with k ≤168 states, implying that this our most disaggregated version in this thesis.

In future work we expect it to be very likely to calibrate the model with k̄ =2800 as well, which would

provide a much better benchmark model for comparing more aggregated models with.72

Finally, in this part we do not work with the most general settings. In particular, we choose to work

with 8 of the 15 electricity areas covered in our data. These include the Scandinavian countries (5),

Germany, Austria and Luxembourg (1), as well as Great Britain (1) and The Netherlands (1). This is

done to focus on the case of Denmark: We include current neighbouring countries, as well as countries with

whom transmission lines are already planned. Furthermore, we aggregate all heating areas in DK-west

and DK-east, thus going from 34 to 2 heating areas. At the moment we have not formally tested these

simplifications. We justify them only on the grounds of simplification. None of the methods presented

below are affected by this simplification though.

9 Aggregation of Model

Following Reguant (2019) we reduce the dimensionality of the bottom-up data using K-means cluster-

ing. K-means is an unsupervised algorithm that does not require a response variable, making it ideal

for clustering the bottom-up data. Furthermore, it does not rely on clustering hours within the year

chronologically, implying the dimensionality of the BU-model can potentially be significantly reduced.

The non-chronological clustering is essential because most of the intra-year variation is cyclical; that is,

January resembles December, Monday resembles Monday, and so forth. Compared to Reguant (2019),

however, our BU-model contains plants with storage capacity that optimise inter-temporally. The first-

order linear difference equations describing storage firms’ behaviour assume time is linear and chronolog-

ical; an assumption that the K-means clustering is likely to violate. To take this into account we develop

a novel aggregation method for storage technologies in section 9.3.

9.1 The K-means algorithm

As outlined in section 4 the BU module includes a number of exogenous variables that vary in the

hourly data. In particular, the set of hourly variation (V) contains more than 50 different categories

(see appendix A), where each category contains a distinct exogenous variation pattern. As an example

72Note, we can easily solve the model with k̄ =2800. Calibrating it, however, is a much more high-dimensional problem.
We are running the calibration on a standard Dell laptop with an Intel i7 CPU with 2.90 GHz and 16 GB RAM. The main
constraint here is RAMs. We are currently working on calibrating the BU module on the internal servers of the Department
of Economics (UCPH) where there is basically no RAM limitation for our purposes.
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there are currently 11 different Danish off-shore wind variation patterns included in the set V. In our

application of the K-means algorithm we reduce this dimensionality significantly.

Firstly, we only use eight electricity areas and not all 15. Secondly, we only compute one exogenous

residual load function (demand minus intermittent production) for foreign areas. The residual load func-

tion is sufficient, when assessing how equilibrium prices are formed. In doing so we lose some accuracy

in assessing the average prices received by different foreign intermittent type of plants. However, as

investments in foreign plants are exogenously given in our model, we do not consider this detrimental to

the choice of aggregation.73 We do not, however, sum variation in domestic demand and intermittent

production into one residual load function, because we need technology-specific prices in order to model

investment behavior in Danish plants. To realistically capture the capacity expansion of existing tech-

nologies and the market penetration rate of new technologies we need to be able to assess the profitability

of specific domestic technologies. For instance, what is the profitability of investing in wind farms and

biomass-fired plants?

Thirdly, we aggregate domestic productivity variations for intermittent technologies into fewer rep-

resentative technologies. As an example, the set of variations (V) includes one pattern of productivity

for offshore wind farms at Horns Rev 2 and another for the offshore wind farms at Rødsand. It is at the

moment not the ambition, to model investments in 11 different offshore wind farm technologies. For this

reason the 11 types of variations are aggregated into one representative technology representing Danish

offshore wind farms.

Performing the the three steps outlined above, on the original set of hourly variation patterns in

V (outlined in full in table 17, appendix A), the final set of exogenous variation used in the K-means

algorithm (W), is reduced from over 50 categories to the 17 categories given in table 8.

Table 8: Set of hourly variation patterns in K-means application, W

Hourly variation set W Number or patterns
District Heating, demand 1
Electricity demand, DK 2
Residual load, foreign 6
Wind, DK 2
Solar (PV), DK 2
Solar heat, DK 2
Hydro inflow 2

The electricity demand in Danish areas are corrected for industrial surplus production (type EP), as there is no investment
function related to industrial surplus of electricity. We only use 2 hydro inflow paths; one for Germany, Austria and
Luxembourg, and another for Sweden, Norway and Finland. This follows the convention from Ramses. The hourly
variations in wind production is a weighted average of the various types included in the set V, see appendix A table 17 for
the full list of sets in the original ste V.

We collect the hourly variation for the 17 different types outlined in table 8 in the data matrix x =

(x1, ...,x8760). Here xi ∈ R17 is a data vector that denotes the share of yearly production/demand/inflow
73When only using the residual load function for foreign areas, it means that the K-means algorithm sums over produc-

tivity from e.g. wind and solar power (of foreign plants). Thus, the K-means approach considers an hour with high wind
and low PV productivity as the same as an hour with low wind and high PV productivity: As long as the sum of the two
is roughly the same.
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that occurs in hour i for the 17 different types. The K-means clustering algorithm partitions 8760

observations into k sets S = (S1, ...,Sk), by minimizing the within cluster variation:

S = argmin
{Si}

k
i=1

k∑
i=1

∑
xj∈Si

||xj − µi||
2, (45)

where µi is the average of xj ∈ Si.74 Note the objective in (45) is based on the euclidean distance,

implying that K-means is sensitive to outliers.75 We argue that this is a desirable feature in our setting,

as intermittency is closely related to outliers: If a few hours within the year is associated with very

low or high productivity, we need to capture these hours to realistically assess the cost of intermittency.

If outliers are clustered with ’near outliers’, we average out some of the very variation we attempt to

capture.76

The result of the K-means algorithm is a mapping from the original 8760 hours into k new states.

The majority of the bottom-up data is not affected by the K-means clustering. This includes technical

parameters as efficiency, marginal costs in DKK/MWh etc.. Other variables, such as capacity variables in

general, are clustered by summing over the relevant hours in each state k. Finally, it should be noted that

the individual clusters (Si) are sensitive to the initial random selection of cluster centers. We circumvent

this problem by drawing initial random cluster centers 25 times for each value of k (Kassambara, 2017).

9.2 Identifying the maximum number of states within a year

As briefly outlined in the introduction to part III we initially use the K-means algorithm to decrease the

number of states while preserving the relevant intra-year exogenous variation in the data. A drawback

of the K-means algorithm is that the numbers of clusters k is set a priori. Unfortunately, there are no

formal test to determine the ’optimal’ number clusters needed to represent the full data (k̄). Instead

we resort to two informal tests: The Elbow Method and the Average Silhouette Method (Kassambara,

2017).

Recall from equation (45) in section 9.1 that the objective of the K-means algorithm is to minimise the

total within cluster variation. The Elbow method is based on a simple visual inspection of how the total

within-cluster variation changes, when we exogenously change k. The informal test is straightforward: If

this plot features a sharp increase in the within cluster variation when decreasing k, we should not lower

k further. Part (a) of figure 9.1 illustrates the relevant plot for our data. While it does provide some

information on the relation between the number of clusters, and how well we fit the data, this does not

provide us with a clear guideline for k̄: As k is lowered towards 0, the within cluster variation seems to

somewhat smoothly increase.

74The method can easily weigh the various variation patterns in xi differently; i.e. we can emphasize the variation
pattern in domestic areas, and lower the importance of technology types that are a priori not expected to be essential.

75K-means will tend to allocate these "outlier" hours into a separate cluster.
76For instance, we found that using the K-mediods algorithm, also known as partitioning around mediods (PAM), tend

to cluster outlier hours characterised by intermittency with more ’normal’ hours. This is not the case for the K-means
algorithm although some averaging of hours is bound to take place.
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The Average Silhouette Method is based on the silhouette value, which is a measure of how similar

an hour is to its own cluster, relative to other clusters. For each hour h in cluster Si define the average

(euclidean) distance between h and any other hour in the same cluster, h−1, as

d(h) =
1

|Si] − 1

∑
h−1∈Si, h6=h−1

||xh − xh−1 ||
2, (46)

where |Si|− 1 is the number of hours in state i, not counting the given state h. Then d(h) is a measure

of how well hour h is assigned to cluster Si. Furthermore, define n(h) as the smallest average distance of

hour h to all points in any other cluster that h is not a member of:

n(h) = min
h6=h−1

1

|Sj |

∑
h−1∈Sj

||xh − xh−1 ||
2. (47)

Here the sum measures the average dissimilarity between h (belonging to state i) and the hours in state j.

n(h) thus measures the average distance between h and the second-best cluster available. The silhouette

value is then defined as

s(h) =


n(h)−d(h)

max{n(h),d(h)} , |Si| > 1,

0, |Si| = 1,
(48)

Note here that s(h) = 0 for states with only one hour in it, whereas the variable in general can attain

values in the range of [-1,1]. A high value indicates a good fit, while a negative value indicates that

the hour resembles the hours of a different cluster better, than the one it is assigned to by the K-means

algorithm. By assigning s(h) = 0 for states with only one hour in it, the method essentially penalizes

values of k, where hours are not clustered. The average silhouette value is then simply given by

¯s(h) = 1/H
∑
h

s(h) (49)

Finally the average silhouette method prescribes that the optimal number of clusters, k̄, is given by the

number of cluster that maximises the average silhouette:

k̄ = argmin
k∈K

¯s(h), K =
{
k ∈N++ | k ≤ 8760

}
(50)

As k is defined for positive natural numbers, we simply solve this using a coarse grid search. Compared

to the Elbow method, this provides a more unique recommendation of k̄ = 2800, as illustrated in part

(b) of figure 9.1. We also assessed the fit of k = 2800 manually and find that it seems to represent the

full hourly data satisfactory.77 Compared to part (a), illustrating the Elbow Method, 2800 states seems

rather large where the sharpest bend occur for k <1000.

As these tests are informal, we use the results from this inspection with caution. The number k̄=2800
77In appendix I we plot the clustered value xki

for i ∈ Si against the true, hourly value, xh, for each variable x. If the
clusters are appropriate, observations should be closely centered around the diagonal. This seems to be the case for all
exogenous variables.
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(a) The elbow method. (b) The average silhouette method.

Note: According to the elbow method the optimal value of clusters is given by the location of a bend. The average
silhouette method states that the optimal number of clusters is given by the value maximising the average silhouette.

Figure 9.1: The determination of the maximum number of clusters, k̄.

should only be used as the maximum number of hours, for which we should calibrate and run the BU

model. In the end it does not matter, how large the within cluster variation is, for exogenous variation

patterns. It is the marginal effects of shocks to the calibrated model that needs to be realistic. We return

to this issue later.

As mentioned in the beginning of part III, we are only able to calibrate models with k ≤168 clusters,

implying that this our most disaggregate version in this thesis. In future work, however, we expect it to

be very likely to calibrate the model with k̄ =2800. For this reasons, the suggested approach above is

included in the thesis, although it is not put to use at the moment.

9.3 Aggregation of supply from storage firms

For the most part, the model solution is straightforwardly altered to the aggregated version with k

clusters: Quantities are generally summed into new states, whereas price and cost variables are averaged.

For instance, if state k contains 2 hours the capacity of a plant in state k is given by the sum of capacity

from the 2 hours, whereas the marginal cost of production in state k is the same as in the two hours.

For plants without storage capacity, each k state is independent, as for the case with the 8760 hours, and

thus their supply functions remain the same. For storage firms that optimize intertemporally, this is not

the case.

Recall from section 4.3 that the solution to a storage plant’s maximization problem depends on the

entire year’s path of equilibrium prices. In the K-means aggregation scheme hours that are similar in terms

of productivity and demand are clustered. However, the aggregation does not take into account, how

endogenous storage behavior might differ between otherwise similar hours within an aggregate ki state.

Furthermore, the aggregation into states does not preserve the chronology of hours. In the following, we

propose a number of ways to deal with this.
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9.3.1 Folding all 8760 hours into k states

Consider a state h in the hourly model. Let kh denote the state that hour h is a subset of. Let

fh = {f−h, f+h} denote the history of preceding states (f−h) and future path of states (f+h). Following

the outline for storage firms in section 4.3, the supply in hour h from a storage plant is then given by:

Eh = E + (Yh −E)Φ

(
ph − c− aθfh

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yh

)
Φ

(
ph − c− θfh

σ

)
.

In particular, the continuation value θfh depends implicitly on the entire history of states. The simplest

(but computationally most costly) way to aggregate this into the k states is to solve for a value Eh for

all hours and then sum into the k states. In other words simply compute

Eki =
∑
h∈Si

Eh.

This, however, would require solving the intertemporal storage problem described in section 4.3 for all

8760 hours, for all storage plants in our data. Albeit storage plants are important, given they mitigate the

effects of intermittency, we offer below an alternative aggregation method that lowers the computational

cost.

9.3.2 A state-average aggregation

Consider a plant in a particular state ki. To plan production optimally over time, it needs information on

both the previous state (stored energy going into the state) as well as the entire future path of prices to

determine the continuation value θki . However, because hours are disorderly clustered within states, it can

both arrive in state ki from multiple states and likewise transition into multiple states - even state ki itself.

We can describe these transition dynamics by transition matrices. Let P be the (k + 1× k + 1) matrix

of forward-looking transition probabilities. The last column and row (k + 1) represents the terminal

state of the model. Element (i, j) of the matrix identifies the probability that state i transitions to

state j. Similarly, we define the backwards looking transition matrix P−1. Here element (i, j) identifies

the probability of state j transitioning to state i. Without clustering the hours into smaller states, i.e.
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k =8760, the transition matrices are given by:

P ≡



p0|0, p0|1, p0|2, · · · p0|k−1, p0|k

p1|0, p1|1, p1|2, · · · p1|k−1, p1|k
...

...
... pki|kj

...
...

pk−1|0, pk−1|1, pk−1|2, · · · pk−1|k−1, pk−1|k

pk|0, pk|1, pk|2, · · · pk|k−1, pk|k


=



0, 1, 0, · · · 0, 0

0, 0, 1, · · · 0, 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

0, 0, 0, · · · 0, 1

0, 0, 0, · · · 0, 1


,

P−1 ≡



p0|0, p0|1, · · · p0|k−2, p0|k−1, p0|k

p1|0, p1|1, · · · p1|k−2, p1|k−1, p1|k
...

... pki|kj
...

...
...

pk−1|0, pk−1|1, · · · pk−1|k−2, pk−1|k−1 pk−1|k

pk|0, pk|1, · · · pk|k−2, pk|k−1, pk|k


=



1, 0, · · · 0, 0, 0

1, 0, · · · 0, 0, 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

0, 0, · · · 1, 0, 0

0, 0, · · · 0, 1, 0


.

For P the last row indicates that the terminal state transitions into itself such that the terminal state

is an absorbing state. Furthermore, note for P that the first column sums to zero as there is no state

transitioning into hour zero78. For P−1 the second row indicates that it is only the initial state that

transitions into hour 179. In the simple case where the transition probability matrix consists entirely of

ones and zeros, the transition dynamics are identical to full model described in section 4.3 with k = 8760

states.

Replacing the simple chronology with transition matrices, we can define a system of equations for each

state that simply looks at state-average values. By doing so, we can replace the first order conditions in

(15) with:

Eki = E +
(
Yki −E

)
Φ

(
pki − c− aθki

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yki

)
Φ

(
pki − c− θki

σ

)
θki = βθki+1 + η

ki
− η̄ki

Ski = Ski−1 + f
(
Yki −Eki

)
η̄ki ≡

(
Smaxki

− S̄
)
∇Smaxki

η
ki
≡ −Sminki

∇Sminki

(51)

Here we let Eki be the hourly average production in state ki. Thus the total production in the state ki is

given by scaling up with the number of hours ni, i.e. Eki = niEki . The state-average variables are then

defined by

Ski−1 ≡ P−1,ki ×
(
S0, Sk1 , · · · , Skk

)
, (52)

θki+1 ≡ Pki ×
(
0, θk1 , · · · , θkk

)
(53)

and where P−1,ki , Pki refers to row ki in the respective transition matrices.

78In technical terms, state zero is the terminal state in the previous year, which is given.
79Note that the two are simply each other transposed. This need not be the case in the aggregated case; there can easily

be different number of hours in each state ki, making the weights different in the backward and forward looking transition
matrices.
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9.3.3 A state-transition-contingent aggregation

As a third option we aim for the middle ground between computing all 8760 hours and summing them

into k states, and only computing k average states. Our idea is to decompose the production in an

aggregate state ki by letting the storage plant always know exactly which state it transitions into at

ki + 1. The reason behind this approach is that the supply from our storage firms is highly non-linear.

To illustrate the gains from this approach, consider the case illustrated in figure 9.2. Part (a) plots the

optimal production scheme as a function of current profits minus the continuation value θk. Recall from

the storage section 4.3 that the dispatch solution involved two smoothed thresholds: When prices are low

compared to the continuation value (pk − c < aθk), the storage plant should approximately choose the

minimum E. In intermediate price ranges the inefficiency of storage implies a solution of exactly zero

storage, with production around the inflow Yk. At high prices (pk − c > θk) it is optimal to produce at

max capacity Ē. Now consider a plant that from state ki either transitions into an average-price state

kj or a high-price state kg. Part (b) in figure 9.2 illustrates how this translates into a low θkj and a high

θkg . In the simple state-average approach, we would compute an average continuation value over the two

states. Due to the non-linearities of the supply, this can lead to large errors in the production decision.

Part (b) in figure 9.2 illustrates an example where applying an average state θki = 0.5(θkj + θkg ) in the

production function erroneously ignore the low-future-price continuation value θkj , and thus leads to a

sub-optimal low production level. In other words, applying a non-linear function to an averaged variable

can often be a bad approximation to averaging over said function applied on individual observations.

Figure 9.2: Illustration of state-average aggregation
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(a) Smoothed jump-thresholds in storage production
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(b) The state-average solution

Now consider a storage plant in state ki that knows for certain that it transitions into state kj in the

next period. Allowing production to be contingent on the state tomorrow, the first order conditions for

this plant is then given by:

Eki|kj = E+
(
Yki −E

)
Φ

(
pki − c− aθki|kj

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yki

)
Φ

(
pki − c− θki|kj

σ

)
(54a)

θki|kj = βθkj + η
ki|kj

− η̄ki|kj (54b)
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Ski|kj = Ski−1 + f
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
(54c)

η̄ki|kj =
(
Smaxki|kj

− S̄
)
∇Smaxki|kj

(54d)

η
ki|kj

= −Sminki|kj
∇Sminki|kj

. (54e)

Here Eki|kj is the production in state ki given that it transitions into kj and θki|kj the relevant continuation

value. With production being state-contingent we also get a state-contingent reservoir level (Ski|kj ) and

corresponding shadow values on the reservoir constraints (η̄ki|kj , ηki|kj ). Note that to limit the number of

equations, we still use the simple weighted average continuation value θkj in the law of motion (54a), as

well as the simple average initial reservoir level Ski − 1 in (69). These averages are defined in a manner

similar to the state-average approach:

Ski−1 ≡P−1,ki ×
(
S0, Sk1|ki , · · · , Skk|ki

) ′
θki ≡Pki ×

(
0, θki|k1 , · · · , θki|kk

) ′
.

In this way storage plants make decisions knowing which aggregate state they enter in the following

period, but only the probability distribution for which states to enter in subsequent periods. Figure 9.3

illustrates how the state-transition-contingent aggregation better captures the non-linearity of the supply

than the state-average aggregation displayed in figure 9.2.

Figure 9.3: Difference between state-average and state-transition-contingent supply
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Compared to the state-average approach this adds some accuracy, but at the cost of having to solve

for an Eki|kj for all entries with strictly positive weights in the transition matrix P. Below we illustrate

the performance of the state-transition-contingent aggregation method.
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9.3.4 Example: Hourly aggregation of Swedish hydro plants

Given that the BU model is so high-dimensional we cannot test the aggregation scheme for the model with

all 8760 hours at the moment.80 Instead we focus on evaluating the performance of the aggregation using

the case of Swedish hydro plants described in section 4.3.2. Given this is a partial equilibrium model,

taking prices as constants, the clustered exogenous data consists of prices (p) and water inflow (Y ).81 We

solve and estimate the model presented in section 9.3.3 for k = {25, 500}. The full model with 8760 states

is included to show that our state-transition-contingent aggregation nests the full model in section 4.3.1.

The estimation method is identical to the one described in section 4.3.2 with the only change that the

probability density function in the log-likehood objective, φ(xh(θ)), now depends on the hourly random

variable xh(θ) = Eh−E
∗
h(Ski , pki ; θ) where average state dependent production, E∗ki(Ski , pki ; θ), has been

mapped into the hours contained in cluster ki82.

The performance of the K-means clustering in this two-dimensional framework is presented in figure 9.4

for k =25. The algorithm seems to be picking up the central states over all 8760 hours. Clustered hours

in the North-West part of the diagram can be described as storage-states in which prices are low and

water inflow is high. Conversely, clusters in the South-East part of the diagram are states containing

high prices and low water inflow.

Figure 9.4: K-means clustering in two dimensions (k = 25).

Note: Dots (·) indicate the hourly observation of (ph,Yh)-pairs. Closed
areas (−−) indicate the convex hull of a given cluster containing h hours.
Triangles (4) are centroids of the cluster, i.e. the clustered pair
(pki

,Yki
).

The model prediction of k = {25, 500} and the full model with all 8760 hours are illustrated in 9.5.
80We are running the computations on a Dell laptop with an Intel i7 CPU with 2.80 GHz and 16 GB RAM. We are

currently awaiting to have the software we use installed on the Department of Economics’ internal servers. Thus the plan
is to run the model with 8760 hours in the future.

81What really should matter for the performance of the aggregation scheme is the clustering of prices. Water inflow only
matters for the dynamic profit maximisation if the upper or lower bound reservoir constraint is binding. However, we take a
neutral stand and let prices (DKK/MWh) and inflow (GWh) have equal weight in the clustering algorithm. Consequently,
they are scaled into the same units with mean zero and variance one.

82Note that E∗h(Ski
, pki

; θ) still depends of the clustered exogenous data and not the actual hourly data.
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We see the overall shape of inter-temporal supply curve is well preserved in figure 9.5a. The shape of

the hourly reservoir curve, however, changes considerably fast whenever down-scaling k. As such, the

control variable (electricity production) behaves almost identical to the full model but the state variable

(reservoir level) is far from the full model. This is due to the non-chronological clustering of the K-means

algorithm and the state-transition-contingent aggregation scheme. It is not the averaging effect of the

clustering that is at play. With 25 clusters the dispersion in the electricity production still reproduces

nearly as ’extreme’ observations as the full model (see part (a) of figure 9.5).83 Instead, because the

K-means algorithm is essentially clustering hours in the beginning of the year together with hours in the

end of the year, the state-transition-contingent aggregation implies that the average reservoir level that

the hydro plant manager enters the state with (Ski−1) is the same in the beginning and end of the year.

For the model with few clusters (k = 25) this effect is more extreme since the reservoir level is averaged

over many hours, almost removing the entire shape of the reservoir curve. For the case with (k = 500)

we get the increase in reservoir level during summer but hours in the beginning and end of the year are

still clustered together. Consequently, the average of the low reservoir level in the start of year and the

high reservoir level in the beginning of the year is averaged out. The aggregation method is thus, at

the moment, an unresolved issue. Section 14 discusses possible solutions to the issue of aggregating the

model.

Figure 9.5: Performance of the state-contingent aggregation scheme.

(a) Power generation (GWh). (b) Reservoir level (GWh).

83We also solved the model with the ’folding all 8760 hours into k states’ approach in section 9.3.1. We found that
the model prediction of this approach was almost identical to the model using actual data. Given that the only difference
between these two predictions is the data they use, the averaging effect of the K-means clustering is neglible.
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10 Solution and Calibration of the Bottom Up Module

In the following we outline how the model is solved and calibrated. Given that considerable effort has

been put into formulating the model in a computational efficient environment and that we aim at making

the model code open source as part of the larger research project (SUSY Project, 2019), we describe

the software used for solving and calibrating the model. Similarly, we describe in detail the calibration

process that ensures that the BU module reproduces empirical facts in a base year (here 2017), which is

necessary for it to be integrated with a standard CGE model. Although the model could be calibrated to

several more empirical facts, we have selected a set of statistics that ensures that the model reproduces

the energy statistics that a CGE model is calibrated to as well. Consequently, the information between

the CGE and the BU module is aligned in the base year. Additional calibration is beyond the scope of

this thesis.

10.1 Solving the model

The model is solved using open source software R and Python, with the core of the model written in

GAMS. The model is run from Python, where the relevant settings are defined for the model. The

settings are parsed to either R or GAMS, where data manipulation and model solutions are carried out.

The main advantage is that the model user can use the model from the main Python script, taking the

underlying R and GAMS scripts for granted.

Figure 10.1: An Overview of the Model Code
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The code can roughly be broken into two parts: A data manipulation and clustering part and a

model solution part. Figure 10.1 illustrates the structure of the code. In the first part a number of

settings is chosen in the main Python script, such as the number of countries to include, which years to
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consider, aggregation of heating areas etc.. The main Python scripts parses settings to various R-scripts

that subsets the technical bottom-up data and aggregates the chosen data using the K-means algorithm.

Finally, the data is arranged and written as Gams Data eXhange (gdx) files, in a way that is consistent

with the core equations in the BU model. In the second part, model settings are specified in Python. The

core model equations are specified in gamY.84 The model is called from Python, translated to GAMS

code using a pre-compiler in gamY and finally run using the relevant solver from the GAMS software.85

This setup allows us to use R as the main tool for processing and manipulating data and the potent

numerical tools from GAMS, while maintaining the flexibility of Python.86

The BU model is solved as a square system of continuously differentiable equations. As outlined in

part II, a number of free smoothing variables (σ) are available for the researcher to specify. If these are

set appropriately close to zero, the supply of various types of plants as well as the trade mechanism,

becomes highly non-linear, approaching kinked functions. When this is the case, the global convergence

property of the solution algorithm in CONOPT4 in GAMS, is far from guaranteed. To ensure the global

convergence of the solution, a N -step algorithm is applied when solving for the baseline model. Initially,

the σ values are set at relatively high values. At sufficiently high levels the supply function essentially

becomes linear in the range of plausible equilibrium prices. If the share of inelastic demand is initially set

at φ = 1, the entire bottom up problem is (approximately) linear, ensuring the global convergence of the

gradient-based solver CONOPT4. Once an initial solution has been acquired, the smoothing variables

(σ) can gradually be lowered towards the researcher’s preferred level.87 Once a baseline solution has been

identified, relatively large shocks can be carried out, without using the N -step approach.

10.2 Calibrating the model

The BU module is calibrated to fit a number of moments, including the sum of production, net exports

and use of various fuel inputs. For 2017 we use the moments from the Danish Energy Agency’s yearly

energy statistics (Danish Energy Agency, 2017a), displayed in table 9. The average spot price is computed

from hourly consumption and price data from Energy Data Service (2018a,b).

To achieve this calibration, the model is adjusted in a number of ways. As a first step three adjustments

are performed. Table 10 outlines the relevant targets and parameters affected here. First, we target the

overall price level by including a correction factor in the marginal cost function for all dispatchable

domestic plants. Second, we include a marginal cost correction variable for all foreign dispatchable

plants. Given that the total energy consumption throughout a year enters exogenously in the demand

84The use of gamY and the pre-compiler translating the equations to GAMS code is the work of the Danish modeling group
DREAM. See https://github.com/MartinBonde/gamY_sublime for an introduction to the gamY package. Unfortunately,
the complete source-code for gamY is currently not publicly available.

85For most of our purposes the model is solved using the solver CNS option in the CONOPT4 algorithm. See Drud
(2019).

86Python includes several useful packages that could perform the data manipulation part of the model instead of R. It
is solely the personal preference of the authors for using R and the convention in the DREAM modelling group that led to
this choice.

87Experience so far shows that initially setting σ around 400 in the normal smoothing function, ensures that the algorithm
finds a solution very fast. From here our standard settings use N = 12 steps to gradually decrease σ towards 50 in smoothing
Danish plants’ supply an approximating the linear programming solution. We have not experimented much with these values,
but for now simply set them in ranges, to ensure that the algorithm always works.
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Table 9: Calibration targets, 2017

Variable Target (PJ)
Coal (input) 60.66
Oil (input) 3.75
NatGas (input) 31.38
Straw (input) 15.26
Wood (input) 66,03
Waste (input) 37.46
Bio gas (input) 7.01
Bio oil (input) 0.189
Electricity for heating (input) 1.211
District heating from electricity (output) 1.14
Surplus heating (output) 3.74
Wind, PV, hydro (output) 55.98
Solar heating (output) 1.81
Gross production, electricity 111.47
Gross production, district heating 135.59
Net import (DK) 16.43

Target
Average spot price (DK) 236.23 DKK/MWh

Note: At the moment we do not fit the yearly price of district heating services for
end-consumers. Given that the BU module does not contain the distribution of heat to
consumers, it will be specified in the CGE model. Similarly, the average electricity
spot price is not the price for end-consumers of electricity. However, the average spot
price is calibrated because it is instrumental for determining electricity trade.

function (see section 5), we do not need to include a calibration parameter to fit energy consumption; it

is always guaranteed to be at the correct level. Thus, we only have to target either gross production of

electricity or the total net imports in order to fit both in our model. To achieve this target, there is a

number of alternatives to the marginal cost component of foreign plants. These include adjustment of

trade capacities, trade smoothing parameters and the price elasticity of domestic demand for electricity.

As is illustrated in the sections to come, including a marginal cost component constant across all foreign

plants achieves the target very easily. Reassuringly, the adjustment to marginal costs of foreign plant,

in order to achieve the target of trade with electricity, is generally very small (less than 5 DKK/MWh).

Third, we adjust the production capacities for a set of plants. This includes intermittent technologies

that have (near) zero marginal costs as wind, solar and hydro.88

With the first three adjustments just described, the model is relatively close to the targets for all

relevant endogeous variables. For the model to fit the rest of the targets, we add correction parameters

to a number of technical parameters obtained from the Ramses data. These include: (1) efficiency

corrections, (2) marginal cost corrections, (3) production capacity corrections and (4) fuel mix coefficient

matrix corrections. We allow all four types of corrections to be on a fuel type specific level in order

to ensure that we reach the fuel input targets in table 9. In contrast to a structural estimation, the

parameters we unfix here are clearly not identified from the targets above: We have approximately 3500
88We also allow for the adjustment of production capacity for plants using biogas and waste as primary input factors.

The reason for this is the same as for intermittent technologies mentioned here: Note from the fuel-specific supply functions
in figure E.1 that with prices ranging from 0-1500 DKK/MWh, the supply is basically fixed at the capacity levels. Thus,
the only way to affect the supply from these firms, is basically through an adjustment of the capacity variable.
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Table 10: Calibration target and parameters, step 1

Target Adjustment of parameter
Average spot price (DK): Marginal cost parameter added to all dispatchable Danish plants
Sum of net import (DK): Marginal cost parameter added to all dispatchable foreign plants

Output targets (DK)

Electricity, intermittent plants
...

Heat, intermittent plants
...

Surplus heating Correction of yearly average capacity for relevant plant/fuel type

Electricity + heat, waste
...

Electricity + heat, bio gas
...

technical parameters that are endogenized and only eight fuel input targets to hit. Our reasoning behind

this approach is that technical parameters should more or less be identified directly from our data. As we

a priori have no information on which of the technical parameters best explain the discrepancy between

the model solution and the targets in table 9, we formulate a criterium function to be minimized, which

penalizes large deviations from the original Ramses data. This is done subject to the model being in

equilibrium and that all targets in table 9 are met. The criterium function used here is given by

minQ ≡
∑
i∈FB

∑
j∈FF

(
CMC
i,j

)2
+wFM

(
CFMi,j − FMdata

i,j

)2
+wEff

(
CEffi,j − 1

)2
+wCap

(
Ccapi,j − 1

)2
,

where FB and FF are the two fuel mix sets defined in the data. The marginal cost correction CMC
i,j is

added to all plants’ marginal costs and is thus measured in DKK. CFM is the corrected fuel-mix matrix.

It consists of variables between zero and one, with entry (i, j) denoting the amount of basic fuel i that

is used for a plant of fuel-type j. We only allow for non-zero values in the fuel-matrix to be adjusted.

To remedy that the corrections in CFMi,j are not measured in DKK as the marginal cost corrections, we

include a weight wFM . A large value of wFM indicates that we should change the marginal costs of the

plant, rather than coefficients in the fuel-mix matrix given by the Ramses data. CEffi,j is a multiplicative

correction term on plants’ fuel efficiency. CCapi,j is a similar multiplicative correction term on plants’

production capacity.

To illustrate the effect of the calibration, we plot the domestic supply functions split into technology-

and fuel types. Figure 10.2 illustrates the supply of electricity in an average hourly state for Denmark.

The baseline included in the figure, represents the supply function prior to any calibration of the model.

We include three calibrated versions with varying levels of the weight wCap to illustrate the importance of

the exogenous weights. Part (a) illustrates that the sum of supply is hardly changed after the calibration.

Part (b)-(f) further confirms that our calibration generally does not alter the supply from any one type of

technology too severely. In other words, for our BU model to reproduce the data in table 9, the technical

parameters from Ramses barely have to be adjusted. In so far as the data from Ramses is reliable, this

indicates that our model approach, captures the most relevant features of equilibria on the electricity
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market and in the district heating system.

Figure 10.2: Danish supply of electricity on technology types

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level from 0-1500 DKK. We use yearly
average productivity levels for intermittent technologies and a price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. The smoothing
parameter σ described in section 4.1 is set to 50 here.

Figure 10.3 illustrates the Danish supply on electricity split onto fuel types. Compared to the technol-
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ogy split in figure 10.2, these figures illustrate slightly larger corrections of the model from the calibration

of it. Note that for waste plants, we have to decrease the capacity quite a bit (around 10%) to fit the

amount of waste used for production of energy in 2017. This is simply because waste plants - in our

representation at least - are highly profitable. Thus, adjustments to marginal cost components would

have to be very large for the production from waste plants to go down in equilibrium.

The biggest correction, however, is for the supply based on biomass. In particular, the supply function

for plants using wood in production is somewhat different, at least at prices above 350 DKK/MWh. When

prices increase from around 350 to 500 DKK/MWh the calibrated model implies a small additional supply

from wood compared to the baseline (uncalibrated model). Furthermore, changing the weight wcap does

not seem to alleviate this issue. We note, howevre, that he supply still decreases when prices increase

above 500 DKK/MWh. This is due to the plants in our data that can apply more than one fuel-mix, and

the way taxation is levied on production of heating services compared to electricity. When electricity

prices increase above 500 DKK/MWh, two types of CHP plants (wood- and straw-based) increase the

relative production of electricity compared to heating services. As the use of coal is taxed higher in the

production of heat relative to electricity, this induces CHP plants to substitute towards the use of coal

instead of wood an straw.
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Figure 10.3: Danish supply of electricity on fuel types

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

continues on the next page...
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Figure 10.3: Danish supply of electricity on fuel types

(g) (h)

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level from 0-1500 DKK. We use yearly
average productivity levels for intermittent technologies and a price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. The smoothing
parameter σ described in section 4.1 is set to 50 here.

11 Policy experiments: Validation of aggregated model

In this section we use the BU model of the energy system to simulate how the system responds to a

number of exogenous (policy-induced) shocks that are expected to be key parts of the transition to a

carbon-neutral society: (1) An increase in the supply of energy from intermittent renewable sources, (2) an

increase in the flexibility of energy demand, (3) an increase in the capacity for energy storage, and (4) an

increase of transmission lines’ capacity for international trade in electricity. The counterfactual scenarios

illustrate the usefulness of our approach. Furthermore, they serve as a validation for the ’efficient’ choice

of cluster number (k), by which we mean the value of k that balances the trade-off between accurate policy

effects and computational efficiency. We will argue that the efficient number of cluster is k =40. However,

as we will show in the baseline scenario of the BU model and in experiment (2), this level of aggregation

dampens the degree of intermittency, although the qualitative patterns are preserved compared to the

most disaggregated model of k =168.

Finally, note that in previous sections yearly energy demand has been considered fixed. In the coun-

terfactual scenarios presented here, the BU module is coupled to a simple top down price-elastic demand

function. This serves to illustrate the simplicity of the integration link from the BU module to a top

down CGE model.89

89We only link the BU module to a domestic demand function. The yearly consumption in foreign countries is exogenously
given.
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11.1 Price-elastic top-down demand

We choose a simple iso-elastic function given that the yearly demand function is only included to illustrate

one of the essential links between BU and top down models:

X = γXp
εX
X , X = {E,H}, (55)

where ε ≤ 0 is the exogenous short-run (one-year) price elasticity and γ is a calibrated scale parameter.

Deryugina et al. (2017) estimate the price elasticity using a permanent natural experiment, suitable

for identifying a value of ε. Illinois implemented a municipal aggregation program, allowing individual

communities to select new electricity suppliers on behalf of their residents. This created long-lasting price

drops in communities that adopted the aggregation scheme. Using a difference-in-difference estimator

with communities that did not implement the aggregation as control groups, they find a one-year price-

elasticity of -0.227.90 This estimate is close to the price elasticity used for residential consumers in the

Balmorel model (-0.3, Grohnheit and Larsen (2001)).91 For now the elasticity in demand for heating

services is also set to −0.227. As the model is calibrated to fit the average prices and consumption in

the baseline year 2017, the parameters γE and γH are calibrated to reflect this equilibrium, implying the

scale parameters in (55) are γE=123.01 and γH=132.33.

11.2 The baseline scenario (DK, 2017)

We initially report the domestic levels of some key endogenous variables in the baseline scenario. In

the baseline scenario, most of the variables included here are the same across the models with different

number of clusters (k). This is because the calibration of (exogenous) structural parameters presented in

section 10 ensures that the model reproduces selected statistics for the Danish transformation sector in

2017. Cf. table 9, this includes domestic fuel consumption, net export, average yearly consumer price of

electricity, and consumption of electricity and heating services. Given the model replicates the current

state of supply, the brief outline of the baseline scenario in this section largely resembles the description

of the transformation sector in section 3.2. For convenience however, some of the main facts are repeated

here. The calibrated fuel consumption is illustrated in figure 11.1a. It shows that of the five fuel types,

electricity and district heating services are primarily produced using coal and bio fuels.92 Recall from

section 3.2 that bio fuels have been essential in particular for the district heating sector, whereas wind

power is the primary source of energy, driving the green transition of electricity generation (with bio fuels

being secondary). Finally, waste is widely used in both the production of electricity and district heating

services.93

90Note that this is still consistent with the modelling of energy demand in the present thesis. Deryugina et al. (2017)
estimate (numerically) much lower price elasticities for shorter time horizons. The shortest horizon is three months, where
the price elasticity is merely -0.061. Consequently, this is still consistent with our assumption of hourly demand being
perfectly inelastic.

91We are aware that the price elasticity for private sectors is not necessarily the same as for households. For simplicity
we abstract from this issue.

92To simplify the presentation of the results, fuel types have been aggregated. Bio fuels consist of straw, wood, bio oil
and bio gas.

93The category waste consists of 55% renewable-based biodegradable waste and 45% non-renewable. Following the
convention in Ramses this share is assumed fixed.
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Figure 11.1b illustrates consumption of electricity and district heating services as well as net exports

of electricity in the baseline scenario. The model replicates the fact that Denmark is a net importer of

electricity, where roughly 13% of domestic consumption is satisfied by imports. The yearly consumer

price of electricity of pE=236.2 DKK/MWh is included in part (c) of figure 11.1.

Parts (c)-(e) of figure 11.1 report various yearly (weighted) price indices. As none of these endogenous

variables (except pE) have been fitted to data for 2017, the indices are plotted for all values of k. In

other words, they are not necessarily equal across different values of k. Part (c) shows the producer

price for Danish electricity producing plants that are based on intermittent energy sources. To simplify

the presentation, the figure does not distinguish between wind, photovoltaics, nor ROR hydro power. It

shows that intermittent plants generally produce electricity, when prices are below the yearly average

consumer price. This is consistent with hourly data from Energy Data Service (2018a) and Energy

Data Service (2018b): The weighted average producer price received by intermittent technologies in

the electricity market in Denmark was roughly 200 DKK/MWh in 2017. This observation is primarily

driven by wind power that receives below yearly average prices (198.5), whereas solar power receives

prices slightly above the yearly average (238.1). Importantly, the difference between the yearly average

prices and the one intermittent technologies receive implies that the model reproduces the important

characteristic of a downlift in the producer price of intermittent technologies (see section 2.1). However,

part (c) of figure 11.1 also illustrates that the BU model is currently not able to create a sufficiently

large downlift. For higher values of k the model is closer to data. However, even at k=168 the predicted

downlift is still only at 22.4 DKK/MWh, whereas the actual downlift is at 37.5. The result that a larger

k yields more realistic prices for intermittent technologies, is straightforward to explain: Whenever the

number of states is reduced, each representative state includes more of the 8760 hours. Thus the k states

become increasingly average, as k decreases. This dampens the effect of intermittency and yields a smaller

downlift for intermittent power. While the fit illustrated in part (c) of figure 11.1 is reasonable, section

14.1 discusses how to remedy the discrepancy between model and data in the clustered version of the

model.

Part (d) illustrates the yearly average price for solar heat production. Similar to intermittent tech-

nologies producing power, the producer for solar heat production is decreasing in the number of states (k)

and, in particular, when going from k=48 to k=72 and again to k=96. However, note that this pattern

is also present in part (e) of figure 11.1, illustrating the average weighted producer price for heating in

general.94 Similar to the electricity market, the district heating system demonstrates a downlift in the

producer price of intermittent technologies across all levels of k. Furthermore, it seems that the downlift

increases with the number of states k. One possible explanation for this could come from CHP plants:

When the number of states increases, the electricity prices fluctuate more over the course of a year.

In general, low electricity prices imply that (marginal) CHP plants are only profitable, if the price on

94The producer price for heating services is not calibrated, but the yearly average consumer price is calibrated in the
model, c.f. table 9. The consumer price for heating services is simply calibrated, by adjusting a (economically) standard
markup factor. For electricity however, it is the producer price (spot price) that is relevant for determining trade etc..
Thus, we cannot apply this simple calibration approach for electricity generation plants.
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Figure 11.1: Baseline scenario (DK, 2017)

(a) Calibrated fuel consumption

Note: Fuels are aggregated. Bio consist of straw,
wood, bio-oil and biogas. Waste consists of both
renewables and non-renewables.

(b) Calibrated energy consumption and
net-export of electricity

Note: E is electricity consumption, H is district
heating services, and NX is net-export of
electricity.

(c) Uncalibrated intermittent electricity
producer price

Note: pintE is the (weighted) average producer price
for intermittent technologies producing electricity
(wind, solar, ROR hydro).

(d) Uncalibrated intermittent district heating
producer price

Note: pintH is the (weighted) average producer price
for intermittent technologies producing heat (solar
only).

(e) Uncalibrated district heating producer price

Note: pH is the (weighted) producer price for
district heating services.

(f) Uncalibrated CO2 emissions

Note: CO2 emission are measured in CO2
equivalents.

Source: Data is based on Danish Energy Agency (2017a) and Energy Data Service (2018a,b).
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heating services increases. From this effect alone, we expect low electricity prices to be associated with

high prices for heating services. When the number of clusters increases, there are more outlier states

of electricity prices. If the outlier states of high electricity prices correlates positively with demand for

heating services, the effect from CHP plants would drive down the price on heating services, in hours

where demand is large.

Finally part (f) of figure 11.1 reports the actual CO2 emissions for 2017 along with the model emissions

implied by the model for all clusters (k). In 2017 CO2 emissions (measured in CO2 equivalents) associated

with the production of electricity and district heat were 9.401 million tons (Danish Energy Agency,

2017a). The model predictions are virtually identical to this level for all clusters. An important reason

for this is that the fuel consumption levels have been fitted to observed fuel consumption. However, the

emissions from the energy sector depends not only on the fuel mix, but also on the technology installed

at the individual plants, implying that emissions may differ from actual emissions and across clusters.95

However, part (f) of figure 11.1 shows that the number of clusters (k) does not seem to influence this

fit.96

In the following the four counterfactual scenarios are presented. To increase readability, the results of

these scenarios are mostly reported for clusters k=40 and k=168, only. While we have run the scenarios

for all clusters, k=40 is our preferred candidate, for what we in the introduction to section 11 referred to

as the ’efficient’ value of k. As will be shown in the counterfactual scenarios the value of k=40 produces

virtually the same results as the disaggregated model. In particular, section 11.4 shows that for k less

than 40, the effect of increasing flexibility of short run demand is no longer qualitatively similar to models

with larger k.

11.3 Expansion of intermittent electricity production

In the baseline scenario the share of intermittent production of domestic electricity production is 50.1%.

We now consider a scenario where this share is exogenously increased to 75%, by increasing the capacity

for all wind, solar, and ROR hydro plants by the same factor. With a reduction target of 70% of GHG

emissions in 2030 compared to the 1990 level announced by the Danish government, this is a scenario

that can be expected within a relatively short time horizon. Figure 11.2 illustrates the effects of the

expanding the share of intermittent electricity production.

Part (a) of figure 11.2 illustrates the effect on prices. With the increased capacity of intermittent

technologies, the yearly average price on electricity (pE) drops significantly with around 22-23%. As

noted previously, this is expected given that intermittent technologies generally have near zero marginal

costs of production. Furthermore, the producer price for intermittent technologies drops even more

significantly with around 33-34%. Thus the economic value of intermittent supply decreases in this short
95At the moment this does not include carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies (however, this information is

available and applied in the model formulation, should it be used more in the future). The technology referred to here is
for instance what type of turbine e.g. a specific coal-fired CHP plant uses.

96We note that while this is the case for GHG emissions, it is not the case for NOX and SO2 emissions. Here, plant-specific
technology plays a much larger role in determining the amount of polluting emissions.
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Figure 11.2: Effects of increased intermittency

(a) Domestic prices (b) Domestic energy consumption and
net export of electricity

(c) Domestic fuel consumption (d) Domestic CO2 emissions

Note: In this counterfactual scenario DK becomes a net exporter (NX >0). Given the sign of the net-exports change,
there is less meaning of the percentage change. We therefore note that in levels (TWh) NX=4.8 and NX =5.3 for k =168
and k =40, respectively, in the counterfactual scenario.
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run framework. Part (a) of figure 11.2 further illustrates that when average electricity prices drop, it has

a significant effect on heat prices as well. The price for heating services increases by roughly 6-7%. There

are two opposing effects at play here. For CHP plants the lower price on electricity implies that they are

less profitable in general. Thus the price on heating services has to increase, to keep them active. On

the other hand electrical heaters and heat pumps, can generally profit from the lower electricity prices.

Ceteris paribus, this drives down the price for heating services. Recall from section 3.2 that in 2017

only around 1% of the Danish supply of district heating services is covered by electrical heaters and heat

pumps, whereas CHP plants covers more than 60%. Thus, the effect from CHP plants (increasing prices)

naturally dominates. Finally, we note that the results are very similar for k=40 and k=168.

Part (b) of figure 11.2 illustrates the effect of the shock on consumption and net exports.97 The

qualitative results here are straightforward: With lower electricity prices total consumption increases

(≈6%). With higher prices on heating services the consumption decreases (≈1.5%). With the huge

increase in cheap Danish electricity net exports increase. For the consumption part, the quantitative

effects are entirely controlled by the change in consumer prices as explained above and the elasticity of

the top down iso-elastic demand functions. The dramatic increase in net exports illustrates that Denmark

goes from being a net importer to a net exporter of electricity. Instead of importing around 5 TWh of

electricity, the increased intermittency implies exports of around 5 TWh. This shows that with trade

capacities at the 2017 levels and the current composition of foreign electricity generating plants, trade

offers quite a potent channel for mitigating the negative price effects of intermittency for Danish plants.

In other words: One would expect far larger price drops for domestic intermittent plants, if not for the

large potential to increase exports to neighboring countries. Another observation with relevant policy

implications is that the cheap Danish electricity from the expansion of intermittent renewable energy,

largely seems to be exported to foreign countries; at least in the short run. In fact, at most 42% of

the additional intermittent electricity production is consumed domestically.98 This result illustrates that

when designing policy instruments and targets, there can significant effects, e.g. on emissions from foreign

consumption of electricity, that should be taken into account.

Part (c) of figure 11.2 illustrates the effect of the shock on domestic fuel consumption. Naturally

there is a crowding out effect on all types of fuels, when the capacity of cheap intermittent electricity

generating plants increases. Recall from earlier that waste plants in our model are particularly profitable,

c.f. section 10. Thus they are hardly affected by the intermittency shock. Part (c) confirms that in 2017,

the marginal supply of electricity generally comes from coal fired and natural gas fired plants: Thus the

consumption of these types drop by 25-30%. The consumption of oil similarly drops by a large percentage,
97Note that NX < 0 in the baseline scenario. In the figure we compute the percentage change ε as:

ε =
X1 −X0

|X0|
⇒ sign(ε) = sign(X1 −X0).

Thus a positive ε reflects that net exports have increased.
98At this point, we have not identified the fuel mix composition of electricity sold to domestic or foreign consumers.

However, if we assume that (i) the 4.9 TWh decrease of domestic fuel based electricity is for domestic consumers only, and
(ii) the increase in domestic electricity consumption of 2 TWh consists solely of intermittent energy, this leaves 6.9 TWh
of the additional intermittent electricity to be sold to domestic consumers. Given that domestic intermittent electricity
production increases by 16.3 TWh, the increase in domestic consumption of renewable energy thus corresponds to 42% of
the total increase.
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however, as oil only constitutes a tiny share of the Danish transformation sector’s consumption, this effect

is negligible in absolute terms. With the large drop in consumption of natural gas, coal, and oil presented

in part (c), the CO2 emissions from the domestic transformation sector drops significantly at around

22-24%.

11.4 Increased flexibility of short run electricity demand

In this section we perform a counterfactual scenario in which the share of yearly inelastic electricity

demand (φ) is lowered from 100% to 90%. In other words demand in the very short run becomes

more flexible. Recall from section 5 that by observing the bid-curves from the Nord Pool wholesale

market of electricity, it is likely that φ is currently less than 1. The conclusion in section 5.2 was that

a lower bound estimate of φ for Denmark is around 85% in 2017. With the implementation of smart

meters and other technologies in the near future, this is expected to decrease further in the future. The

counterfactual scenario presented in this section, investigates what this might entail for equilibrium prices

and consumption.

Note that the flexible demand specification outlined in equation (20) requires information on three

parameters: (1) the lower bound of demand (D), (2) the upper bound on demand (D̄) and (3) the price-

responsive parameter σ. All three parameters can be structurally estimated on market data, as discussed

in section 5.2; this however remains a task for future work. Thus in the current version presented here,

the parameter values are set more or less arbitrarily with D̄ = 2, D = 0 and σ = 0.02. This means that

the magnitudes of the results in the following should be interpreted with caution.

The main results of the scenario are illustrated in figure 11.3. Part (a) shows that when 10% of

domestic electricity demand becomes flexible, the price of electricity drops by around 1%. This is the

direct effect of consumers reallocating their consumption from hours with high prices towards hours with

low prices. Recall that with the parameter values for the flexible demand function applied here, lowering

φ implies that 10% of electricity demand can at most double in states with low prices and tend to zero

if the price tends to infinity. This could at least in part explain the small magnitude of the change,

compared to e.g. the intermittency shock in the previous section.

Increasing the demand flexibility furthermore increases the producer price for intermittent plants. As

discussed in the previous section as well, intermittent plants are characterized by a downlift of roughly

36 DKK/MWh, implying that they produce more in low-price hours. Thus we expect that the flexible

demand re-allocates towards these hours, driving up the equilibrium prices. Interestingly, part (b) of

figure 11.4 shows that the producer price for intermittent plants only increases in the demand flexibility

scenario, when k is 40 or larger. Part (a) of the figure reassuringly illustrates that the yearly average

producer price for all plants decreases significantly more than for intermittent plants. Thus the the

downlift for intermittent plants still decreases for all k. In quantitative terms it is the general trend that

the reduction in the downlift for intermittent plants increases with k. Section 14 discusses ways that can

potentially remedy the issue of dampened intermittency in aggregated models in future work.
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Figure 11.3: Effects of increased demand flexibility

(a) Domestic prices (b) Domestic energy consumption and
net exports of electricity.

(c) Domestic fuel consumption (d) Domestic CO2 emissions

Figure 11.4: Change in yearly electricity prices in demand flexibility scenario.

(a) Yearly average consumer price (b) Yearly average intermittent producer price
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Finally part (a) in figure 11.3 also illustrates that the yearly average price level on heating services

increases slightly as a result of the lower electricity prices. The intuition for these dynamics is identical

to the one given in the previous section 11.3.

Part (b) in figure 11.3 illustrates the effect on consumption and trade. With the simple TD demand

functions applied here, the changes in consumption of electricity and heating services follow mechanically

from the changes in yearly average prices. Interestingly, the net export decreases by 2.2-2.4%. This is

not straightforward to explain, but essentially hinges on the non-linearity of the trade function, implying

that the marginal effect of a change in demand on trade is close to zero in some regions. To see this,

consider initially the states where electricity prices are relatively low domestically. The increased flexibility

reallocates more demand towards these states. Roughly speaking, the low electricity prices can either

be due to cheap supply from domestic or foreign plants. If this is driven primarily by cheap domestic

electricity, the consumption of this increases and the export of electricity is likely to decrease as well,

unless export is already at full capacity. If the low price state is due to cheap foreign electricity, import

of electricity will increase as long as the import capacities are not fully utilized yet. Thus we expect net

export to decrease in these states. Second consider the states, where electricity prices are relatively high

domestically. the increased flexibility lowers the domestic demand for electricity in these states. The

high electricity prices can either be because (1) both domestic and foreign electricity is expensive, or

(2) because domestic electricity is expensive and import capacity is fully utilized. In the first case, it is

not clear whether net export should increase or decrease, when domestic demand drops. This is because

both domestic and foreign plants can be the marginal plant in our framework. If domestic and foreign

prices are both high it indicates that transmission capacities are not binding. A decrease in demand can

therefore imply both an increase and a decrease in net exports, depending on which plant is the marginal

plant. In the second case, it is the domestically produced electricity that is expensive and drives up the

equilibrium price. To see this, recall that relatively high domestic prices implies that import capacities

are binding. Thus when demand drops, it is primarily domestic production of electricity that is crowded

out and not the import. To sum up, the increased domestic demand flexibility, is likely to increase import

or lower export of electricity, in hours where prices are low, thus driving down net exports. However, it

is not clear whether net export increases or decreases in states, where electricity prices are high.

Part (c)-(d) in figure 11.3 confirms the result from the previous section: When the domestic electricity

prices decrease, it is primarily supply from plants using natural gas, oil and coal that is reduced. This

results in lower CO2 emissions, although the effects are small.

11.5 Increased capacity for energy storage

To examine the effects of increased capacity for energy storage, we exogenously increase the generation

and storage capacity of already existing domestic heat storage technologies by 300 %.99 The district

heating sector in Denmark includes technologies for short and long term storage (Danish Energy Agency,

99There are currently no electricity storage technologies of significant size available in Denmark. Thus we chose to
perform the shock to the heat market instead.
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2013). In our model, however, we do not distinguish between the two types. The effects of the shock are

shown in figure 11.5.

Figure 11.5: Effects of increased capacity for heat storage

(a) Domestic prices (b) Domestic consumption and
net-export of electricity

(c) Domestic fuel consumption (d) Domestic CO2 emissions

Part (a) of figure 11.5 illustrates the effect on domestic equilibrium prices. Note initially that the

increased ability to store heat, entails lower prices on heating services in the range of 1.5-1.7%. Here,

prices decrease because storage technologies are storing (buying) heat in low price states and dispatching

it in high price states. Given that they are net consumers of heat they are not able to dispacth as much

heat as they are buying. Consequently, average prices decrease. Furthermore, note that the price decrease

might seem unreasonably small compared to the 300% increase in storage capacity. We see three main

reasons for the small magnitude: Firstly, the intermittency of heat production is quite low, compared to

the electricity market. Recall from section 3.2 that the CO2 reductions achieved from the district heating

sector was primarily due to increased use of biomass and much less due to solar heating. Thus, there is

no significant intermittency in production for the storage plants to smooth out. The reason why there is

an effect, however, is the variation in demand, which exhibits both seasonal and daily cycles. Secondly,
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there is already a significant capacity of heat storage available in the Danish district heating sector. Thus

the largest fluctuations in heat prices have already been smoothed out, by the existing capacity. Thirdly,

the Danish district heating system has a very large capacity from dispatchable plants, compared to the

level of demand (Danish Energy Agency, 2017a). In our model the variance of the marginal costs across

these plants is relatively small; consequently, the supply of district heating services is very price elastic

around the equilibrium price.

Importantly part (a) of figure 11.5 also shows that the increased storage capacity, increases the equi-

librium price for intermittent heat plants at around 2.2-2.3%. Recall from the baseline in section 11.2 that

intermittent heat production experiences a significant downlift, with prices roughly 15-30 DKK/MWh

lower than the yearly average prices. Note that heat storage plants are essentially a part of the demand

side when prices are low, and part of the supply side when prices are high. Thus the increased capacity

effectively increases demand in hours where production of solar heat production is high, thus driving

up equilibrium prices. Finally part (a) of figure 11.5 illustrates that the same pattern is evident for

electricity, albeit more dampened: Average electricity prices drop slightly, whereas intermittent produc-

ers receive slightly higher prices. Thus, albeit the magnitudes are relatively small, the effect of more

storage capacity is generally lower prices and mitigation of intermittency through a reduced downlift for

intermittent producers.

Part (b) of figure 11.5 shows that with the lower electricity and heat prices, the consumption of both

energy goods increase. Furthermore, as domestic electricity becomes cheaper, net exports of electricity

increases. Part (c) of figure 11.5 shows that when it comes to the supply of district heating services,

the marginal supply in high price states comes primarily from dispatchable plants that use natural gas

in production. In turn the increased production in low price states, comes primarily from dispatchable

plants using bio fuels. Albeit the use of coal and oil slightly increase, the net effect is still that CO2
emissions decrease in this scenario.

11.6 Expansion of network capacity for trade in electricity

In the final counterfactual scenario, we exogenously increase the network capacity for trade in electricity.

Specifically, the transmissions line connection between DK-West and the Netherlands planned for 2020

is opened. Before proceeding to the results, we briefly note that electricity prices in Netherlands have

not been calibrated. In the baseline run the prices are significantly higher than Danish electricity prices.

While the price has not been calibrated, this price differential is realistic; it is mentioned as one of the

main reasons for constructing the transmission line in the first place.100 Figure 11.6 sums up the effects

of the trade shock.

As expected the additional trade partner with higher electricity prices increases the domestic prices

significantly with roughly 5%, cf. part (a) of figure 11.6. Interestingly the price received by intermittent

technologies increases by almost 7%. The reason for this increase is that the correlation between wind

production in Denmark and The Netherlands is quite low; in fact this is one of the other main reasons for
100See the project sheet for the COBRA cable here: https://tyndp.entsoe.eu/tyndp2018/projects/projects/71.
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Figure 11.6: Effects of increased network capacity in electricity trade

(a) Domestic prices (b) Domestic consumption and
net-export of electricity

(c) Domestic fuel consumption (d) Domestic CO2 emissions
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construction of the transmission line. Part (a) of the figure finally illustrates that the price on heating

services is driven down. This is the same dynamic as explained in sections 11.3-11.4.

Part (b) of figure 11.6 illustrates that the transmission line to a high price area, increases the net

exports dramatically by more than 25%. As our simulation experiment is carried out in the static BU

model, this additional production is covered by dispatchable domestic plants. Part (c) of figure 11.6

illustrates that when prices increase in general, the idle capacity is mostly found in plants that use

natural gas, oil and coal. Thus the result in this static model is a quite significant increase in CO2
emissions as illustrated in part (d) of figure 11.6. Note, however, that this result is not likely to prevail in

a dynamic model with endogenous investment behavior: As part (a) of the figure clearly illustrates, the

added trade capacity significantly increases the value of domestic intermittent plants. This is particularly

the case when the correlation between the two areas’ intermittent production is low, as is the case for the

Netherlands and Denmark. Thus, while the connection to a high price electricity area at a first glance

increases the CO2 emissions, the simulation experiment carried out here suggests that it is highly efficient

in mitigating the costs of intermittency.

11.7 Savings in computational cost from aggregating the model

Besides providing information on how effective various tools are in mitigating the costs of intermittency,

the previous sections show that aggregating the model, to include only around k=40 short run states

instead of e.g. k=168, yields highly similar results. We end this part of the thesis by briefly illustrating,

why it is so essential to achieve a well-fitted model with a low number of k states. Figure 11.7 shows the

time it takes to carry out the various counterfactual scenarios in the model with k=40 and k=168. For

all four scenarios, the decrease in computational time is at least 75%. In particular for the large increase

of intermittent electricity production, the computational time required to solve the model is more than

an order of magnitude larger for k =168 compared to k =40. Once again, we reiterate that running a

model in 300 seconds is not in itself an issue. The problem comes when the model is to be dynamic, in

which case the curse of dimensionality kicks in.

As mentioned throughout the sections in this part, there are features of the aggregation scheme that

are unsatisfactory at the current stage; including the fact that the downlift for intermittent producers of

electricity is not sufficiently large. The next part discusses avenues for future work, amongst other things

in this area.
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Figure 11.7: Computation time of k =168 and k =40.

Part IV

Future work and model prospects
This part outlines the path for future work in the model. While a large part of this is naturally focused

on linking the BU module to a CGE model, there are a few unresolved issues that need to be addressed

in future work, in particular the aggregation of the model into fewer states. Finally, this part includes a

section on possible extensions to the model that could be of interest.

12 Investment in electricity and heat producing firms

The BU module developed in part II takes the existing capacity of various plants as given. In this section

the investment and maintenance decision of plants is explained. While investment decisions have not

been implemented in the model yet, the section shows how the level of detail enables us to use expert

information from technology catalogues and energy system models in determining investment in capacity.

Furthermore, the presentation of investment decisions points exactly to the links needed to couple the

model to a CGE model.

With the level of detail on existing plants, the endogenous investment decisions can be modelled

quite detailed. It can depend on the composition of various competing technologies, taking into account

the variations in their productivity throughout a year. It can depend on the effectiveness of mitigating

the effects of intermittency; either through flexible demand, storage capacity, or trade. Furthermore,

the investment decision can depend on the current stock of existing plant capacity. For example, if the

economic viability of e.g. coal-fired power plants ends in 2025, such that a plant owner is better off

scrapping the plant rather than supplying in the short run, investments to replace this body of capacity

can be undertaken in advance in more economically profitable technologies. Finally, with the current
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level of detail the model can use expert information in the calibration of technology-specific capacities.101

12.1 Existing plants, scrapping decision, and re-investments

The BU-module computes on a plant-specific level the total yearly revenue and short run costs associated

with its production. For a plant i that is scheduled to be decommissioned in Ti years, leaving the plant

operational for the entire horizon, yields the discounted profits from time t an on wards:

Di
t =

Ti∑
j=0

Rt+jπt+j (56)

πt+j = Eit+j
(
pit+j − cit+j

)
− FCit+j .

where Rt+j is the accumulated discount factor, Eit+jpit+j is the plant-specific revenue computed from the

BU-module, cit+j denotes the short unit costs of production (including taxation) and FCit+j is a yearly

operational and maintenance cost that is not included in the hourly supply decision, but influences the

sum of discounted dividends Di
t.102 The optimal timing for scrapping a plant is in principle a discrete-

choice problem that is not suited for a standard CGE model. Furthermore, some types of plants can be

re-purposed. Thus, they face a third option of investing in order to e.g. increase efficiency or to be able

to use a different fuel input in production.

12.1.1 Rule-of-thumbs for optimal scrapping-decision

Assume that a plant of type τ has a scrapping value per capacity (q) of V τt in year t. If energy prices

are increasing and the short run costs of the existing plant are relatively constant, potential benefits of

not scrapping the plant lies in the future. In this case it suffices to compute whether or not long run

profits are larger than the scrapping value today. Alternatively, if energy prices are known to decrease

in the future, the largest benefits from not scrapping the plant occurs in the beginning of the planning

horizon. In this case it suffices to compute whether or not current profits are higher than the scrapping

value today. Consequently, we get the simple scrapping decision

Scrap at time t if:

 output prices are increasing over time: Di
t < qitV

τ
t

output prices are decreasing over time: πt < qitV
τ
t

,

where a more robust rule would require both to hold before scrapping the plant. For the ad-hoc rules to

be applicable, however, we need to assume a monotonicity in the stream of profits over time; either profits

are primarily in the first or the last periods of the planning horizon. One way to apply the endogenous

scrapping decision in our CGE model, using one of the two ad-hoc rules is to include a law of motion for

101We use ’expert information’ loosely to refer to bodies of information collected e.g. in technology catalogues on expected
potential for technologies, or information provided by simulations from technical models.

102For existing plants we have a variable from the technical data FOM that informs us on the size of this variable.
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existing plants on the form:

qit+1 =

 qitΦ

(
πit − qitV

τ
t

σ

)
for t+ 1 < t0 + Ti

0 for t+ 1 ≥ t0 + Ti

,

where t0 is the base year of the model. We note that if we expect electricity prices to be increasing

(relative to short run costs) the decision should ideally include Di
t in place of πit.

12.1.2 Re-purposing the plant: From coal to biomass fired power plants

Existing plants can alternatively be rebuild, for instance in order to use a different fuel-mix input. As with

the scrapping decision, this is essentially a discrete-choice problem that is not suited well to run inside a

CGE model. Similarly to the scrapping decision, we can find well-suited rule-of-thumbs to represent the

optimal discrete choice, if we are able to conclude whether the profitability of the existing plant relative

to a rebuilt one is largest in the first or last periods of the relevant time horizon.

In the case of rebuilding a coal-fired power plant to a biomass-fired one, we expect the relative

profitability of the biomass to be increasing over time.103 The decision to rebuild the power plant,

however, then depends on two criteria: (i) The first year in which the short run profits are larger for a

biomass-fired power plant and (ii) whether the gain exceeds investment costs. Rebuilding a plant at time

t at the investment costs Iτt per unit of capacity qit then yields the dividends

Di,rebuild
t =

T rebuildi∑
j=0

(
Rit+jπ

i,rebuild
t+j

)
− qitI

bio
t ,

where Ibiot denotes investment costs per capacity unit for rebuilding the plant. Note that rebuilding the

power plant, with the purpose of using biomass instead of coal, is usually combined with an extension of

the plant’s lifetime. Thus, the time horizon in T rebuildi is not the same is the one that enters Di
t. This

means that we should ideally also take into that the lifetime of the coal plant could be extended, i.e. the

value of rebuilding should not be compared to Di
t, but rather:

Di,coal
t = max


T rebuildi∑
j=0

(
Rt+jπ

i,rebuild,coal
t+j

)
− qit(1+ rt)I

coal
t , Di

t

 .

Under the assumption that the relative profitability of the biomass plant increases over time, the following

decision rule captures the optimal timing as well:

Rebuild at some t+ j if : Di,rebuild
t −Di,coal

t − qit (1+ rt) I
bio
t ≥ 0

and at time t+ j when: (πi,rebuildt+j − πit+j) ≥ 0

103When prices of coal and biomass are forecasted by IEA, the relative price of coal and biomass inputs are almost constant
over time. With an increasing tax on emissions, we expect biomass’ profitability to increase relative to coal. This outlook
can, however, change with regulation of the sector, in particular if there is put further restrictions on what is considered
sustainable use of biomass.
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This decision rule states that the plant should be rebuild if the current profits are larger for a biomass

plant, and the payoff from rebuilding the plant to a biomass plant exceeds investment costs as well as

the alternative cost of the investment. This decision rule is still relatively complex, compared to how

investment decisions are made in standard CGE models. Thus, we might need to simplify the decision

rule even further in future work.104

In the scrapping decision, the decision rule can be caught relatively straightforward in the law of

motion for the plant. In the case of rebuilding a coal-fired power plant into a biomass-fired one, this

is not as straightforward. The problem is that we need to circumvent the irreversible discrete-choice

of rebuild if, in a way that involves only smooth and differentiable functions. In other words, once the

decision has been made to rebuild the plant, the decision rule is no longer valid. This entails that if

the inequality in the decision rule reverse at a later time, the plant should not be rebuild back into a

coal-fired plant. One way of ensuring this is to model all coal-fired power plants, which are eligible for

being rebuild as biomass-fired plants, with both a coal capacity qi,coalt and a biomass capacity variable

qi,biot .105 We let qit be the exogenous installed capacity in coal in the baseline year of the model. The

decision to irreversibly invest could then be made on the basis of the mapping:

qi,biot+j = qitΦ

Di,rebuild
t+j −Di,coal

t+j +
[
qi,biot+j−1 − qi,coalt+j−1

]
(1+ rt+j)I

bio
t+j

σ


qi,coalt+j = qit − qi,biot+j ,

for j > 0. Note that for j = 1 we nest the decision rule outlined above for σ → 0. If the plant is rebuild

entirely then qi,biot+j is approximately qit and q
i,coal
t+j is near zero. Due to the endogenous weighting in the

subsequent period, the investment cost Ibiot+j now represents a cost of switching back from biomass to

coal. In this way the investment decision becomes de facto irreversible, at least for σ appropriately close

to zero.

12.2 Investment and construction of new plants

12.2.1 Construction of new plants with known lifetimes

On the basis of technology catalogues a number of technology-specific discounted profit functions are

computed as in (56). Investments are assumed to be a continuous variable that produces new capacity

(q) according to some capital production function. The production of new capacity is currently made

with a one-period lag, as is the convention in homogeneous capital formation models.106 Investments

undertaken at time t−1 thus results in a plant of size qτt at time t, where τ refers to the specific technology.
104Some of the possible simplifications we have considered are: (1) Drop the second constraint on (πi,rebuildt − πit). The

first inequality automatically includes this if the development in relative profitability is somewhat stable over time. (2)
Approximate the sum in the first inequality imposing πit+j ≈ πit for both the rebuild and not rebuild plant. With exponential
discounting this gives a very simple decision rule.

105In the technology catalogue published by the Danish Energy Agency this includes coal-fired extraction and back-
pressure plants. While the number of these coal-fired plants is relatively small, they still supply a relatively large share of
the supply.

106It could be advantageous to implement a time to build lag in the model, resulting in longer time horizons than one
before the capacity is realized. We leave this for future work as well.
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This investment generates short run profits just as existing plants given by:

D(qτt ) = qτ

Tτ∑
j=0

Rt+jπ
τ
t+j

(
pτt+j

)
(57)

πτt+j = Eτt+j
(
pτt+j − cτt+j

)
− FCτt+j

where Rt+j is the accumulated discount factor. This consists of the product of year-specific factors, i.e.

we can decompose it into year-specific discount factors βt:

Rt+j ≡
j∏
i=0

βt+i.

Note that from the perspective of the investor, the discounted sum of short run profits is linear in the

size qτt . Furthermore, note that the average/marginal short run benefits D/q can be written recursively

as:

(
D

qτ

)
t

= πτt + βt+1

(
D

qτ

)
t+1

− βt+Tτ+1π
τ
t+Tτ+1. (58)

With this in mind, investment costs must be formulated such that new capacity is build in a reasonable

pace. Furthermore, investment costs are modelled such that unprofitable technologies can endogenously

be shut down in the model.107 To allow for shutting down investments entirely, we add a fixed cost

component to an otherwise standard quadratic installation cost function:

Ct(q
τ
t ) = pI,Et

(
cτfIqτt >0 + cτ1q

τ
t +

cτ2
2

(qτt )
2

)
, Iqτt >0 =

 0, qτt ≤ 0

1, qτt > 0
, (59)

The coefficients cτf , cτ1 , cτ2 are technical parameters, whereas pI,Et is an investment cost price in the energy

sector. Maximizing (57) minus investment costs in (59) leads to the optimal investment behavior:

(qτt )
∗ =


0, for D(qτt )

qτt
< ϑτ

1

cτ2

((
D(qτt )

qτt

)
/pI,Et − cτ1

)
, for D(qτt )

qτt
> ϑτ

, ϑτ ≡ pI,Et
(√

2cτf c
τ
2 + cτ1

)
. (60)

The solution describes how the size of the plant must be of a particular size before breaking even, which

is due to the fixed investment cost cτf . Note that this investment rule involves a linear function with

slope 0, until it reaches the discontinuity around ϑτt , after which the slope changes from zero to 1/cτ2 . To

model this in a flexible and smooth manner, we use two approximation functions. First, we split up the

investment function into the smoothed jump part, as well as a piece-wise linear part:

(qτt )
∗ ≈

√
2cτf/cτ2 ∗Φ

(
(D/qτ )t − ϑτt

σ

)
+ f

(
D

qτt

)
,

107As is the general case of the model, the decision will not be a discrete one; rather we model a non-linearity that makes
unprofitable technologies shut x% down, where the modeller can let x tend to 100% at the cost of an increased solution
time.
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where f(·) is a piece-wise linear function on the form

f

(
D

qτt

)
=


0, D

qτt
≤ ϑτt

1

cτ2

(
D

qτt
− ϑτt

)
, D

qτt
> ϑτt

The piece-wise linear part is then approximated as:

g

(
D

qτt

)
= −

ϑτt
2cτ2

+
1

2cτ2

[
D

qτt
+

√(
D

qτt
− ϑτt

)2
+ ε2

]
.

Appendix J provides some information on how kinks in piece-wise linear functions can be smoothed.

The approximation error from the smoothed kink function is largest around the kink, with an error of

ε/(2cτ2). Consequently, the error tends to zero for ε → 0.108 The approximate investment rule is thus

defined by:109

(qτt )
∗ ≈

√
2cτf/cτ2 ∗Φ

(
(D/qτ )t − ϑτt

σ

)
−
ϑτt
2cτ2

+
1

2cτ2

[
D

qτt
+

√(
D

qτt
− ϑτt

)2
+ ε2

]
. (61)

We highlight three advantages of this investment rule: First, it is based directly on discounted sum of

profits computed in the BU module. In this way it deals with the concerns voiced by Joskow (2011) and

others with only using levelized cost of energy (LCoE) as a metric to compare profitability of different

technologies. Second, by appropriately adjusting parameters, the researcher can obtain the standard

quadratic installation cost function (cf = 0) to increase computational speed, or smoothly approach the

fixed cost discrete choice case that allows for corner solutions (σ, ε → 0). Third and final, the technical

parameters (cf , c1, c2) can be used to influence investment behavior to conform to ’expert’ information

(see section 12.2.3).

12.2.2 Construction of new plants with constant depreciation rates

The presentation of investment in new plants implies the same structure of depreciation as that of existing

plants: The capacity of a plant i stays constant for T τ periods and then drops to zero. In other words,

108The modeller should be aware that, compared to the normal-smoothing of jumps, the kink-smoothing function applied
here, has far heavier ’tails’. Thus, even for relatively large values of σ in the normal smoothing function, the approximation
error goes relatively fast to zero, when we move away from the threshold around which the jump occurs. This is not the
case for the kink-smoothing variable ε. Therefore, ε should be kept appropriately low throughout the analysis.

109An alternative version is the multiplicative one where

g

(
D

Qτ

)
t

= −
c1

2c2
+

1

2c2

[(
D

qτ

)
t

+

√((
D

qτ

)
t

− cτ1

)2
+ ε2

]
.

and

(qτt )
∗ ≈ Φ

(
(D/qτ )t − ϑτt

σ

)
g

(
D

qτ

)
t

.

In this version the kinked function starts increasing from zero approximately around cτ1 . The level is however generally
dampened by the smoothed jump-function as well.
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we have the very simple structure:

qit+1 =

 qit, t− t0 ≤ T τ

0, t− t0 > T τ
,

where t0 is the time of construction. In CGE models the convention is that capital, in general, is assumed

to depreciate with a constant factor δ each year. This may be preferred due to its simplicity. As in the

previous section, the fundamental value of a firm investing in technology τ is still given by the discounted

sum of dividends. Here, dividends consist of short run profits minus the investment- and installation

costs. For a firm investing in new capacity in technology τ each year, the relevant Lagrangian function

is straightforwardly given by:

Lt =
∑
s=t

Rs

[
Qτsπ

τ
s (p

τ
s ) −Cτs (q

τ
s ) + λτs

(
qτs + (1− δτ )Qτs−1 −Qτs

) ]
, (62)

where Qτt denotes the total capacity of technology τ at time t and λτs is the shadow value of capacity.

Note that because we per definition start with zero new plants, we have Qτt0 = 0 in the baseline year

t0. The short run profits πτs (pτs ) are still determined in the BU module and given as in equation (57).

With the constant depreciation rate, however, the recursive formulation of average discounted dividends

become much simpler:

(
D

qτ

)
t

=

∞∑
j=0

Rt+j(1− δτ )jπτt+j(p
τ
t+j)

= πτt (p
τ
t ) + βt+1(1− δτ )

(
D

qτ

)
t+1

.

The optimal investment scheme then follows the same rule as in equation (60) and can therefire be

smoothed in the same way as in equation (61).110

12.2.3 Using expert information and imposing bottom-up restrictions

The cost parameters of the investment function in (61) should be identified using technical/expert infor-

mation. Here we briefly outline how to apply information, e.g. from a technology catalogue as the one

available from the Danish Energy Agency (2016), to identify the parameters. Note that the investment

function is constructed, such that it is linear once the average dividends exceeds the threshold ϑτt . The

slope of this linear part is determined by cτ2 . Thus, this parameter informs us on the rate a profitable tech-

nology penetrates the market. This type of installation cost parameters are currently used in standard

CGE models.111

Secondly, the investment function has the feature that capacity is approximately zero as long as

the average dividend is lower than the the threshold ϑτt . Let q denote the investment size around this

110The discounted sum of profits corresponds to the shadow value of capacity in (62). We arrive at the exact same
investment rules by maximizing (62) with respect to qs and Qs and recalling that the cost function Cτs (qτs ) is not continuous
in q around 0. The investment rule in (60) is derived by comparing Lt(qs = 0) −Lt(q∗s ) with q∗s , denoting the optimal choice
of qs conditional on qs > 0.

111An example of this is the new MAKRO model for the Danish economy (The MAKRO modelling Group, 2018).
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threshold, for which investments start to increase:

qτ
t
=
√
cτf/(2cτ2) + ε/(2cτ2).

Given cτ2 the fixed cost level, cτf , can be calibrated to reflect this level. Most of the technologies described

in the technology catalogue includes a typical capacity, referencing a minimum level. Furthermore, the

technology catalogue includes estimates of the investment costs per capacity of the different technologies.

Let C̄τt be the investment costs reported for an investment of size qτ in the given technology. The

parameter cτ1 can then be determined by

C̄τt =

(
cτf + cτ1q

τ
t
+
cτ2
2

(
qτ
t

)2)
.

With this calibration, a technology type τ would then shut down whenever the discounted sum of divi-

dends from the BU module does not cover the investment costs as reported in the technology catalogue.

Finally, the framework presented here allows for a straightforward implementation of bottom-up

capacity restrictions. In energy system models it is standard to impose an overall potential restriction on

some technologies. The reason for this is that for most energy technologies, some essential input factor can

be considered scarce. As an example, consider the hydro power plants of Norway and Sweden. The plants

are in many ways hugely profitable; they provide renewable energy relatively cheap and often with storage

options, thus not subject to intermittency. However, the scarce resource of suitable locations for such

plants in Denmark implies that there should not be significant investments in increasing the share of hydro

power. As the resource of suitable geographical location for a given technology is not straightforward to

include, we can instead use more ad-hoc approaches to impose the relevant constraints.

13 Links between the bottom-up and top-down model

With the investment specification in place, all the relevant components of the BU module are described.

As the BU model is yet to be integrated into a CGE model, we do not include a description of an economic

CGE model here. Instead, this section briefly details how the BU and TD models can be coupled in a

straightforward fashion.

Figure 13.1 illustrates the basic linking of the BU and TD model, when abstracting from the additional

links formed in the dynamic version outlined in section 12. For the BU model to run it needs the input

of fuels, labor, and other materials from the rest of the economy. Furthermore, the BU module takes

yearly demand of electricity and heating services as given. Finally, fuel prices, wages, interest rates,

and tax rates are taken as given in the BU module. All of these are, however, are endogenous in the

CGE model.112 With the BU model presented in this thesis, including the description of the dynamic

investment behavior in section 12, the interactions between the BU and TD models can roughly be

112Tax rates can of course also be exogenous to the TD model.
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Figure 13.1: Illustration of linking between BU and top down model

BU-module
Top down

CGE model

Yearly rates: Fuel prices, wages, interest rates, 
tax- and subsidy rates.

Supply: Fuels, labour, other materials.

Demand:

Yearly level of electricity and 
heating services.

Demand:

Yearly rates: Yearly electricity price, price on 
heating services.

Fuels, labour, other materials.

Supply: Yearly level of electricity and 
heating services.

summed up by two effects: (1) Endogenizing the cost of energy production and (2) feedback effects from

energy demand. We comment of these two effects below.

The cost components in the BU module are endogenized: In the BU model the short run

costs (ci) consist of fuel costs, taxation, and other costs (e.g. labour cost). In section 12 we further

added a cost component (FCt) that contains yearly costs of operation and maintenance. Finally, the

BU sector incurs costs when it invests in new plants (function C(q) in (59)). When coupling this to an

economic CGE model, all of these components become endogenous; the yearly maintenance costs of a

plant consists of purchases of materials from other sectors as well as wages to households supplying labor.

When investments are undertaken to produce new capacity, this capital is purchased from other various

sectors such that the investment price on capacity (pI,Et ) becomes endogenous.

Feedback/general equilibrium effects from demand: The BU model deals with intra-year

variation of demand for electricity and heating services. However, the yearly level of demand should be

derived from profit-maximizing firms in other sectors and utility-maximizing households. Some of the

straightforward general equilibrium effects, for instance from the introduction of more wind power in the

system, is that lower average electricity prices drives up the yearly demand. If the CGE model contains

sufficient information on other key sectors such as waste management and transportation, one could

imagine other hugely important general equilibrium effects. In the case of transportation, electrification

would not only imply an increase in the yearly demand for electricity, but also increase the value of

so-called power-to-X technologies that produce renewable fuels using electricity. If these technologies in

turn become profitable, the value of e.g. intermittent wind power will likely increase, as the peak hours

of wind production can then be used to produce renewable fuels that can be stored (Energinet, 2019).
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14 Unresolved issues: The aggregation methods

One of the major challenges of constructing the BU model is to reduce the dimensionality sufficiently

to enable the integration with a CGE model. However, the reduction of dimensionality is still an un-

resolved issue at this point. First, in section 9 the dimension of time (8760 hours) is aggregated into

K representative states. The application of the K-means algorithm is based on the property that the

K-means approach efficiently clusters cyclical variation into aggregated representative states. The im-

mediate downside of this approach is, however, that the clustering is not chronological. This poses a

problem when it comes to characterizing the behavior of plants with storage capacity, which maximizes

profits inter-temporally. As discussed in section 9.3.4, the state-transition-contingent aggregation scheme

does not sufficiently capture the variation in the state variable (storage level). In the following, a number

of potential fixes to the aggregation of time is discussed. Finally, we briefly discuss the potential for

aggregating plants into representative types.113

14.1 Alternative methods of aggregating time

Adjusting the storage plants’ behavior

One approach for capturing the development in the storage level is to add the variation in the state

variable directly to the plants’ solution. Recall that in the version outlined in section 9, the law of motion

for the state variable is given by (repeated here for convenience)

Ski|kj = Ski−1 + f
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
.

The initial level of stored energy, available when entering the state, is defined by the weighted average:

Ski−1 = P−1,(0,ki)S0 + P−1,(k1,ki)Sk1|ki + ... + P−1,(kk,ki)Skk|ki ,

where P−1,(kj ,ki) denotes the probability of transitioning to state ki from state kj . The transition-

contingent aggregation derived the optimal choice of production (Eki|kj ) in state ki contingent on knowing

the subsequent state would be kj . In the way this is currently modelled, the variables Yki and Eki|kj are

scaled as hourly variables. In other words, if 20 hours are aggregated in state ki, the choice of production

Eki|kj is bounded by the hourly production capacity (and not 20 times that). This effectively means

that difference between the initial level of stored energy (Ski−1) and the end-of-period stored energy

(Ski|kj ), are also scaled as hourly changes. Given that the main issue with the aggregation method is

the insufficient variation in the state variable (S), this hourly scaling of variables in the law of motion is

a potential source to the problem.

Before we simply scale up the law of motion by the number of hours in each state (nki), we note that

this problem seems less likely if states are aggregated to represent seasonal storage behavior. To see this,

113In a dynamic CGE model with an elaborate description of e.g. the transportation, waste management, and agricultural
sector, the BU model of the energy system presented here needs to be scaled down further in order for the integrated model
to be solved on a standard laptop.
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note that by using the definition of Ski|ki in the weighted average, defining Ski−1, we can write:114

Ski−1 =
1

1− P−1,(ki|ki)

P−1,(ki|ki)f
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
+
∑
j 6=i

P−1,(kj |ki)Skj |ki

 (63)

Consider for example the case where state ki represents pure seasonal variation, e.g. all hours in

winter. In this case there are two states that transitions into winter: The state containing the last hour

of fall (1/2190 hours) and winter (2189/2190 hours). In this case the probability P−1,(ki|ki) is near one,

in which case the hourly scaled variables (Yki ,Eki|kj ) are scaled up appropriately i.e. by the factor:

P−1,(ki|ki)
1− P−1,(ki,ki)

=
2189/2190

1− 2189/2190
= 2189.

This suggests that the problem of insufficient variation of the state variable in the aggregated version of

the model might be related to how often the state repeats itself, i.e. the value of the scale factor

P−1,(ki|ki)
1− P−1,(ki,ki)

.

Appendix K shows that in general the state variable can be written on the form

Ski−1 =
∑
j

αj,kif
(
Ykj −Ekj |ki

)
+
∑
j 6=i

αj,kiSkj−1, where αj,ki ≡
P−1,(kj |ki)

1− P−1,(ki|ki)
, (64)

and where
∑
j 6=i αj,ki = 1. This shows that the state variable Ski−1 is a linear combination of other

states (Skj−1) with weights summing to 1, but with weights on the storage decisions (Ykj −Ekj |ki) with a

sum that depends on the scale factor αi,ki . In appendix K we further show that our aggregation method

always dampens the variation in the state variable (the empirical problem we are facing), except for the

purely seasonal variation case. Appendix K finally shows that fixing this problem is straightforward, by

including exogenous weights (χi) in the law of motions:

Ski|kj = Ski−1 + χif
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
, χi ≡

nki
1+ αi,ki

. (65)

where nki is the number of hours in state ki.115

Alternatives to the K-means clustering:

Another alternative is to find a way that aggregates time in a way that ensures chronology. First, there

is the possibility of using a constrained clustering that restricts the ordering of hours to be chronological.

A popular method for chronological aggregation is conditional inference trees (cTree). Typically, this

method is only applicable for univariate models (i.e. models with only one outcome variable) but Hothorn

et al. (2006) provides an interesting framework for using cTree with multiple outcome variables readily
114Note that Ski−1 does not enter the other Skj |ki

expressions that are defined by Skj |ki
= Skj−1 + Ykj

−Ekj |ki
.

115As an alternative, the weights χi could be simply be estimated to fit the variation in the state variable. This ad-hoc
approach could provide a significantly better bit, but at the expense that the estimated χi’s might not be invariant to
equilibrium outcomes.
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implemented in R - the software we are using for handling data already. As opposed to K-means the

cTree method is a supervised machine learning algorithm, as it is based on a regression model with

both outcome and predictive variables. Consequently, in order to apply the cTree method in the current

setting, additional work on setting up a correct regression model for predicting the intra-year variational

data is required.116 The chronological clustering is, however, likely to come with the computational cost

of having to add more states (k) in order to capture the cyclical intra-year variation, precisely because

the clustering is constrained. A second possibility is to let the clustering be less data-driven; for instance

by restricting the K-means clustering to hourly categories created by the researcher. One such example

could take its basis on the aggregation procedure used in TIMES-DK (Balyk et al., 2019). TIMES-DK

consists of 32 clusters within a year.117. This is illustrated in fig. 14.1. At the top level hours are divided

into seasons. At the second level hours are divided into non-work day and work-day. Thus chronology is

broken at this level. At the third and final level, hours are divided into four representative states: (A)

’high wind production - low power demand’, (B) ’high power demand - low wind production’, (C) ’no

photovoltaics’, and (D) ’rest’. The final clustering also breaks with chronology. We note that a similar

procedure can be implemented in the BU module, but where the K-means algorithm is allowed to decide

the final four clusters.

Figure 14.1: Time aggregation in TIMES-DK.

Note: Initially, hours are divided into seasons. In the second level, hours
are divided into non-work and work-day. At the third level, hours are
aggregated into four representative states: (A) ’high wind production -
low power demand’, (B) ’high power demand - low wind production’, (C)
’no photovoltaics’, and (D) ’rest’.
Source: Balyk et al. (2019, p. 16)

Selection of exogenous intra-year variational data:

The final four clusters in TIMES-DK is only based on domestic data. In this paper we have stressed

the importance of modelling trade realistically. In section 3.2 we showed that the importance of import

and export of electricity had grown in recent decades, and section 11 carried out simulation experiments

showing the large effects from domestic policies on trade in electricity. In our attempt to aggregate

time into k states we therefor use data on both domestic and foreign exogenous hourly variation, as only

focusing on domestic intra-year variation might create unrealistic trade patterns. Applying only domestic

116For inspiration we refer to appendix G.2 for how such a model could be set up using either harmonic or dummy
regressors.

117Balyk et al. (2019) uses the term ’time-slices’.
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data as in TIMES-DK or a sub-selection of foreign data should therefore be examined with caution. In

the current version, however, the K-means algorithm weighs the exogenous variation from all countries

equally. There is an argument to be made that at least these weights should be adjusted to reflect that

domestic variation is more important for maintaining the degree of intermittency in aggregated models.

Alternatives to the state-transition-contingent aggregation:

An alternative to using both the K-means algorithm and the state-transition-contingent aggregation is

to let the time aggregation follow TIMES-DK completely. Even though chronology is broken at two

levels in the TIMES-DK clustering, Balyk et al. (2019) assume that plant managers optimize intra-year

as if states were chronologically ordered. We note that such an assumption can also be implemented

in the current BU module. However, because time is assumed chronological (even though it is not) the

connection between clusters and hours are disconnected. In other words, it is not possible to compare the

aggregate model to a model with all 8760 hours because it does account for non-chronological ordering.

Even so, implementing this assumption could be explored.

14.2 Explaining price drops with outlier states

The previous section focused on how to aggregate the model in order to realistically capture behavior of

plants with storage capacity. However, as mentioned in section 11.2, another unresolved issue with the

aggregation method is that the model does not sufficiently capture the relevant price drops throughout the

year. The average price of electricity received by Danish intermittent plants is roughly 10-25 DKK/MWh

higher than the observed level for k between 25-168. However, this average producer price for intermittent

plants is decreasing in the number of hourly states (k), suggesting that the problem of price drops is

coupled to the chosen aggregation procedure outlined in section 9: The K-means aggregation simply

averages out too much of the relevant outlier hours of demand and intermittent energy production.

The suggestion in the previous section 14.1 to put more weight on Danish data on hourly variation,

might be one potential solution to this problem. If this is not sufficient, however, one alternative could

be to explicitly model outlier states. Prior to applying the K-means algorithm, we could manually pick

the x% of hours, where domestic residual demand is lowest and collect them in one state, and similarly

for the x% with highest domestic residual demand. At the moment when computing yearly variables

(e.g. yearly average producer price for intermittent technologies), each k is weighted by the number of

hours collected in the relevant state by the K-means algorithm. By including a parameter that adjusts

the weight on outlier states, the average yearly price of electricity received by intermittent plants could

be added to the list of moments in table 9 that the model is calibrated to. This would guarantee that the

model in the baseline scenario replicates the observed downlift in producer prices as discussed in section

11.
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14.3 Aggregation of domestic plants

While the discussion above relates to the aggregation of time, the model may also benefit from an

aggregation of plants. A model where all individual plants are explicitly represented allows a huge level

of detail. For instance, the BU model can describe relatively old plants’ decision on whether to scrap

its existing capacity, or update it to reflect new technology standards as explored briefly in section 12.

However, there are significant computational gains from aggregating plants into representative types. In

the static framework presented in this thesis, the BU model for 2017 is comprised of roughly 55.000

equations and variables. A dynamic version from 2017-2040 would increase the size of the BU model to

around 1.265 million equations. While this is still feasible to solve, the computational costs start to get

significant here; so significant that when coupled to a large CGE model it would not be realistic to solve

on a standard laptop.

The aggregation of plants should be relatively straightforward: For plants that are of a similar type and

use the same fuel mix, the capacity variables should be summed and the technical coefficients averaged.

15 Future extensions to the BU model

15.1 The carbon leakage rate in the transformation sector

One of the features of the BU model outlined in this thesis is the detailed description of trade with

electricity. In particular, the model includes information on the composition of neighboring plants and

the fuel mix they apply in production of electricity. Thus, the structure of the model is well suited to

investigate the carbon leakage rate from Danish environmental policies aimed at reducing CO2 emissions

in the transformation sector. Consider for instance a subsidy scheme that increases the investment in

Danish wind capacity by x%. As explained in the simulation experiment of the increased intermittency

scenario in section 11.3, this would significantly lower both domestic and potentially affects foreign

electricity prices as well. Furthermore, the net export of electricity would increase significantly, implying

that a part of foreign production is no longer competitive. With the framework developed here, we can

track which foreign plants are no longer competitive in what hours. In this way the model can simulate

the marginal effect on GHG emissions from a domestic environmental policy, including the effect it has

on neighboring countries. In this way, simulating the carbon leakage rate can provide an estimate of the

marginal and not only the average carbon leakage rate.

In order to use the model for this purpose, however, two extensions are needed. First of all, while the

information on foreign plants are a part of the technical data gathered by the Danish Energy Agency,

the model is not calibrated to reflect the actual GHG emissions or fuel consumption in foreign countries’

transformation sectors. Secondly, as the transformation sector is included in the EU ETS for CO2 quotas,

any convincing estimation of the carbon leakage rate needs to include a model for the market for CO2
quotas.
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15.2 Adding an intra-day market to the electricity market

One of the issues with the current version of the model is that it is not able to sufficiently capture the

observed price peaks and drops. Section 14 outlines suggestions for how to alter the K-means aggregation

method in order to replicate the relevant price drops. Albeit we have not tested this yet, we do not suspect

the K-means aggregation approach to be the only reason for the lack of sufficient price peaks in the model.

Instead, we also attribute this problem to the fact that the model currently does not include uncertainty:

Productivity and demand fluctuate exogenously throughout the year but the TSO firm, balancing demand

and supply, is always certain about exactly how much supply must be secured in order to satisfy residual

demand.118

By not including uncertainty and a reserve market, the model does not take into account that short

run adjustments of production are typically constrained in some way; different types of plants are char-

acterized by having a ramp-up time as well as ramp-up costs. On Nord Pool, the intra-day market

supplements the day-ahead market with trade of electricity down to one hour before delivery. With only

an hour to ramp up production, some dispatchable plants simply cannot react due to its ramp-up time,

while others have significantly ramp-up costs associated with the adjustment.119

To model such a reserve market requires a number of extensions. First, the size of the reserve market

needs to be modelled. The size and hourly variation of the market today can roughly be observed by

data from Nord Pool. However, the importance of the intraday market is expected to increase with the

use of intermittent energy and conversely, it is expected to decrease with the implementation of storage

technologies. Second, the various plant types included in the model should be categorized according to

their regulating abilities; that is, if the start-up time technically prohibits them from participating in the

intra-day market. Third, we need to formalize the supply decision from plants that have the necessary

regulating abilities to participate in the intra-day market. This poses a challenge, however, as plants with

ramp-up costs essentially have a fixed cost of adjusting their supply compared to the previous period.

The challenge is that a fixed cost component creates a kink in the value function of the given plant.

Furthermore, the position of the kink depends on the solution in the previous hourly equilibrium.120

While this problem is similar to the ones dealt with throughout this thesis, we have not yet developed

an appropriate solution to include it in the BU model.

118The residual demand/the residual load is defined as demand after supply from intermittent plants.
119The technology catalogue published by the Danish Energy Agency, describes that an extraction plant using a gas

turbine of the type combined cycle, has a warm start-up time of 1 hour, and a cold start-up time of 2.5 hours (Danish
Energy Agency (2016), page 79).

120The plant can choose to adjust its production compared to the previous hour and incur the adjustment cost, or keep
production at Eh = Eh−1 and not pay the adjustment costs. The value of not adjusting however obviously depends on
Eh−1; i.e. the position of the kink in the value function depends on previous equilibria. See Iskhakov et al. (2017) for an
introduction to these kinds of problems.
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Part V

Conclusion

16 Conclusion

This thesis developed a detailed BU model of the electricity and district heating sector (the transfor-

mation sector) that can be directly integrated in standard CGE models. The formulation allows for a

rich description of competing technologies and accounts for intermittent energy production in a general

equilibrium framework. The model was calibrated to data on the Danish transformation sector for 2017,

where several simulation experiments were undertaken to illustrate the usefulness and assess the validity

of our approach.

Firstly, the BU framework for the energy sector was developed. The formulation of the BU model is

in particular focused on five aspects that are expected to be key elements in coming decades. First, the

BU model accounted for the interaction between electricity and heat markets, by including CHP plants

as well as electricity-to-heat technologies as heat pumps. Second, the model accounts for intermittency

of electricity and heat production by modelling equilibria on the hourly basis. Third, the model further

included storage technologies that are expected to mitigate the cost of intermittency by storing energy

in low value (price) states and dispatching it in high value (price) states. The thesis presented a novel

general modelling approach for a large range of energy storage technologies, including hydro power plants,

electricity batteries, solar heat etc., in a single mathematical format. The approach allows for multiple oc-

casionally binding constraints and is fully compatible with CGE models that are solved numerically using

gradient-based algorithms. The specification was evaluated through a structural estimation of Swedish

hydro power plants. Fourth, an intuitive and analytically convenient way of modelling an increase in the

flexibility of hourly energy demand was presented. The approach allowed for an evaluation of the effects of

introducing new technologies such as smart meters and load-switching devices. The demand specification

further formed integration links between the BU model and a CGE model. These integration links ensure

consistency between the two models in terms of yearly levels of demand, supply and prices. Fifth and

final, to realistically capture the effects of increased network capacity in electricity trade, we developed a

novel trade mechanism that emulates the trade algorithm used on the Nordic electricity exchange Nord

Pool spot market. The approach computes endogenous electricity prices for each country included in the

model. In a small-scale toy model, we showed that the trade mechanism was computationally efficient and

easily captured highly non-linear effects from changes in relative prices between neighboring countries.

We presented a solution method for the BU model that allows for the integration into a CGE model

that is formulated in the standard non-linear programming format. It was shown that the solution method

nests the linear programming format conventionally applied in BU models. It was further argued that

the solution method is ideal for coupling the BU model to a large-scale CGE model and ensures global

convergence under very mild conditions.
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Next, the BU model was aggregated from including 8760 hourly equilibria within a year to k repre-

sentative states. The aggregation followed three steps. Firstly, given the number of states k, a K-means

algorithm was applied to detect which hours of the year were most similar in terms of intermittent plants’

capacity and level of demand for energy goods. Secondly, the aggregated model was calibrated to replicate

statistics for the Danish transformation sector in 2017. Third and finally, a number of simulation experi-

ments were carried out. The preferred number of representative states (k) was determined by lowering k

as long as the simulation experiments implied similar results as the most disaggregated model. As part

of the aggregation step, we developed a state-transition-contingent aggregation scheme for energy storage

technologies to take into account that the k representative states were non-chronological ordered. We

showed that the aggregation scheme captured intra-year variation in production well; however, it did not

sufficiently capture development in the stock of stored energy. Several potential solutions to this problem

were proposed for future work.

The usefulness of the model was also illustrated in the simulation experiments. In the baseline scenario

the model replicated a downlift in the producer price for technologies based on intermittent renewable

sources. In the energy economic literature this downlift is generally viewed as essential to assess the

cost of intermittency. The model further closely predicted the observed CO2 emissions in the base

year without being calibrated to this target. We then simulated the effects of increasing the share of

domestic production of electricity from intermittent renewables from 50% to 75%. Domestic electricity

prices dropped by 22.5%, and producer prices for intermittent technologies decreased even further (34%).

Thus, the value of intermittent electricity fell significantly in this scenario, without investments in any

tools to mitigate these effects. The increased production of renewable electricity increased net export

dramatically (approximately 10 TWh). We concluded that installing new capacity of intermittent energy

production has a large impact on not only domestic emissions, but potentially also on emissions from

neighboring countries’ production of electricity.

Next, three simulation experiments were carried out to illustrate how demand flexibility, energy

storage, and trade can mitigate the effects of intermittent energy production. With higher demand

flexibility, we found that consumers allocate consumption from hours with high prices towards low prices,

thus effectively lowering the yearly average energy price. The producer price for intermittent technologies

increased, thereby reducing the downlift. When increasing the capacity for energy storage we found similar

effects as for increased demand flexibility; a conclusion also reached by Ambec and Crampes (2017).

Finally, we increased the network capacity for trade in electricity, by including the planned COBRA

transmission cable between Denmark and the Netherlands. The prices between the two areas were

partially equalized as expected, which led to an increase in net exports by 25%. In this static framework

the CO2 emissions from Danish plants increased significantly, due to the larger export to the Netherlands.

However, as the producer price for intermittent technologies rose by more than average prices, it suggested

that in a dynamic model, it would entail increased investments into more renewables. With the simulation

experiments outlined here the most effective tool in mitigating the effects of intermittency was the added

trade capacity. However, we note that the results should be interpreted with caution, as the model does

not include endogenous investments and time dynamics.
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Finally, while the BU model developed in this thesis is static, it was stressed that important features

of the green transition are time dynamics and the coupling to a general equilibrium. Although not

yet implemented, the thesis presented a framework for modelling endogenous investments in energy

technologies and calibrating it in a general equilibrium framework. Thus a path for the future work of

integrating the BU model in a CGE model was outlined.
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Appendices

A Relevant Sets and data for bottom up module

A.1 A comprehensive list of set and set-values in bottom up module

Table 11: Set of basic fuel types FB in plants’ marginal cost computation

Basic fuel types FB :
Coal
Lignite (not used in DK)
Fuel oil
Gas oil
Natural Gas
Peat (not used in DK)
Straw
Wood pellets
Wood chips
Wood waste
Waste
Bio gas
Bio oil
SNG (not used in DK)
Uranium (not used in DK)

The set full fuel types is defined as a linear combination of the basic fuel type set FB . The full set

includes 97 elements with simple elements that maps 1-to-1 with a basic fuel type and other fuel-mixes

that combines several of the basic fuels.

Table 12: Set of multiple fuel-mix useM / number of fuel-mixes a plant can use.

Multiple fuel-mix M:
1 (vast majority is type 1)
2

At the moment the ’multiple fuel-mix’ set identifies whether plants are restricted to the use of one or more fuel-mix (at the
moment only 1 or 2 fuel-mixes appear in data). This is relevant as a number of Danish plants can either use a coal-type
fuel-mix or a biomass type of fuel-mix in its production. This adds a flexibility to the profitability of the given plant; if
CO2 prices increase, it may still be profitable using biomass inputs.

Table 13: Set of time/years, t in bottom up module

Years t ∈ N: {2014, ..., 2040}

There are no restrictions on our model in general in terms of what years we can work over. The set ’years’ that is restricted
to 2014− 2040 is the set of years our bottom up data covers from Energiproducenttællingen. For foreign plants we use data
from our baseline year to 2040 to exogenously model the change in supply from these plants. For Danish plants however
we only use the data to model current plants and calibrate our bottom up module. Future plants are commissioned as a
result of endogenous investment, c.f. section ??. When we run the model past the year 2040, the sector evolves more or
less according to a standard economic CGE model.
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Table 14: Set of electricity areas, GE in the model

Electricity area set GE :
Denmark West
Denmark East
Norway
Sweden
Finland
Germany, Austria, Luxembourg
Holland
Great Britain, Norther Ireland, Ireland
France, Belgium
Spain, Portugal
Schweiz
Italy
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia
Hungary
Russia (exogenous trade)
SLGR (exogenous trade)
ROHRRS (exogenous trade)
Greece (exogenous trade)
Slovenia (exogenous trade)
UKRBLR (exogenous trade)
Macedonia (exogenous trade)

The choice of geographic splits follow the convention in the RAMSES data set described in section 3. For the last seven
areas noted ’exogenous trade’ we do not have information on plants, but only on yearly import/export flows. If we wish to
include these plants in the model, we can at most hope for a rule-of-thumb trading function.

The set of subsidies S contains around 90 types (not all of them active though). A list of subsidies

can be produced on request, but is omitted even from the appendix. It covers various feed-in tariffs,

mainly covering production coming from types of wind, solar, hydro, biomass and biogas.

Full datatables for transmission lines:
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Table 15: Set of heating regions GH

Heating area set GH : Subset of gE :
Copenhagen DK-East
Kalundborg DK-East
Vordingborg DK-East
Rønne DK-East
Helsingør DK-East
Hillerød DK-East
Næstved DK-East
Slagelse DK-East
Nykøbing Falster DK-East
DTU DK-East
Odense DK-West
Aarhus DK-West
Aalborg DK-West
TVIS DK-West
Esbjerg DK-West
Herning DK-West
Thisted DK-West
Svendborg DK-West
Frederikshavn DK-West
Hjørring DK-West
Holstebro, Struer DK-West
Horsens DK-West
Silkeborg DK-West
Sønderborg DK-West
Viborg DK-West
Brønderslev DK-West
Grenå DK-West
NG_DK-West DK-West
BIO_DK-West DK-West
Other_DK-West DK-West
NG_DK-East DK-East
BIO_DK-East DK-East
Other_DK-East DK-East

The choice of geographic splits follow the convention in the RAMSES data set described in section 3. Due to data limitations
we do not have heating sectors outside of Denmark in the model.

Table 16: Technology Sets in bottom up module:

Technology set T :121

Condensation plant (electricity only) (standard)
Extraction plant (CHP) (non-standard)
Backpressure plant with bypass (CHP) (non-standard)
Backpressure plant (CHP) (non-standard)
Electric heater (heat only) (standard)
Intermittent electricity (standard)
Boiler heating plant (heat only) (standard)
Solar heating plant (heat only) (standard)
Heat storage (non-standard)
Exogenous production (industry surplus) (standard)
Electricity storage (non-standard)
Hydro with storage (non-standard)
Electricity deficit plant
Heating deficit plant

’Standard’ technology types are modeled using the same supply function approach, but differ in the way marginal costs of
production are calculated. ’Non-standard’ technologies are modeled differently in both marginal cost calculation as well as
supply function modeling.
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Table 17: Set of hourly variation patterns

Hourly variation set V
District Heating, demand (same for all heating areas)
Electricity demand, one for each GE (unique for each area)
Onshore Wind, DK1
Onshore Wind, DK2
Offshore wind, DK:
VestEksKyst
Horns Rev 1
Horns Rev 2
Anholt
VestLand, pre 2008
VestLand, 2008-2013
ØstEksKyst
Nysted
Rødsand
ØstLand, pre 2008
ØstLand, 2008-2013

Wind, foreign, 1 for each GE (unique for each area)
Photo Voltaics, 1 for each GE (unique, for each area)
Solar heating, DK1
Solar heating, DK2
Hydro inflow, SE/NO/FI (3 countries share the same)
Hydro inflow, DE (Germany)
Industrial Surplus production (same for all GE)

Table 18: Set of bid type for Danish plants

Bid types B: Explanation
Marginal Supply from plant depends on marginal costs of production rel-

ative to spot price on the market.
Prioritized Marginal revenue of supply of electricity is constant (given by

a subsidy rate). Only reacts to changes in spot price if it ap-
proaches the lower bound (cf. section 3.4).
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Table 19: Transmission line capacity data for 2018, MW capacity per hour.

DKW DKE NO SE FI DEATLU NL GBNIIE FRBE ES CH IT EELVLT CZSK HU RU SLGR ROHRRS GR SL UKRBLR MAC

DKW 1 590 1424 641 0 24493 700 1400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DKE 600 1 0 1324 0 1343 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NO 1467 0 1 3889 100 1400 700 4200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
SE 641 1524 4205 1 5900 1930 0 0 0 0 0 0 700 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FI 0 0 100 5100 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 0 0 3120 0 0 0 0 0 0
DEATLU 28461 1365 1400 1930 0 1 4479 0 11432 0 2421 2158 0 5316 516 0 0 0 0 680 0 0
NL 700 0 700 0 0 4539 1 1200 2432 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GBNIIE 1400 0 4200 0 0 0 1200 1 20400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRBE 0 0 0 0 0 6800 2263 20400 1 31800 3147 6505 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33295 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CH 0 0 0 0 0 6105 0 0 1895 0 1 15645 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT 0 0 0 0 0 1616 0 0 3126 0 9700 1 0 0 0 0 1020 0 0 0 0 0
EELVLT 0 0 0 700 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CZSK 0 0 0 600 0 10326 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 1 4653 0 0 0 0 0 150 0
HU 0 0 0 0 0 632 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2634 1 0 0 2800 0 0 0 0
RU 0 0 50 0 3120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SLGR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 920 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
ROHRRS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2550 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SL 0 0 0 0 0 930 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
UKRBLR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
MAC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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B Technical information on competing technologies

In modelling competing technologies, we distinguish between several types identified in the RAMSES

data. In the following we present selected relevant technologies and how the marginal costs of these are

derived. We start by presenting a standard plant. Other types are explained by how they differ from

this standard plant. Throughout we distinguish between element-wise multiplication/division "∗,/" and

matrix multiplication "×".

B.1 The standard electricity producing plant

The simplest fuel-driven electricity producing plant has a marginal cost structure like a condensing plant

(CD). As in the model section, we distinguish between plant-marginal costs ci and costs incurred through

taxation F i(t).

Marginal costs ci:

• Fuel costs excluding taxation:

We distinguish between 15 types of basic fuels (FB), which can be combined in various ways into 97

types of fuel mixes (FM). In the baseline scenario we are considering we have data from 2014-2040.

Furthermore, different CD plants may vary in efficiency (Eff) of transforming the energy content of

the fuel input into energy units of output. To calculate the marginal cost of producing 1 MWh in

terms of fuel use, we define the (N × T ) matrix cF with plant-specific marginal costs of fuel-use for

each t ∈ T years as:

cF︸︷︷︸
(N×T )

= FM︸︷︷︸
(N×97)

× FB︸︷︷︸
(97×15)

× FBP︸ ︷︷ ︸
(15×T )

/ Eff︸︷︷︸
(N×T )

.

Here FM contains fuel mix dummies for each plant, FB contains each fuel mix shares of the 15

types of basic fuels, FBP contains time-paths of prices for each basic fuel and Eff contains plant-

and time specific efficiency.122

• Other marginal costs of production:

In the data other marginal costs of production is aggregated into one variable: VOM. This includes

costs as "... consumption of auxiliary materials (water, lubricants, fuel additives), treatment and

disposal of residuals, spare parts and output related repair and maintenance".123 We interpret the

VOM variable as the result of a Leontief production function, such that it is given by a linear

122In a general equilibrium model with a small open economy the basic fuel prices are exogenous and thus this cF measure
can be seen as an exogenous feature. If the basic fuels produced in the model as well (and not traded freely in a large world
market), these prices should be endogenized in a general equilibrium framework.

123Excerpt from Danish Energy Agency’s technology catalogue from https://ens.dk/service/fremskrivninger-analyser-
modeller/teknologikataloger/teknologikatalog-produktion-af-el.
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combination of input prices:

V OMi ≡
∑
j∈M

ajpj ,

where M is the set of inputs used in production, aj is the input-output coefficient of input j and

pj the price on this input. In a general equilibrium framework the shares aj should be identified

from national accounts and accounting data and pj ’s should be endogenous. For now we take the

VOM as given.124

c = cF + V OM .

Marginal costs incurred through taxation F i(t):

• Emission taxes (ET ):

We track 3 types of emissions from plants: CO2 equivalents, NOx and SO2.125 CO2 equivalents are

calculated from CO2, CH4 andN2O emissions with conversion factors 1, 25 and 298 respectively.126

For CO2 and SO2 we further allow for use of end-of-pipe abatement equipment use. In particular

we let COA2 ,SOA2 be share of emissions abated. Furthermore, we have information on whether or

not the plant is part of the ETS, letting COCAP2 denote the share of emissions included.

ET =

([
1−COA2

]
∗COequi2 ∗

[
COCAP2 ×COETS2 +

(
1−COCAP2

)
×COTax2

]
+
[
1− SOA2

]
∗ SO2 × SOP2 +NOx ×NOPx

)
/Eff

As with cF these are matrices with plant or time specific information. COA2 , CO
EQUI
2 , COCAP2 ,

SOA2 , NOx are all matrices with plant-specific information, based on what type of fuel mix the plant

is using. COETS2 , COTAX2 , SOP2 and NOPx are matrices containing time-paths for tax levels. In

the Danish context we add that plants not subject to ETS is subject to another tax, CO2-afgiften.

This level of detail is not included for foreign plants.

• Non-fuel taxes and subsidies (TS):

We include 89 types of taxes/subsidies depending on geographic area, fuel-type, electricity / heat

production, etc..127 To allow for exogenous changes in these tax paths as follows:

TS = − SD︸︷︷︸
(N×89)

× S︸︷︷︸
(89×T )

,

124It is comforting to note that the VOM variable is only a significant cost component for plants that have very small (or
negative) marginal costs. Thus it seems that endogenizing the VOM variable would not lead to different conclusions when
it comes to the equilibrium prices on electricity or heating.

125For foreign plants we only have the CO2 emissions.
126We use guidelines from https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/pdfscache/1180.pdf
127Far from all types are relevant for the CD plants though.
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where SD is a dummy matrix indicating the individual plant’s access to the subsidy and S is a

matrix with time-paths for each subsidy (taxes enter negatively). From this we define marginal

costs from taxation:

F (t) = ET + TS.

B.2 Combined Heat and Power production (CHP) plants

We have 3 different type of CHP plants in the data. For all three types we define the marginal cost

without taxation ci as the marginal cost of producing one unit of electricity. A second step then defines

how much of this unit of electricity is ’used’ for production of heating services. In the model section we

explain this step by share functions dE(pE/pH) and dH(pE/pH). We start by explaining this step a bit

further for the three types.

B.2.1 Share functions for an extraction plant (EX)

In the bottom up literature, an approximate way of defining the joint production possibility set of an

extraction plant is as follows: (i) The plant can at most produce qi electricity at a unit cost of ci. (ii)

There is an approximate linear transformation rate of electricity-to-heating defined by Cv. (iii) There is

a minimum of electricity-to-heating co-production of Cb.

We replace the linear transformation assumption and the minimum co-production inequality with a nor-

malized constant elasticity of transformation. This gives us an interior solution that can come arbitrarily

close to the bottom up solution, when σ → −∞. The CHP plant now maximizes:

max
E,H

pEE + pHH − qici,

s.t. qi =
Cv +Cb
Cv

[(
E −

qiCb
Cv +Cb

)σ−1
σ

+C
σ−1
σ

v H
σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

, σ < 0.

The solution to this problem is given as in the main section with share functions given by:

dE

(
pE
pH

)
=

1

Cv +Cb

Cv +Cb

[
1+Cσ−1v

(
pE
pH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

[
1+Cσ−1v

(
pE
pH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

dH

(
pE
pH

)
=

1

Cv +Cb

Cσv

(
pE
pH

)σ
[
1+Cσ−1v

(
pE
pH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

In the limit when σ → −∞ these shares tend to (1, 0) or Cb/(Cv +Cb) and 1/(Cv +Cb) depending on

whether heat or power production is most profitable, i.e. whether CvpE/pH is larger or smaller than 1.

This corresponds to the bottom-up case.

On the technical data side we note the following (some of this may only be relevant if you actually
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look at the data):

• For some plants there might be an additional constraint on the co-production of electricity-to-heat,

besides the one defined by the Cb parameter. Specifically the dotted triangle in figure B.1 is not

attainable. To circumvent modelling another discontinuity, we re-define Cb as

Cb ≡
qE −CvqH

qH
,

where qE −CvqH is the electricity production in full back-pressure mode.

Figure B.1: Adjustment of electricity-to-heating ratio
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• Taxation of heating F iH(t) is not entirely straightforward, as it in principle depends on the share

of the inputs that goes to production of heating and what goes to electricity. To simplify matter

we simply assume that all plants use the V-formula for computing this share.128 This V-formula

states that the share can be approximated by measuring the output of heating divided by 1.2.

• The efficiency parameter in data defines the fuel-efficiency in condensation mode (CD). In other

words ∆Input = 1 ⇒ ∆ECD = Eff . Thus unit costs are constructed by increasing ∆Input =

1/Eff , as this increases output marginally (in condensation mode).

B.2.2 Share functions for a back pressure plant (BP)

Can only produce a fixed ratio of (E/H) only. Thus the shares dE , dH becomes constants given by

technical information. We finally add that the efficiency measure for this type of plants give electricity

outcome / energy input. As these plants usually co-produce a high level of heating, this efficiency measure
128For an example of calculation of fuel taxation, see here.
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is misleading in the calculation of marginal costs c. For the share of marginal costs not associated with

specific use (not that it matters as these shares are fixed here), 1 MWh input yields

∆E = Eff , ∆H = Eff/Cb.

Consequently, increasing inputs with 1/Eff yields ∆E = 1 and ∆H = 1/Cb. As with the extraction

plants, the share of input fuels purposed for heating is taxed. We assume they follow the V-formula here

as well.

B.2.3 Share functions for a back pressure plant with bypass (BB)

Can produce as a back pressure plant with a certain ratio of (E/H), or use bypass and transform E

linearly and 1-to-1 to H. Thus this is essentially a CHP plant, with a maximum co-production constraint

on electricity production / minimum co-production constraint on heating. The electricity-to-heating

production can thus be between 0 and Cb. With a rate of transformation between heat and electricity of

Cv = 1 this implies that:

• The minimum co-production of heat is given by qH = qE/Cb.

• The capacity constraint on heat is qH = qH + qE = qE(1+ 1/Cb). In the minimum co-production

constraint the plant produces q
H

units of heating services and qE of electricity. With a transfor-

mation of 1− to− 1 the plant can transform the qE units into heat.129

• In the data Eff measures ∆E when increasing input energy with one unit, when the plant operates

as a back-pressure plant. In back-pressure mode the ratio of ∆E/∆H = Cb. Thus the efficiency

measured as ∆H, when increasing energy input marginally is given by Eff/Cb.

Using this information we can write the co-production function as a CET as with the extraction plant:

qE

(
1+

1

Cb

)
=
1+ 1/Cb

1

[(
H −

qE
Cb

)σ−1
σ

+E
σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

,

This gives share functions of the type:

dH

(
pH
pE

)
=

1

1+ 1/Cb

1+ 1/Cb

[
1+

(
pH
pE

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

[
1+

(
pH
pE

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

.

dE

(
pH
pE

)
=

1

1+ 1/Cb

(
pH
pE

)σ
[
1+

(
pH
pE

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

6 (66)

The share functions here (approximately) sums to one here, which is not (necessarily) the case for EX

and BP types.
129In the data we observe a qH as heat capacities. This is not the actual capacities, if the bypass function is utilized.

This little computation corrects for this.
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B.3 Electrical Heater

This type of production does not have an exogenous unit-cost measure ci, as it clearly depends on the

equilibrium price pE . The unit-cost measure is given by:

ci = V OM +
PtH

TaxEff
−
pE
Cm

,

where V OM is the usual residual marginal cost measure, PtH is a power-to-heat tax (2 relevant types in

Denmark) measured in DKK/MWh heating, TaxEff adjusts individual ’plants’ tax payment and finally

Cm is defined as the ratio of power-to-heat production.

In data Cm is negative as the power-production is negative, and it seems that in general TaxEff = 1/Cm,

such that TaxEff only adjusts for efficiency of the technology. Thus for a plant that uses X MWh power

to produce 1 MWh heating TaxEff = X.

B.4 Wind and solar power

The marginal costs of wind and solar technically follows the general formulas of the standard electricity

generating plant (CD type). The only difference is that the fuel-mix matrix FM only contains zeros here.

The productivity of these technologies are intermittent and follows geographic-and-time specific distri-

butions.

B.5 Hydro electric power

There are tree types of hydro power plants: run-off-river (ROR) plants without storage capacity, hydro

plants with reservoirs, and pure-pumped storage (PPS) plants. For domestic plants (DK), RAMSES

contains information on individual plants.130 For foreign countries, RAMSES contain information on

country aggregated hydro plants associated with the following information (amongst other):

• A variation pattern that defines the yearly pattern of water inflow.

• A storage capacity giving a maximum size of the reservoir storage.

• A generation capacity giving a maximum power generation capacity of the hydro plant’s turbines

(for PPS plants the constraint is the same for pumping and power generation).

• A filling level giving an initial level of storage.

• Subsidy, tax and unit-cost information as all other plants,

• For pumped storage (standard hydro power plant technology) the efficiency is around 70− 85%

(not in RAMSES data though).

130There are a few ROW hydro plants included in our data.
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ROR plants operate as intermittent technologies since power generation follows directly from water inflow.

Thus in modelling terms ROR plants operate simply as an intermittent technology, e.g. as wind power.

PPS plants operate as simple storage technologies in our model, as they do not face any water inflow.131

To model hydro power plants as discussed in the main section 4.3 and appendix D, we need parameter

values on discounting (β) and ’smoothing’ parameter (σ). As we cannot identify them in the RAMSES

data, these parameters are instead estimated. We leave a more detailed discussion of the modelling

approach for appendix D

B.6 Boiler heating plant (BH)

The plant operates as a straightforward plant with marginal costs consisting of fuel prices, taxes on

emissions and taxes on production of heating services.

B.7 Solar heating plant (SH)

Operates as an intermittent production technology. Marginal costs are straightforward given by V OM

share and potential subsidies/taxes.

B.8 Heat storage (HS) and electricity storage (ES) technologies

RAMSES include the following characteristics of HS and ES technologies:

• A storage capacity giving a maximum size of the storage.

• A generation capacity giving a maximum power generation capacity, which is the same for storing

and dispatching electricity/heat.

• A filing level giving an initial level of storage.

• Subsidy, tax and unit-cost information as all other plants,

• An efficiency parameter indicating the loss of energy when storing.

It should be noted that the storage efficiency is around 90% in the base year in RAMSES and that there

is no storage loss when dispatching energy. As mentioned in section 4.3 it is commonly assumed that the

efficiency of storing energy is 81% and the storage loss when dispacthing is 8% (Zerrahn et al., 2018).

The dynamic problem closely follows the dynamic optimisation problem of hydro plants with reservoirs

(albeit without energy inflow). We initially formulate the linear (discrete choice) problem, which is given

by:

max
{E}h=H

h=0

W0 =

H∑
h=0

βhphEh (67)

st. (68)

131For more on PPS and simple technologies, see section D.
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Sh = Sh−1 − (1− bI)Eh, I =

 0, Eh ≥ 0

1, Eh < 0
(69)

Sh ∈ [0; S̄] (70)

Eh ∈ [−Ē; Ē] (71)

SH = S0, S0 > 0given. (72)

Note from equation 71 that Eh is allowed to be negative; this corresponds to buying and storing energy.

The term 1− b in the transition equation in 69 is the storage efficiency. To circumvent the kink created

by the indicator variable I we choose a smooth approximation

Sh = Sh−1 −
[
1− bΦ (−Eh)

]
Eh, (73)

with the negative derivative

∇SEh ≡ −
∂Sh
∂Eh

= 1− b
[
Φ (−Eh) − φ (−Eh)Eh

]
. (74)

As for hydro plants with reservoirs and water inflow we impose CRRA-type smoother in the stor-

ing/dispatching choice:

(ph − γ)

(
Eh + Ē

)1−α
1− α

, α > 1 (75)

Here Ē is included to handle "negative production" (storage) and the parameter γ is a calibration constant

included to allow for negative prices. Finally, we substitute the inequality path constraints in (70) and

(71) for the smooth max approximation and arrive at the smooth dynamic optimisation problem:

max
{E}h=H

h=0

W0 =

H∑
h=0

βh(ph − γ)

(
Eh + Ē

)1−α
1− α

(76)

st. (77)

Sh = Sh−1 − [1− bΦ (−Eh)]Eh (78)

Smax
h = S̄ (79)

Smin
h = 0 (80)

Emax
h = Ē (81)

SH = S0, S0 > 0 given. (82)
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The optimality conditions for this problem are given by the system of equations in (83):

(ph+1 − γ)
(
Eh+1 + Ē

)−α
− θh+1∇Emax

h+1

∇SEh+1
=
1

β

(
(ph − γ)

(
Eh + Ē

)−α
− θh∇Emax

h

∇SEh
+ µh∇Smax

h − νhS
min
h

)
Sh = Sh−1 − [1− bΦ (−Eh)]Eh

θh = Emax
h − Ē

µh = Smax
h − S̄

νh = 0− Smin
h

SH = S0
(83)

A comment on the storage/dispatch decision introduced by the system in (83) is warranted. In a techno-

logically unconstrained world storage plants should simply look at the average price and store whenever

prices are below this. Similarly, they should dispatch when prices are above average prices. This might,

however, not always be the case due to CRRA-smoother. The CRRA-smoother creates auto-correlation

in the store/dispatch choice since production is smoothed over time. The auto-correlation property is

controlled by the intertemporal elasticity of substitution ε = 1/α. Since α > 1 there is bound to be

some auto-correlation because ε <∞. This property, however, can only create problems when prices are

consecutively crossing the average price. To be more precise, let p̃h be the price in period h minus the

average price, 1/H
∑
h ph. The problem then occurs in period h where:

sign(p̃h−1) 6= sign(p̃h) 6= sign(p̃h+1) (84)

Furthermore, the problem also only arise if the quantitative change in p̃h is small enough. The auto-

correlation in the dispacth/store choice is not necessarily unrealistic when looking at the very short-run,

since ramping production up and down with complete flexibility is impossible or, at the least, costly. This

is certainly true for ES technologies since these are exclusively PPS technologies at the moment. Finally,

when taking into account technological constraints the strategy of looking only at p̃ is not necessarily

optimal any more since this may violate the inequality path constraints.

B.9 Exogenous production

This production consists usually of surplus electricity or heating, from industrial processes. The assump-

tion is that the profits in industries from these activities are secondary and thus supply from these plants

is exogenous.
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C Profit maximization with joint production technologies

Let the joint production consist of n outputs and m outputs denoted respectively by vectors y and x.

The joint production function is then defined by the correspondence F : Rm
+ ⇒ Rn

+:

F (x) =
{
y
∣∣∣ x can produce y

}
,

where we assume the usual regularity conditions such as continuity. We define the maximum-value

correspondence F : Rm
+ ⇒ Rn

+ as

F(x) = argmax
y∈F (x)

py,

where p is a vector of output prices. Given that all prices are positive it follows immediately that the

F(x) ⊆ ∂F (x). The optimal choice of x and correspondingly y is then found by solving

max
x
F(x) − cx,

where c is a vector of input prices. A traditional bottom up construction of the CHP plant is to assume

a correspondence of the type below:

Figure C.1: A sketch of the production possibility set of an extraction plant

𝐸

𝐻

𝑞

𝐶𝑣

𝐶𝑏

↑ 𝑄

𝑞𝑄

Here q denotes the capacity constraint formulated in terms of electricity production, Cv the linear

transformation and Cb the minimum co-production of electricity per unit of heating produced. This

assumes that: (1) The input-factor elasticity is zero (Leontief), (2) the rate of transformation between
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electricity- and heat is linear, (3) there is an upper capacity on production of total electricity and (4)

there is a minimal relative production of electricity compared to heat.132 With the assumed Leontief

production function, we can think of production in terms of a single unit cost of expanding E (denoted

c) and a scale parameter Q ∈ [0, 1]. This yields the relevant correspondence:133

∂F (Q) =
{
(E,H) ∈ R2+ : Qq = E +CvH ∧ H ≤ Qq

Cb +Cv

}
,

and the maximization problem:

max
Q∈[0,1]

{
argmax

(E,H)∈∂F (Q)

(
pEE + pHH

)
− cQq

}
.

The solution to this linear problem is a combination of two corner solutions:

• Increasing Q marginally can to go to production of electricity at a price of pE or heating - which

when transformed at rate 1/Cv - brings in pH/Cv. Thus the split of production between electricity

and heating is given by

dE =


1, if pECv > pH
Cb

Cv +Cb
, if pECv < pH .

, dH =

 0, if pECv > pH
1

Cv +Cb
, if pECv < pH .

with the price per unit of increase in production in optimum is then given by pEdE + pHdH .

• If the plant is profitable, i.e. if pEdE + pHdH > c, then the plant should work at full capacity,

Q = 1. If not then the plant should produce nothing, Q = 0.

To circumvent the first type of corner solution (the second is dealt with in the main text) we replace

the linear transformation rate, Cv with an assumption of constant elasticity of transformation (CET).

Secondly, in order to naturally obey the minimum co-production constraint, we use a normalized version

of the CET assuming that:

Qq = Cv +Cb
Cv

[(
E −

QqCb
Cv +Cb

)σ−1
σ

+ (CvH)
σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

, σ < 0, Q ∈ [0, 1].

Doing so allows us to simplify the problem to a two-step maximization over functions instead of corre-

spondences:

i. Given the scale of production, Q, find the optimal production split between E and H:

max
E,H

pEE + pHH −Qqc,

subject to the normalized CET function above. With the CET assumption we can ignore inequality

constraints and the first order conditions will be necessary and sufficient. The optimal production
132See Ramses and TIMES documentation: Danish Energy Agency (2018a), Loulou et al. (2016).
133As prices are positive note that we do not need to search over the entire correspondence F , it is sufficient to determine

the boundary ∂F , as the maximum-correspondence is always a subset of this correspondence.
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split functions are now given by

dE

(
pE
pH

)
=

1

Cv +Cb

Cv +Cb

[(
CvpE
pH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

[
1+

(
CvpE
pH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

,

dH

(
pE
pH

)
=

1

Cv +Cb

(
CvpE
pH

)σ
[
1+

(
CvpE
pH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

.

Note that letting σ → −∞ gives the corner solution with linear transformation rate, such that we

can come arbitrarily close to the ’bottom up’ case described above.

ii. Secondly, maximize choosing Q ∈ [0, 1] with optimal output-split functions as above. It is straight-

forward to show that profits are still linear in Q and that (as in the bottom up case) we have

that

Q∗ =

 1, if pEH > c

0, if pEH < c
, pEH ≡ pEdE + pHdH .

C.1 An alternative with negative prices

As an alternative to the normalized constant elasticity of transformation function, we may consider the

normal distribution smoother (for handling negative prices). We then have share functions

dE =
Cb

Cv +Cb
+Φ

(
pECv − pH

σ

)(
1−

Cb
Cv +Cb

)
.

dH =
1

Cv +Cb
Φ

(
pH − pECv

σ

)

The assumption is still implicitly that we can split up the problem into a scale and an output split

problem. In the NCET approach the assumption of the output split problem is that electricity can be

transformed into heating at a constant elasticity. With the normal smoothing assumption, the rate of

transformation is also highest around the threshold pECv − pH , but in a way that does not involve a

constant elasticity though.
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D Modelling Storage Technologies

In this section we present a couple of approaches that we have tested, before ending up with our preferred

specification in section 4.3. For now we have included the model formulations along with some remarks on,

why we found the approach inferior to our preferred specification. Further information can be obtained

about specific approaches upon request.

D.1 A CRRA smoothing approach

One of the approaches we tried out, was to consider the dynamic problem of the hydro power plant and

draw on the resemblances to a borrowing constrained consumer. Albeit the hydro power plants are prob-

ably not risk averse, when it comes to maximizing profits, we find other reasons for smoothing production

in the literature (see e.g. Førsund (2005)). First, our model does not take ramp-up/adjustment costs

into consideration. Secondly, the marginal cost of production might not be exactly constant, but more

likely increasing slightly as production increases towards the bound Ē. Thirdly, hydro plants (as well as

other plants) have perfect foresight in our model. If they are only able to foresee price peaks and drops

partially, we expect storage plants to have smoother production paths.

The upside of assuming that hydro plants have CRRA preferences over profits, instead of modelling -

what we see as - more plausible explanation for smoothing production, is that it allow us to draw directly

on a broad existing literature. We simply replace the linear instantaneous profit function with

(ph − c)
E1−αh

1− α
, α > 0

where ε = 1/α is the intertemporal elasticity of electricity production. Adopting the same notation for

approximate reservoir constraints , this would entail a Lagrangian function given by:

L =

H∑
h=0

βh

{
(ph − c)

E1−αh

1− α
+ λh(Sh−1 + Yh −Eh − Sh) − θh(E

max
h − Ē) − µh(S

max
h − S̄) + νh(S

min
h − 0)

}
,

where Emaxh is an approximate generation capacity constraint, defined in the same way as Smaxh is defined

in the main section 4.3. The first order conditions for this problem are then given by:

∂L
∂Eh

= 0 : (ph − c)E−α
h − θh∇Emax

h = λh (85)

∂L
∂Sh

= 0 : λh = βλh+1 − µh∇Smax
h + νh∇Smin

h (86)

∂L
∂λh

= 0 : Sh = Sh−1 + Yh −Eh, (87)

with the Kuhn-Tucker complementary like conditions:

θh = Emax
h − Ē (88)

µh = Smax
h − S̄ (89)
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νh = Smin
h − 0 (90)

λh ≥ 0, θh,µh, νh ≥ −δ/2 (91)

The constraint θh,µh, νh ≥ −δ/2 is due to the smooth approximation with error δ/2. In other words,

with a discontinuous max/min-function the constraint would be θh,µh, νh ≥ 0. Combining equation (85)

and (86) provides the Euler equation:

E−α
h+1 −

θh+1∇Emax
h+1

ph+1 − c
=

1

β(ph+1 − c)

(
(ph − c)E−α

h − θh∇Emax
h + µh∇Smax

h − νh∇Smin
h

)
(92)

It is important to note that even though θh,µh, νh ≥ −δ/2 the derivatives of the smooth max function,

∇Smax
h ,∇Smin

h , and ∇Emax
h are zero when the constraint is non-binding and therefore the approximation

error δ/2 is cancelled in the Euler equation. To sum up, the final model for hydro plants with reservoirs

is given by the system of equations:

E−α
h+1 −

θh+1∇Emax
h+1

ph+1 − c
=

1

β(ph+1 − c)

(
(ph − c)E−α

h − θh∇Emax
h + µh∇Smax

h − νh∇Smin
h

)
Sh = Sh−1 + Yh −Eh

θh = Emax
h − Ē

µh = Smax
h − S̄

νh = 0− Smin
h

SH = S0

(93)

This approach is possible to run as an alternative to our preferred specification for storage technologies.

However, in comparing the two methods, there are several ways, in which this approach is inferior:

• The approach allows for a dynamic characterization of the hydro plants’ production, but in a less

intuitive way: The CRRA assumption offers a smooth optimal supply choice, but not through the

a cost or information channel, which we intuitively think of, as the real reasons for this.

• We have two (smoothed) Kuhn-Tucker constraints in this version, compared to only one in our

preferred specification. All things equal this makes it harder for a gradient-based solver to work

properly.

• Simulation experiments show that the CRRA approach have difficulties nesting the ’true’ solution,

when price peaks or drops are exacerbated. In other words: Adjusting the normal smoothing

parameter σ in our preferred specification, makes it easier to fit large responses to price changes

than changing our CRRA parameter α, while still ensuring that the gradient-based succeeds in

finding the optimum.

D.2 Altering the marginal cost and law of motion functions

As mentioned in the CRRA section, one reason that we observe a relatively smooth production path

for hydro plants, is that marginal costs of production are not exactly constant. Thus to avoid having
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inequality constraints in our model, and having profits that are linear in our control variable Eh, we

could modify the cost structure. Similarly, we can avoid including reservoir inequality constraints, either

by including this in the cost structure, or by having non-linear law of motions ensuring the inequality

constraints are always obeyed.

There are a number of ways to modify our setup, within the general idea outlined above. We have

worked with several variations of the following general form of Lagrangian function:

L =

H∑
h=1

βh
[
phEh −C (cEh) + λhg (Sh−1 + Yh −Eh − Sh)

]
,

where C(·) is a transformation of the constant marginal cost assumption and g(·) is the transformation

of the law of motion. Some examples of the modifications we have tested includes:

• Ensure that marginal costs spike and drops to ensure constraints using normal smooth-

ing:

We can make sure that Eh ∈ [E, Ē] with a marginal cost function on the form:

C ′(cEh) = c+ c̄

[
Φ

(
Eh −E

σ1

)
+Φ

(
Ē −Eh
σ2

)
− 1

]
,

where c̄ is the marginal costs of the energy deficit plants (see section 4.5), Φ(·) is the standard

normal CDF and σ1,σ2 are smoothing parameters. This marginal cost function does not ensure

that Sh ∈ [0, S̄] though. Thus we would need to smooth these constraints using the technique

outlined in the main section 4.3. For this specification to run in our model, we needed to have

unreasonable large smoothing parameters (σ1,σ2) compared to our preferred specification.

• Ensuring that state constraints hold using non-linear law of motion:

Our approach draws on inspiration from the consumption-savings literature. If the storage technol-

ogy have decreasing returns to energy savings in a suitable way, we can ensure that Sh ∈ [0, S̄]. One

way to do this is to model storage as a fixed-factor CES function with an elasticity of substitution

lower than 1.134 As this does not ensure that Eh ∈ [E, Ē] this approach has to be combined with

some other fix to this problem, e.g. the marginal cost transformation outlined above. When testing

this we found that the ’smoothed state constraints’ outlined in the main text, was superior to this

transformation of the law of motion.

134A function on the form f(x) = (k1+k2x1/ρ)ρ can easily be calibrated to convergence to a fixed level. Thus the marginal
return to storage can be calibrated to approach zero around a fixed level of x. When x is around zero the marginal return
tends to ∞, ensuring that it is never optimal to deplete the reservoir entirely. Alternatively we can once again model this
directly using a normal smoother.
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E Description of the short run supply

Figure E.1: Danish supply on technology types

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level from 0-1500 DKK. We use yearly
average productivity levels for intermittent technologies and a price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. The smoothing
parameter σ described in section 4.1 is set to 50 here.
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Figure E.2: Danish supply on fuel types
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Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level from 0-1500 DKK. We use yearly
average productivity levels for intermittent technologies and a price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. The smoothing
parameter σ described in section 4.1 is set to 50 here.
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F A toy model of the short run equilibrium

In this appendix we present the toy model used in simulations in section 8. Depending on the relevant

section, we use slightly different setups.

F.1 The baseline model

In the baseline model we use an almost arbitrary setup. On the demand side we use actual data from

areas Denmark-West, Denmark-East and Norway. The hourly patterns are computed by aggregating the

observed pattern of 2014 into four states. The trade capacities also resembles that of actual transmission

capacities, with the exception of the trade between Denmark-East and Norway (which is zero). The

productivity of the ’intermittent’ technologies are similarly found by looking at actual patterns for wind

production in the respective areas. The cost structure is arbitrarily chosen here.

Table 20: Plant-specific information in baseline simulation model

Country ci qi Type Hourly variation in qi

1

25 10 Int 36% 17% 17% 29%
250 15 Base 25% 25% 25% 25%
500 4 Peak 25% 25% 25% 25%
700 25 EDP 25% 25% 25% 25%

2

28 8 Int 33% 19% 19% 29%
260 8 Base 25% 25% 25% 25%
600 3 Peak 25% 25% 25% 25%
700 16 EDP 25% 25% 25% 25%

3

30 55 Int 37% 18% 15% 30%
275 102 Base 25% 25% 25% 25%
575 25 Peak 25% 25% 25% 25%
700 159 EDP 25% 25% 25% 25%

Table 21: Demand data in baseline simulation model

Country Demand
level

Hourly variation in demand

1 21 27% 24% 23% 26%

2 13 29% 23% 23% 25%

3 132 30% 22% 20% 28%

In the baseline case we define the trade capacity matrix Tc as:

Tc =


· 1.3 3.1

1.3 · 2.4

3.2 2.5 ·

 ,
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with entry (i, j) indicating the export transmission constraint from country i to country j. Finally, we

use baseline parameter settings:

Table 22: Parameter values in baseline model

Notation Value
Number of countries n 3
Number of hours h 4
Number of net export terms k 3
Elasticity of demand σd 1.5
Inelastic share of demand φ 0.9
Supply smoothing parameter σs 25
Marginal trade cost at capacity c̄ 700
Trade cost smoothing parameter σT 0.3

In the baseline case the market clearing in all 4 states of the year is a friction-less equilibrium (FLE) as

defined in definition 2. Even with the variation in demand and supply, we construct the baseline-scenario

such that the baseload plants are the marginal plants and thus price setters. This give a roughly constant

price across the year. Part (b) of figure 7.3 illustrates that with these prices country 1-2 are generally net

exporters and country 3 importer. The FLE is feasible in the baseline scenario, as the total net export

flows in part (b) is well below the trade capacities between different countries specified in Tc above.

Figure F.1: Baseline FLE scenario

(a) Equilibrium price (b) Domestic Surplus function

F.2 Supply shock scenarios

Compared to the baseline case, where the friction-less equilibrium (FLE) is feasible, we giv a mix of

positive and negative supply shocks, varying across hours and countries. Specifically we alter the plant

capacities as follows:

qshock =

DgE ×


1.5 1 1 1.5

1 1 1 1

0.75 1 1 0.75


 ∗ qbase,
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where DgE is a (np×n) dummy matrix indicating the relevant plant’s country, qbase is a (np×h) matrix

of capacities for the plants in the baseline scenario. Following the steps of the complex algorithm 1, we

proceed:

i. The initial trade partition in all h states,
(
G0E
)
h={1,2,3,4} includes all countries. Solving for the FLE

prices as in definition 2, the outcome is given by prices and domestic surplus functions (export

needs):

(pFLE)
0 =


316 291 287 332
...

...
...

...

316 291 287 332

 , (DSF )0 =


5 0.3 0.3 4.5

0.8 0.2 0.2 1.0

−6.1 −0.5 −0.5 −5.4

 .

ii. Next we check whether or not this is feasible, i.e. if there for each h exists a vector NX that obeys

the trade capacities T, such that:

(DSF )0 −B ×
(
NX1 NX2 NX3 NX4

)
= 0, B ≡


1 1 0

−1 0 1

0 −1 −1

 .

Problem 1 formally defines this linear programming problem. For h = 1, 4 the implementation is

not feasible; thus we proceed to step iii.

iii. Taking (DSF )0 as given, we approximate the inequality constraints

−Tj,i ≤ NXi,j ≤ Ti,j ,

with continuously differentiable functions, that penalizes trade when it approaches the capacity

constraints. The problem is formally set up and solved in problem 2. Solving this problem we

obtain shadow-costs of each constraint Ti,j given by

µi,j ≡
∣∣∣∣ ∂Ci,j∂NXi,j

∣∣∣∣ .
Furthermore, we construct the problem 2 such that we have a criteria function for when a constraint

should be binding:

if µi,j > c̄ and ∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

> 0 ⇒ NXi,j = Ti,j ,

if µi,j > c̄ and ∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

< 0 ⇒ NXi,j = −Tj,i.

This means that we can rank the likelihood of binding for all constraints and we have a criteria

function that allows us to bind multiple constraints in one step.

iv. Given µi,j for all constraints we fix the suggested net export flows at capacity constraints. For

h = 1 fixing NX1,2 = T1,2 and NX1,3 = T1,3 creates a new trade partition, which is a necessary
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prerequisite, for arriving at a new FLE guess in step i. For h = 4 we only fix NX1,3 = T1,3

initially. However, as this does not imply a new trade partition, we fix the next likely candidate as

suggested by the ranking of the shadow costs µi,j . Thus we fix NX1,2 = T1,2 as well. Denote the

new candidates
(
G1E
)
h
:

(G1E)h=1 = (G1E)h=4 =
{
{1}, {2, 3}

}
, (G1E)h=2 = (G1E)h=3 = {1, 2, 3}.

v. Before repeating steps i.− iv. with the updated guess of the trade partition, we check whether or

not the newly suggested trade partitions are stable as defined in definition 1. Deriving the FLE for

each (G1E)h we get prices

(pFLE)
1 =


275 291 287 309

332 291 287 336

332 291 287 336

 .

We verify that the new trade partitions are stable, by checking whether a constraint NXi,j = Ti,j

implies a price-differential pj ≥ pi. If this is not the case, we drop the constraint before repeating

steps i.− v.

With the proposed (pFLE)
1, the allocation is feasible and we conclude this is the short run equilibrium.
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G Energy demand in the very short-run

G.1 The price elastic part of short-run energy demand

When dealing with the energy market the researcher should acknowledge the presence of relatively low

(and even negative) prices at times. In economics there is a long tradition of using functions that exhibits

constant elasticity of substitution. As discussed with regards to the short run supply of electricity and

heating services, the very short run (hourly frequency) is often characterized by some capacity restrictions.

This is also true for firms and households that ultimately demand the produced electricity; some firms

might be able to adjust some of their production according to when electricity prices drop, but there still

seem to be some capacity restriction in place.

As an alternative to the iso-elastic function, we thus provide some alternative demand functions that

are characterized by being bounded from above (and below). We take the following three criteria, for the

price-sensitive part of the short-run energy demand function (f(ph, p) in equation (20)) as given:

i. Around the price average ph = p the function returns 1.

ii. When ph →∞ demand tends to zero.

iii. When ph goes to zero (and becomes negative even), demand does not become infinitely large. I.e.

the demand function is bounded from above.

From an economic perspective it is conventional to assume demand is convex and satisfy d ′(p) < 0, d ′′(p) ≥

0. However, from an engineering perspective, it seems rational to have an upper bound on short run energy

demand such that demand does not go to infinity at any point. Unfortunately, it is not possible to have

both. Here we propose two simple specifications that allow for one or the other:

Version 1: Convex demand

In the following, we therefore assume d ′(p) < 0, d ′′(p) ≥ 0 and the only way for demand to tend to

infinity is for large negative prices.

Recalling that we in general have:

eh = φghD+ (1− φ)ghDf(ph/p), (94)

A demand function where d ′(p) < 0, d ′′(p) ≥ 0 we need:

f(ph) =

 a1 − cph, ph < 0

a2
1

(η + ph)σ
, ph ≥ 0

Ad i we now require that

f(ph = pt) = 1 ⇒ a2 = (η + p)σ.
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Furthermore, we require that the function is differentiable such that

f ′−(0) = −c = −
a2σ

ησ+1
= f ′+(0).

Plugging in the expression for a2 we have

c =
σ(η + p)σ

ησ+1
.

Continuity in the point ph = 0 further requires

a1 =
a2
ησ

=

(
1+

p

η

)σ
.

We restrict both a and η to positive domains. Likewise for σ, c. Note that f(ph, p) is a function to be

multiplied onto ghD. We then have:

f(ph) =


(
1+

p

η

)σ (
1−

σ

η
ph

)
, ph < 0(

η + p

η + ph

)σ
, ph ≥ 0

Version 2: A demand specification with upper and lower bound

Alternatively we propose a demand function where d ′(p) < 0 but d ′′(p) ≶ 0. The attractive feature

of this approach is that we have a clear upper and lower bound on the demand. Denote these D̄,D.

In general we still want to restrict the model to return f(ph = p) = 1. This is consistent with our

specification of gh weights being purely exogenous preference weights in absence of price fluctuations.

Here we propose a number of specifications:

• A simple symmetric scaling function:

f1(ph) = D+ D̄Φ

(
p− ph
σ

)
.

Restricting the function to be one around ph = p this entails:

D̄ = 2(1−D).

lim
ph→∞ (f1(ph)) = D

lim
ph→−∞ (f1(ph)) = 2−D.

This implies that setting D = 0 implies the highest possible D̄ with an upper limit of 2. This

function also inherits the feature that demand is most price-sensitive exactly around p = ph.

• Asymmetric scaling: Consider instead the function

f2(ph) = D+ D̄Φ

(
p− g(ph)

σ

)
.
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We assume:

∂g

∂ph
> 0, lim

ph→−∞ (g(ph)) = −∞, lim
ph→∞ (g(ph)) =∞.

Restricting f2(ph = p) = 1 this entails

D+ D̄Φ

(
p− g(p)

σ

)
= 1, ⇒ D̄ =

1

γ(p)
(1−D) , γ(p) ≡ Φ

(
p− g(p)

σ

)
.

This entails that

lim
ph→∞ (f2(ph)) = D

lim
ph→−∞ (f2(ph)) = D+

1

γ(p)
(1−D).

Thus we can arbitrarily push up the upper bound on the scale function, by choosing γ(p).

• A special case of the asymmetric scaling function:

f3(ph) = D+ D̄Φ

(
p− ph + g̃

σ

)
.

Denote the target of the upper bar as η. In this case we can simply fit g̃:

D+
1

γ
(1−D) = η ⇒ Φ

(
g̃

σ

)
=
1−D

η −D
, ⇒ g̃ = σΦ−1

(
1−D

η −D

)
.

• Asymmetric scaling with logit inspiration:

f4(ph) = D+
D̄1

D̄2 + exp(σ(ph − p))
.

Restricting f4(ph = p) = 1 we have:

D̄1 = (1−D)(1+ D̄2).

The logit bounds are simply given by

lim
ph→∞ = D

η ≡ lim
ph→−∞ = D+

D̄1

D̄2

= 1+
1−D

D̄2
.

Thus lowering D̄2 increases the maximum demand. We then have:

f4(ph) = D+
(1−D)(1+ D̄2)

D̄2 + exp(σ(ph − p))
,
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or in terms of the upper bound η:

f4(ph) = D+
(1−D)

η−D
η−1

1−D
η−1 + exp(σ(ph − p))

.

G.2 Estimation of hourly electricity demand in Denmark

Assuming φ = 1 implies that (20) simplifies to

eh,t = Etgh,t, (95)

as
∑
h gh,t = 1 by construction. The specification in (95) assumes that the hourly load is perfectly

inelastic, where gh,t can be interpreted as purely habitual consumption patterns repeating itself as cycles

(seasonality): consumers have a preference for allocating their consumption at specific hours of the year

due to e.g. labour/leisure time and holiday effects135.

To illustrate the idea of gh,t the average daily consumption cycle per year is plotted in figure G.1.

The average daily cycle is almost identical across year and the 95% highest density interval suggests

that the daily cycle is also persistent. Furthermore, the pattern is very much in line with expectation

that consumers demand electricity in conjunction with their daily task without consideration for prices.

Finally, note from (95) that seasonalities are assumed to be multiplicative and that gh,t is allowed to

Figure G.1: Average daily electricity consumption cycle for Denmark
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Source: Energy Data Service (2018a)

depend on year t. One reason for this is e.g. that the seventh hour of a Monday can fall at different

hours, h, within year t assuming demand is the same in this state over time. It should be noted that

such a distinction seems unnecessary in the bottom-up model for the forecast to be realistic, however, it

might be important in the estimation of the demand.

135Remember we only assume a perfectly inelastic demand on the very short-run (hourly frequency), since the yearly
consumption level Et is price dependent in the top-down model
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In a regression framework we evaluate two different assumptions on the structure of the irregular com-

ponent, εh,t:

eh,t = Etgh,t + εAh,t (96)

eh,t = Etgh,tε
M
h,t (97)

In (96) the error term is assumed additive and in (97) the error term is multiplicative. From equation

(96) and (97) we get two regression models:

y1h,t = gh,t + η1h,t, y1h,t ≡
eh,t
Et

, η1h,t ≡
εAh,t
Et

(Model 1)

y2h,t = ln gh,t + η2h,t, y2h,t ≡ ln
(
eh,t
Et

)
, η2h,t ≡ ln εMh,t (Model 2)

Model 1 is a run off of the additive model in (96) and Model 2 follows from the multiplicative model in

(97). Model 1 and Model 2 have the advantage of estimating the function gh,t directly136.

The hourly load, eh,t, is collected from Energy Data Service (2018a) for the period 2011-2017. The

time-series of the transformed dependent variables in Model 1 and Model 2 are illustrated in figure G.2.

136We disregarded the option of estimating the logarithmic level of the hourly electricity load given by ln eh,t = lnEt +
ln gh,t + ln εMh,t. We are only interested in the allocation shares captured by gh,t as the yearly load level is coming from the
top-down model in the integrated model.
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Figure G.2: Time-series data for Model 1 and Model 2
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Remembering that we want to evaluate how well (95) explains or rather predicts electricity demand,

we split the data into a training and a test set. The training data consists of 2011-2016. We test the

forecast on data from 2017. The benchmark for choosing between models is the mean-squared-error

(MSE) on the test set, defined as

MSEi =
1

8760

8760∑
h

(
eh,t − ỹih,t

)2
, i = {1, 2, 3} (98)

ỹ1h,t ≡ Etŷ
1
h,t = êh,t (99)

ỹ3h,t ≡ Etexp
(
ŷ2h,t

)
= êh,t, (100)

where t = 2017. The transformations in (99) and (100) ensures that the MSE is measured in the units of

the hourly load eh,t for both models.

Before estimation we have computed the auto-correlation function (ACF) and the partial auto-correlation

function (PACF) of the transformed time-series to examine stationarity. These are illustrate in figure

G.3 and suggest that the process is stationary although with considerable seasonalities.
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Figure G.3: ACF and PACF for y2h,t = eh,t/Et
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Note: Although not shown here, the ACF and PACF for y1h,t = ln(eh,t/Et) show identical patterns.
Source: Energy Data Service (2018a)

The ACF and PACF for eh,t/Et (Model 1) is plotted in figure G.3 with a lag of 8 weeks (1.344 hours).

The ACF in figure G.3a shows a high degree of auto-correlation, however, it is diminishing rather quickly.

Similarly the PACF in figure G.3b converges quickly to zero. These two observations indicate that the

time-series are stationary137. The ACF also shows clear seasonalities. The ACF is peaking every 24

hours and 168 hours, suggesting a daily and weekly seasonality, respectively. Looking at the time-series

in figure G.2 also suggest a yearly cycle.

The patterns of seasonality are exactly what the function gh,t is trying to capture. A more formal

examination of these seasonalities can carried out by means of a periodogram Bloomfield (2004). The

basic idea of the periodogram is to measure the spectral density (or spectrum power) running on a certain

frequency where the frequency is the inverse of the seasonality, e.g. 1/24 for the daily frequency. The

periodogram for eh,t/Et is shown in figure G.4, and suggests there are clear consumption cycles within

every 12 hour (half-daily seasonality), 24 hour (daily seasonality), 168 hour (weekly seasonality), and

every 8760 hour (yearly seasonality)138. These findings are consistent with the ACF and PACF in figure

G.3 with the exception of the cycle every 12 hour; for this reason the 12th hour is not included in gh,t139.

137Similarly patterns hold for ln
(
eh,t/Et

)
although not shown here.

138Although not shown, the result for ln(eh,t/Et) is similar.
139We have also examined sub-series plots of the 12th hour and there does not seem to be any consistent cycle running

at this frequency.
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Figure G.4: Periodogram of eh,t/Et

In the modelling of gh,t we evaluate two different sets of regressors based on the findings of seasonality.

The first set includes harmonic regressors following Bloomfield (2004). The intuition is that a wave can be

approximated using trigonometric functions. A sinusoidal function, x(h), on a certain frequency, f = 1/s,

where s is the seasonality period in units of time (e.g. s = 24) is given by

x(h) = A cos 2π
(
h

s
+ φ

)
(101)

= β1 cos
(
2π
h

s

)
+ β2 sin

(
2π
h

s

)
, β1 ≡ A cos 2πφ, β2 ≡ −A sin 2πφ (102)

In (102) A is the amplitude, φ is the phase, h is the indicator for hour, and, finally, β1 and β2 are

the parameters to be estimated. To approximate a complex cycle such as in figure G.1 we include

multiple fourier terms, ωs, for the same seasonality although with the limitation that omegas ∈ [1; s/2].

Consequently, the harmonic regressor set is given by

yih,t = β0 +

Fourier series︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
s

Ωs∑
ωs

[
β1ωs cos

(
2πωsh

s

)
+ β2ωs sin

(
2πωsh

s

)]
+ β3h+WeekDay+ ηih,t

∀ s = {24, 168, 8670} and ωs ∈ [1;Ωs] with Ωs ≤
s

2

(X-Harmonic)

A dummy for the day of the week (excluding Monday), WeekDay, is included in (X-Dummy) because the

weekly cycle is relatively complex and the set of dummies aids the fourier terms in capturing the weekly
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seasonality140. The second specification consist of a set of dummy variables given by:

yih,t =β0 +HourOfDay︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=23

+WeekDay︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=6

+Week︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=51

+HourOfDay×WeekDay︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=23×7

+WeekDay×Week︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=6×52

,

(X-Dummy)

where K indicates the number of regressors for each variable. The intercept β0 is level of yi on Monday

in the first week of the 2011 at hour 0.

Model 1 and Model 2 are estimated using OLS, Ridge, and Lasso since this is an prediction exercise. The

objective of lasso and ridge is to minimise the prediction error subject to a tuning parameter:

min
β

(yt − xtβ)
2,

K∑
k=1

β2k ≤ λ (Ridge-Problem)

min
β

(yt − xtβ)
2,

K∑
k=1

|β| ≤ λ (Lasso-Problem)

where K is the length of the vector β. The tuning parameter, λ, is the "penalty" on parameters sizes

(i.e. the shrinkage effect). When λ = 0 Ridge is equivalent to OLS. The attractive feature of Ridge and

Lasso is the possibility of choosing λ optimally by minimising the MSE of the model. In other words, it

chooses the optimal balance between bias and variance of the model’s prediction error:

λ̂ = argmin
λ∈Λ

MSE(η̂(λ))

st.

MSE(η̂(λ)) ≡ E[(η̂(λ))2] = E[(y − ŷ(λ))2]

= Bias(ŷ(λ))2 + σ2 + V ar(ŷ(λ)),

(103)

where Λ is the set of tuning parameters and σ2 is the variance of y. The bias-variance trade-off can

also be interpreted as a problem of over- and under-fitting the model on the training data. If the

bias is high the model is under-fitted and the model can miss important relations on the training data

important for predicting the test data. Conversely, if the variance is high the model is over-fitted and

can use what essentially is random noise in the training data to predict the hourly load on the test

data. The optimal choice λ̂ balances these two trade-offs and it is implemented by means of cross-

validation where 525 observations are left out in each estimation, implying the model is estimated roughlu

(2016 − 2011 + 1) ∗ 8760/525 ≈ 100 times. The tuning set consists of 102 elements and is defined as

Λ = 0∪
{
n ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 10, } : f(n) = 10−n

}
.

Finally, we have two different regression models (Model 1 and Model 2) with two sets of different regressors

(Dummy and Harmonic) each estimated using three different methods (OLS, Ridge, and Lasso), implyinh

we evaluate 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 = 12 different models in total.

It should be noted that the error term of all models are auto-correlated and heteroschedastic suggesting

that the models are not fully specified. For instance, we are not accounting for temperature, although
140Another way of formulating it is that Ω168 = 84 is too few regressors to fully capture the weekly cycle.
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this has been shown to be important in determining electricity demand. Temperature is not included in

gh,t (although it easily could be be) because it is a difficult variable to forecast. Importantly, the error

term does not contain a unit root.141

The prediction performances of the 12 different models are presented in figure G.5. The specifications

performs virtually the same albeit the dummy regressors generally outperforms the harmonic regressors.

The best prediction is Model 1 with the set of dummy regressors using Lasso. This specification explains a

little over 92% of the test data indicating the the assumption of φt = 1 is not an unreasonable assumption.

Figure G.5: Prediction performance on test data (2017)
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red.

141The ACF and PACF of all estimations suggest a stationary series since lag-terms are converging to zero. Both plots
indicates seasonality at the 24th and 168th lag suggesting that seasonality at these two frequencies has not been completely
accounted for.
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H Algorithms for Equilibrium in the very short run

H.1 Trade Partitions

Define a (GE × GE) matrix T of indicators (1/0) for whether trade capacities Ti,j > 0 or not. Impose

zeros if trade capacities are binding as well. The subset of countries that country i can trade with is then

found by:

• For each gj ∈ GE : If Ti,j = 0 do nothing. If Ti,j = 1 then country i can trade with all of country

j’s connections, indirectly through j. To capture this add:

i. Define matrix X1
j as the repeated vector of j ′th row in T.

ii. Define X2
j ≡ X1

j ∗T where ∗ indicates element-wise multiplication.

iii. Define X3
j as the (GE × 1) vector indicating strictly positive values in X2

j .

iv. Update i ′th vector in T with max value in existing vector Ti and X3
j .

When carried out for all gj ∈ GE define updated vector T1i .

• Repeat step above with new vector T1i : If resulting vector T2i = T1i we are done, otherwise repeat.

Note that we do not have to do this for all i, only for the number of subsets in the partition. Furthermore,

note that the process above ends after at most GE − 1 iterations: We have monotonicity in iterations

on Ti (values either increases or stay the same) and the values are bounded below (0) and above (1)

ensuring convergence.

H.2 Equilibrium with Trade Partition

Algorithm 1 below outlines in more detail, how we identity the short run equilibrium in cases where

the number of countries n, is prohibitively large, to apply the simple algorithm of the main text. The

main idea is to search over trade partitions, where each subset constitutes either a frictions-less (FLE)

or ad-hoc equilibrium (AHE). To do this we refer to two problems formally defined separately below the

algorithm: Problem 1 checks whether a trade-partition candidate can be implemented, without violating

trade capacities. Problem 2 is used to rank which trade capacities are most likely to bind. This is used

when searching over different trade partition candidates.
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Algorithm 1 The Equilibrium in the short run (SRE)
Define initial trade partition G0E ≡ (G01 , ...,G0n).
for each G0i ∈ G0E do

Solve for FLE prices as in definition 2. Next we check if FLE is feasible.
Given p∗E and

{
p∗H,gH

}
gH∈G0i

solve linear problem 1.

if allocation is feasible then
if p∗E < c̄ conclude FLE and exit.
else conclude BOE and exit.

end if
Update trade partition:

Solve problem 2 yielding trade costs C(NXk,j) (see problem 2 for elaboration).
Rank trade costs from highest-to-lowest, indicating likelihood of binding trade capacities.
repeat

For remaining transmission line w. highest cost fix: NXk,j ≡ Tk,j .
Update trade partition G1i .

until G1i 6= G0i and G1i is stable as defined in definition 1.
end for
repeat steps above for all Gji ∈ G

j
E

until exit by either FLE or AHE.

Problem 1 below checks whether or not the FLE is feasible:

Problem 1 (Minimize trade flows: Linear FLE problem).

min
∑
gk∈G0i

∑
j∈(G0i \k)

Xk,j ,

s.t.
∑
gj∈G0i

e(t,h,gj)

(
p∗E
pEgj ,t

)
=
∑
gj∈G0i

∑
j∈Igj

Ej
(
p∗E , p∗H,gH

)
,

h(t,h,gj)

(
p∗H,gj
pHgj ,t

)
=
∑
j∈Igj

Hj

(
p∗E , p∗H,gj

)
, ∀gj ∈ G0i

e(t,h,gj)

(
p∗E
pEgj ,t

)
+

∑
gk∈(G0i \gj)

NXgj ,gk =
∑
i∈Igj

Ej
(
p∗E , p∗H,gH

)
0 ≤ Xk,j ≤ Tk,j , NXk,j ≡ Xk,j −Xj,k, ∀(gk, gj) ∈ (G0i ×G0i )

The unconstrained shadow problem applied in algorithm 1:

Problem 2 (Minimize non-linear cost of trade: guiding trade partition).

min
∑
gk∈G0i

∑
j∈(G0i \k)

Ck,j
(
NXk,j

)
,

s.t.
∑
gj∈G0i

e(t,h,gj)

(
p∗E
pEgj ,t

)
=
∑
gj∈G0i

∑
j∈Igj

Ej
(
p∗E , p∗H,gH

)
,

h(t,h,gj)

(
p∗H,gj
pHgj ,t

)
=
∑
j∈Igj

Hj

(
p∗E , p∗H,gj

)
, ∀gj ∈ G0i
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e(t,h,gj)

(
p∗E
pEgj ,t

)
+

∑
gk∈(G0i \gj)

NXgj ,gk =
∑
i∈Igj

Ej
(
p∗E , p∗H,gH

)
,

where cost function Ck,j is assumed to follow

∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

=



[
1+

(
θ(Tk,j)

NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

]1/(1−σ)

− 1, for NXk,j > 0

−

[
1+

(
θ(Tj,k)

−NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

]1/(1−σ)

+ 1, for NXk,j ≤ 0

, σ ∈ (0, 1/2)

and θ(Tk,j) is calibrated after

θ(Tk,j) = Tk,j
(
(c̄+ 1)1−σ − 1

) σ
σ−1 .

Problem 2 implicitly imposes the inequality constraints in trade capacities by the calibration of the

cost function Ck,j . Note in particular that it is cheaper to use the fictional large plant at costs c̄ then

import more than capacity Tk,j . With all supply and demand functions being continuously differentiable,

the assumptions on Ck,j further renders a somewhat simple solution. From the solution to this problem,

we define the shadow cost of a set of transmission constraints, (Ti,j ,Tj,i), as

µi,j ≡
∣∣∣∣ ∂Ci,j∂NXi,j

∣∣∣∣ .
From the construction of the cost function we note that when NXi,j is not near the constraints, we have

µi,j ≈ 0. Furthermore, as then spikes around c̄ we can use this cut-off as a criteria for when the constraint

is likely to hold or not. Below we establish some results for the solution to this problem:

Taking prices as given we can rewrite budgets in the form:


∑
i∈Ig1 Ei

(
p∗E ,P ∗H,gH

)
− e(t,h,g1)

...∑
i∈Ign Ei

(
p∗E ,P ∗H,gH

)
− e(t,h,gn)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡µ

= bNX,

where b is a coefficient matrix and NX is a vector of stacked NXk,j terms. Dimensions are given by:

dim(b) = n×m, dim(NX) = m× 1, m ≡
n−1∑
i=1

i.

We note that b has rank n − 1 when
∑
µi = 0.142 Dropping the n ′th row in µ and b we now write

142Particularly we can show that row sum of b is zero, i.e. such that the n’th row bn = −
∑
i6=n b

i.
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constraints as ζ = B NX. The corresponding Lagrangian is given by:

L =

n−1∑
k=1

n∑
j=k+1

Ck,j(NXk,j) +
n−1∑
k=1

λkE

[
Bk ∗NX− ζ

]
,

with Bk denoting k ′th row of B. The first order conditions for each k ∈ {1, ...,n− 1}:

For j < n :
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= λjE − λkE ,

For j = n :
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= −λkE .

Letting ∂C(·)/∂NX denote the marginal cost function applied on each element of a vector input, we can

sum up the first order conditions on the form

∂C
∂NX = Aλ,

where A is a m× n− 1 coefficient matrix and λ is a vector of shadow-values. The matrices A and B are

of full rank (n− 1) per construction.

The first order conditions are necessary and sufficient for a minimum

For n = 2 the solution is uniquely determined by the constraints. For n ≥ 3:

i. The objective function and constraints are twice continuously differentiable. Note in particular that

lim
NXk,j→0+

(
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

)
= lim
NXk,j→0−

(
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

)
= 0,

and furthermore that

∂C2k,j
∂NXk,j

=


1

σNXk.j

(
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

+ 1

)σ (θ(Tk,j)
NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

, for NXk,j > 0

−1

σNXk,j

(
1−

∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

)σ ( θ(Tj,k)

−NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

, for NXk,j ≤ 0
.

As long as σ ∈ (0, 1/2) we have

lim
NX_k,j→0+

(
∂2Ck,j
∂NX2

k,j

)
= lim
NXk,j→0−

(
∂2Ck,j
∂NX2

k,j

)
= 0.

ii. Gradients of constraints are linearly independent, i.e. the Jacobian matrix B is of full (row) rank.

This implies that the null space of B can be defined by

Null(B) = span
{(
Z
)}

,

where Z is a basis matrix of dimensions m× (m− (n− 1)). We can produce a basis matrix Z by

the following steps:
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• Define for k ∈ {1, ...,n− 2} matrices on the form:

zk =


0(k−1)×(n−1−k)
11×(n−1−k)
−I(n−1−k)


where we note that zk is of dimensions (n− 1)× (n− 1− k).

• Now define Z as

Z =


[
z1 · · · zn−2

]
Im−(n−1).


iii. The matrix H ≡ Z ′

(
∇2NX,NXL

)
Z is positive semi definite. We note that ∇2NX,NXL is a (m×m)

diagonal matrix with diagonal elements λi ≥ 0. Thus H is defined in its diagonalized form, with

eigenvalues λi and eigenvectors in Z.143

iv. The matrix H is positive definite for all non-zero vector NX. If NX = 0 is feasible then there

exists a ε > 0 for which all NX in the neighbourhood Bε(0) attains the global minimum. In this

case the solution identified by constraints and first order conditions is not unique, but NX = 0 is

one of them.

H.3 The approximate equilibrium

In this section we show basic properties of the approximate equilibrium in definition 5. Formally this

involves solving problem 3 below:

Problem 3 (Solving for approximate equilibrium).

min
n−1∑
k=1

n∑
j=k+1

Ck,j(NXk,j),

s.t.
∑
gj∈GE

e(t,h,gj)

(
pgj
pgj ,t

)
=
∑
gj∈GE

∑
i∈Igj

Ei
(
pgj , pgH

)
h(t,h,gH)

(
pgH
pgH ,t

)
=
∑
i∈IgH

Hi (pgE , pgH ) ∀gH ∈ GH

e(t,h,gj)

(
pgj
pgj ,t

)
+

∑
gk∈(GE\gj)

NXgj ,gk =
∑
i∈Igj

Ei
(
pgj , pgH

)
,

143Technically the vectors in Z are not orthonormal, but a scaling of √3 makes them so:

H =
(√

3−1Z
) ′ (

3∇2NX,NXL
) (√

3−1Z
)
,

implying that eigenvalues of H are scaled values of (∇2NX,NXL), but with unchanged signs.
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where the cost function Ck,j is defined such that

∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

=



[
1+

(
θ(Tk,j)

NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

]1/(1−σ)

− 1, for NXk,j > 0

−

[
1+

(
θ(Tj,k)

−NXk,j

)σ−1
σ

]1/(1−σ)

+ 1, for NXk,j ≤ 0

, σ ∈ (0, 1/2).

Relative electricity prices are then defined as:

pgi = pgj −
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

.

In the following we show:

i. The global minimum to problem problem 3 exists and obeys trade capacities.

ii. Taking prices as given, the first order conditions to problem 3 are necessary and sufficient to

minimize trade costs.

iii. The relative electricity pricing rule is unique, such that comparing country i with any other two

countries (j, k), yields the same price pi.

iv. In the unconstrained case the first order conditions yields an injective mapping fNX : Rn−1 → Rm

from choice of a basis vector to a vector of all net export elements: NXn 7→ NX.144 This mapping

has a simple analytical form.

v. In the unconstrained case the first order conditions can alternatively be used to present an injective

mapping fp : Rn−1 → Rm, from a vector of country-specific prices pE to entire a vector of all net

export elements: pE 7→ NX. This mapping has a similar simple analytical form.

vi. In a constrained case the first order conditions yields a similar mapping f̃NX : Rn−1 7→ Rm from a

basis vector to all net export elements; the new basis vector ÑXn is straightforward to identify. In

the constrained case it turns out the mapping from a price vector to NX given by fp is identical

to the unconstrained case.

H.3.1 The global minimum exists and obeys trade capacities

Note that all functions are continuously differentiable in prices and NXi,j .145. By assumption each area

includes a fictional plant with sufficient large capacity to cover entire equilibrium, but highest cost at c̄.

With the cost function defined as above it will never be optimal to choose a NXi,j > Ti,j as marginal

costs of trade is greater than c̄ around trade capacities. We can thus without loss of generality define the

problem on a compact set defined by NXi,j ≤ Ti,j . By the extreme value theorem our objective function

is thus bounded and the global minimum exists.

144We define the unconstrained case as the case where at least one country, has strictly positive trade capacities Ti,j > 0
with all other countries.

145For the differentiability of Ck,j see problem 2
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H.3.2 Taking prices as given, the first order conditions are necessary and sufficient to

minimize trade costs.

Following the solution to problem 2 the first order conditions for the vector of NX can be written on the

form:

∂C
∂NX = A× λ

B ×NX = ζ(pE)

Here NX is a stacked vector of all m =
∑n−1
i=1 i net export terms. ∂C/∂NX applies the marginal trade

cost function element-wise onNX. A and B are suitable coefficient matrices. λ is the vector of Lagrangian

variables from the country-specific equilibrium constraints. Finally ζ(pE) is defined as domestic surplus

production functions (DSF) given prices; the difference between domestic supply and demand. Problem

2 shows that these conditions are indeed necessary and sufficient for a minimum.

H.3.3 Uniqueness of relative prices

The relative price rule of pgi = pgj − ∂C/∂NXi,j identifies the same price pgi for all (i, k) equations with

k 6= i when NX is chosen according to the minimization problem. Consider any two pairs (i, j), (i, k) of

countries and note that the pricing equation implies that

pgi =pgj −
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

,

pgi =pgk −
∂Ci,k
∂NXi,k

,

pgj =pgk −
∂Cj,k
∂NXj,k

.

Combining the three this implies that

∂Cj,k
∂NXj,k

+
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

=
∂Ci,k
∂NXi,k

.

Substituting for the first order conditions this yields:

λkE − λjE︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡∂Cj,k/∂NXj,k

+λjE − λiE = λkE − λiE ,

which holds per construction.
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H.3.4 The injective mapping from basis vector of net exports to full allocation

Assume that there is one country, for which trade capacities with all other countries are strictly positive.

Let this be the n’th country. The first order conditions are then given for k ∈ {1, ...,n− 1}:

For j < n :
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= λjE − λkE

For j = n :
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= −λkE .

Using the n’th country’s net export terms we can thus rewrite first order conditions without λ:

∂C
∂NX = −A× ∂C

∂NXn
, NXn ≡

(
NX1,n, · · · NXn−1,n

) ′
.

Note in particular that the marginal trade cost function is a bijection and the inverse function, (∂C)−1,

is naturally is as well. Problem 2 establishes that A is of full row rank, but is not square, implying that

this mapping is injective. As the composite function of two injective functions is injective itself, this

establishes that the mapping fNX : Rn−1 → Rm defined by

NX = (∂C)−1
(
−A× ∂C

∂NXn

)
,

is injective as well. In other words; given a candidate vector of NXn there is a unique corresponding

vector of all net exports, NX, that obeys the first order conditions.

H.3.5 The injective mapping from prices to net exports

The solution to problem 3 implies the mapping fNX established above as well as the price function

p̃E ≡


p1
...

pn−1

 = pn −
∂C

∂NXn
.

As the partial trade cost function is bijective, we can invert this

NXn = (∂Cn)
−1 (pn − p̃E) ⇒ ∂C

∂NXn
= pn − p̃E .

where (∂Cn)
−1 is the inverse of the vector function, taking the derivative of the marginal trade cost

function in arguments NXi,n. Substituting this into the function fNX established above we have

NX = (∂C)−1 (A× (pn − p̃E)) .

By the same argument as for fNX this establishes an injective mapping from pE to NX.
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H.3.6 The constrained solution

Consider the case where two countries cannot trade, i.e. Ti,j = Tj,i = 0. In the simple case we assume

that there is still a country that can trade with all other countries. In this case the solution is simply to

fix the relevant net export terms at zero; the rest of the solution is identical. Recall that we utilized the

linear dependence of the n countries’ equilibria constraints, to drop exactly one of them, and write the

n’th first order conditions, simply as

∂Ci,n
∂NXi,n

= −λiE .

In the case where there is no n’th country to identify the entire λE vector, the solution is slightly altered.

The first order conditions can now be written in the form

∂C
∂NX = −A×D× ∂C

∂NX ,

where D is a suitable (n×m) coefficient matrix.146 As in the unrestricted case, the right hand side of this

equation essentially only picks out n− 1 relevant net export flows; which elements are chosen however,

depends on the restricted transmission lines. Before proceeding, we note that this representation only

holds as long as transmission shocks does not imply new trade partitions. In such scenarios the solution

approach outlined here should be carried out separately for each subset of the trade partition. Following

the same steps as in the unconstrained case we now have

• The net export vector can be found by an injective mapping f̃NX : Rn−1 7→ Rm defined by:

NX = (∂C)−1
(
−A× ∂C

∂ÑXn

)
,

where the new ’basis’ vector ÑXn now consists of elements picked out by the D matrix.

• We can define the relative price rule as

pgi = pgj −
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

, ∀(gi, gj) : Ti,j > 0,

or equivalently

p̃E = pn −D× ∂C
∂NX = pn −

∂C
∂ÑXn

• The marginal trade cost function is invertible such that

ÑXn = (∂C̃n)
−1 (pn − p̃E) , ⇒ ∂C

∂ÑXn

= pn − p̃E

where (∂C̃n)
−1 is the inverse of the vector function, taking the derivative of the marginal trade

cost function in the arguments picked out in NX by the D coefficient matrix.
146At the end of this appendix we provide an example of how to construct coefficient matrices as A,B,D applied here.
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• Substituting this into the f̃NX function we have

NX = (∂C)−1 (A× (pn − p̃E)) ,

which is identical to the net export / price function in the unconstrained case.

H.3.7 Constructing coefficient matrices

The D matrix is formed such that the price pgi are determined by a linear combination of marginal costs

that eventually relates to the level pn, but without relying on any NX terms fixed at zero. One way of

doing so is outlined below:

i. Load n ′th column vector of T into a matrix E (of dimension n× n). Row-vectors with a one in E

are done, the rest are yet to be filled out. In the matrix D this translates into rows containing unit

vectors:

Di = e ′k1 k1 ≡
n−1∑
j=n−i

j.

Only the n ′th row of D naturally contains only zeros.

ii. In matrix E: Define i0 as rows with sum equal zero, and i1 as rows with 1 in n ′th column. Add:

For i ∈ i0, j ∈ i1 : if T (i, j) = 1 then set E(i, j) = 1 and then add E(i, ·) = E(i, ·) +E(j, ·)

For rows Di where T (i, j) = 1 as identified above:

• If i < j then set

D(i, k2) = 1, k2 ≡
n−1∑
s=n−i

[s] − (n− j).

• If i > j then set

Di,k3 = −1, k3 ≡
n−1∑
s=n−j

[s] − (n− i).

• Finally, add the j ′th row to the i ′th row.

iii. Update sets i0, i1 by defining: i0 contains the rows without ones in E, and i1 contains rows with

ones in column n− 1.

Repeat this until i0 is an empty set.
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An example of a 4× 4 matrix T scenario is:

T =


1 1 0 0

1 1 1 0

0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1

 ⇒ E ≡


0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

 and D ≡


1 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1

· · · 06 · · ·


The trade coefficient matrix T states that country 1 can trade with country 2, who trades with country

3 as well, who finally trades with country 4. The established D matrix then states that to tie p1 to the

level of pn we write this as:

p1 = pn −
∂C1,2
∂NX1,2

−
∂C2,3
∂NX2,3

−
∂C3,4
∂NX3,4

.

This ensures that all NX terms evaluated are not constrained to zero.

H.4 Approximating cost functions with standard normal distributions

As an alternative to the marginal trade cost function, we can attempt to approximate the solution function

directly. If we think of the bottom up trade function as

NXi,j =

 Ti,j , pi ≤ pj
−Tj,i, pj ≤ pi

,

then we can approximate this directly as

NXi,j ≈ Ti,j − (Ti,j + Tj,i)Φ

(
pj − pi
σ

)
,

where σ → 0 nests the bottom up solution. If Ti,j 6= Tj,i this does not enter origo though. For this function

to enter through origo, we use the same specification as the asymmetric normal demand specification

outlined in appendix G. In particular we define the approximation

NXi,j ≈ −Tj,i +
(
Ti,j + Tj,i

)
Φ

(
pj − pi + g̃

σ

)
,

where we define g̃ such that the function enters origo, i.e. such that

g̃ = Φ−1

(
Tj,i

Ti,j + Tj,i

)
σ.
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I Results from K-means clustering using k̄ = 2800

The results from the K-means clustering using k =2800 is presented in fig. I.1. For each variable (16

in total) we plot the clustered value against the hourly variable in RAMSES. The diagrams should be

read from left to right: Observation on the same horizontal line defines a cluster. Observations on the

diagonal implies that the clustered value is exactly equal to the actual hourly value, implying that data

should be closely centered around the diagonal for k =2800 to be an appropriate number of clusters.

Figure I.1: Fit of hourly data with k̄=2800.

(a) Inelastic electricity demand for DK-west (GWh). (b) Inelastic electricity demand for DK-East (GWh).

(c) Inelastic heat demand for DK (GWh). (d) Industrial power generation in DK (GWh).

Note: The diagrams should be read from left to right, i.e. points on the same horizontal line defines a cluster. The
diagonal defines the point where the clustered exogenous data is equal to the hourly data, implying that observations
closely centered around the diagonal indicates an accurate cluster.

continuous on the next page...
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Figure I.1: The determination of the maximum number of clusters, k̄.

(e) Residual load for NO (GWh). (f) Residual load for SE (GWh).

(g) Residual load for FI (GWh). (h) Residual load for DE (GWh).

(i) Residual load for NL (GWh). (j) Residual load for GB (GWh).

Note: The diagrams should be read from left to right, i.e. points on the same horizontal line defines a cluster. The
diagonal defines the point where the clustered exogenous data is equal to the hourly data, implying that observations
closely centered around the diagonal indicates an accurate cluster.

continuous on the next page...
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Figure I.1: The determination of the maximum number of clusters, k̄.

(k) Productivity of wind power in DK-West (GWh). (l) Productivity of wind power in DK-East (GWh).

(m) Productivity of solar power in DK-West (GWh). (n) Productivity of solar power in DK-East (GWh).

(o) Productivity of solar heat in DK-West (GWh). (p) Productivity of solar heat in DK-East (GWh).

Note: The diagrams should be read from left to right, i.e. points on the same horizontal line defines a cluster. The
diagonal defines the point where the clustered exogenous data is equal to the hourly data, implying that observations
closely centered around the diagonal indicates an accurate cluster.

continuous on the next page...
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Figure I.1: The determination of the maximum number of clusters, k̄.

(q) Hydro power water inflow for DE (GWh). (r) Hydro power water inflow for all but DE (GWh).

Note: The diagrams should be read from left to right, i.e. points on the same horizontal line defines a cluster. The
diagonal defines the point where the clustered exogenous data is equal to the hourly data, implying that observations
closely centered around the diagonal indicates an accurate cluster.
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J Smoothing out kinks in piece-wise linear functions

Consider the piece-wise linear function with a single kink:

f(x) =

 a1 + b1x, x ≤ k

a2 + b2x, x > k
,

where the linear function is continuous in x = k such that

a1 − a2 = (b2 − b1)k.

To smooth out the function we use two piece-wise linear functions on the form

g1(x) = α1 +
β1
2

(x− |x− γ1|)

g2(x) = α2 +
β2
2

(x+ |x− γ2|) ,

where γ1, γ2 ≥ 0. The functions g1, g2 can also be formulated as the linearly kinked functions:

g1(x) =


α1 −

β1
2
γ1 + β1x, x ≤ γ1

α1 +
β1
2
γ1, x ≥ γ1

g2(x) =


α2 +

β2
2
γ2, x ≤ γ2

α2 −
β2
2
γ2 + β2x, x ≥ γ2

For the g functions to be used as a basis for the f function, we thus need γ1 = γ2 = γ = k Summing over

gj functions then yield:

g(x) ≡ g1(x) + g2(x) =


α1 + α2 + γ

β2 − β1
2

+ β1x, x ≤ γ

α1 + α2 + γ
β1 − β2

2
+ β2x, x > γ

Thus to fit the slopes of the linear function f we need β1 = b1 and β2 = b2. Imposing this and setting

α2 = 0 for simplicity we get

α1 = a1 + k
b1 − b2
2

.

We can approximate the absolute value functions using

|x| ≈
√
x2 + ε2,

where ε > 0 is an error term. The resulting approximation is illustrated in figure J.1 below. As ε is

lowered towards zero, we can get arbitrarily close to the piece-wise linear function (solid line).
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Figure J.1: Varying ε in smoothing piece-wise linear function

The figure shows how varying the error term ε improves the approximation. Here
ε ∈ {0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50}.
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K A potential fix of the aggregation of storage firms

In this appendix we consider the state-transition-contingent aggregation scheme. For convenience we here

restate the system of equations characterizing the behavior in one state ki:

Eki|kj = E+
(
Yki −E

)
Φ

(
pki − c− aθki|kj

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yki

)
Φ

(
pki − c− θki|kj

σ

)
θki|kj = βθkj + η

ki|kj
− η̄ki|kj

Ski|kj = Ski−1 + f
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
η̄ki|kj =

(
Smaxki|kj

− S̄
)
∇Smaxki|kj

η
ki|kj

= −Sminki|kj
∇Sminki|kj

.

The state variable and continuation values were defined as weighted averages:

Ski−1 ≡ P−1,(0,ki)S0 + P−1,(k1,ki)Sk1|ki + ... + P−1,(kk|ki)Skk|ki

θki ≡ Pki|k1θki|k1 + Pki|k2 + ... + Pki|kkθki|kk .

Recall that the probabilities P−1,(kj |ki) were backward looking. Thus P−1,(kj |ki) denoted the probability

that in state ki, the previous state was kj . The probabilities Pki|kj were forward looking, thus denoting

the probability that to transition to state kj from state ki. As mentioned in section 9.3.4 the biggest

problem with this aggregation approach, is that the variation in the state variable (S) is too dampened.

To figure out why this might be the case, consider the definition of the state variable in Ski−1. Apply

the law of motion for Ski|ki and rearrange to get:

Ski−1 =
1

1− P−1,(ki|ki)

P−1,(ki|ki)f
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
+
∑
j 6=i

P−1,(kj |ki)Skj |ki


Furthermore, substitute for all other Skj |ki using the law of motion and rewrite as:

Ski−1 =
1

1− P−1,(ki|ki)

∑
j

P−1,(kj |ki)f
(
Ykj −Ekj |ki

)+
1

1− P−1,(ki|ki)

∑
j 6=i

P−1,(kj |ki)Skj−1

 ,

or alternatively simply:

Ski−1 =
∑
j

αj,kif
(
Ykj −Ekj |ki

)
+
∑
j 6=i

αj,kiSkj−1, where αj,ki ≡
P−1,(kj |ki)

1− P−1,(ki|ki)
.

From this we note the following:
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• Ski−1 is based on a linear combination of other states (Skj−1), with weights summing to 1:

∑
j 6=i

αj,ki = 1.

• The weights on the storage decisions (Ykj −Ekj |ki) sums to at least one:

∑
j

αj,ki = 1+ αi,ki ≥ 1.

• The term αi,ki that determines the weight on storage decisions, is actually the the ratio of hours

where state ki transitions into itself to hours where it does not. In particular let nki denote

the total number of hours in state ki and nki|ki the number of hours where state ki transitions into

itself. We then have:

αi,ki =
nki|ki/nki

1− nki|ki/nki
=

nki|ki
nki − nki|ki

.

Now, recall that the storage decision variable (Yki −Ekj |ki) was scaled according to realistic hourly levels.

Thus when the state variable Ski−1 is defined the weights in αj,ki would then ideally scale the storage

terms (Yki −Ekj |ki) up, to reflect the number of hours (nki) included in the state ki. In other words, we

require that

∑
j

αj,ki = nki .

Using the expressions above for the αj,ki weights, note that this is only the case iff nki|ki = nki − 1.

Once again in other words: The aggregation method only scales the storage decisions (Yki − Ekj |ki)

appropriately when the state represents purely seasonal variation, where the state ki transitions

into itself all hours except for one. Furthermore, the weights on the storage decisions are otherwise

unambiguously too low, thus implying that the aggregation method dampens fluctuations in the

state variable, when the states represent other than purely seasonal variation.

To fix the problem include a constant χi in the law of motions:

Ski|kj = Ski−1 + χif
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
. (105)

Going through the same steps as outlined in above, the level of stored energy (state variable) is then

given by

Ski−1 =
∑
j

χjαj,kif
(
Ykj −Ekj |ki

)
+
∑
j 6=i

αj,kiSkj−1.
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We can identify χi from the restrictions that

χi
∑
j

αj,ki = nki , χi =
nki∑
j αj,ki

. (106)

implying the appropriate scaling discussed above.
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